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ALBUQUEEQUE MORNING JOUKNAL.

.CITY
EDITION

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Saturday, April 22, 1922.

FORTY THIRD YEAR.
VOTj. CLXXHI. No. 22.
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HIGHEST WATER
MINERS WILLING
EVER RECORDED
IS PREDICTED TO END DISPUTE

'5 FIRST

DUTY IS

HOE,
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HER

IS VIEW

OF LADY ASTOR
Politics
ond,

Should Come

Sec-

Says Viscountess;
Teaching Children is the
Most Important Thing.

LIQUOR DULLS BRAlN;
SAYS

SHEJ)ISUKES IT
Deplores Attacks Made on
England in United States;
Says Great Britain is Fair
Toward America.
(By The Associated I'rcss.)
New York, April 21. Lord

and
Lady Astor went to the theater tonight for their first amusement
since their arrival from England
on Wednesday.
Tomorrow they
depart ror Laltimore where Ladv
Astor, first woman member of the
parliament, is to address the
conference ot women.
ThiB was another busy day for
the viscountess. Most of the time
she remained indoors at the home
of her sister, Mrs. Charles Dana
Gibson, who was the artist's model
for the famous "Gibson Girl.'
There she received reporters, photographers and social leaders.
In her interview
Lady Astor
made clear her opinion that hom
should come first with a woman
and then politics, which she believed all ot her sex should enter,
at least to the extent of voting InShe said she considtelligently.
ered teaching children the most
important thing In the world.
Defends Prohibition.
Learning that Lord Balfour had
accepted an earldom, she said the
only reason he did so was because
he had become too old to labor in
the house of commons. Jocosely,
she remarked that nobody in his
right mind would enter tho house
of lords, turning to her husband
with the query, "Would they, my
lord?" Lord Astor shook his head,
Defending prohibition.
smiling.
Lady Astor said: "Let the rich
If
drink
they want to, It won't hurt
SIT"
any one but themselves."
thought liquor dulled the brain'
and for that reason disliked It.
"If you people want liquor put
it to vote, but you will never get
it."
She contended that England was
fair toward America while many
in this country attacked, Britain
bitterly and unfairly.

Kaps Hearst Papers.

"Every time I see a Hearst pa- per,' I nritl a dig at'liingland," sho
said. "Why, if any one In the
house of commons makes a slur
upon the United States, he Is howled
down, but In the senate when unfair statements are flung at England there seems to be no ono to
deny them."
Lady Astor laughed when asked
if it were truo that "spiritualism
was sweeping England," as Sir
Conan Doyle has said.
"I don't think spiritualism has
got anything to do with religion."
she said. "Let Kir Arthur talk
but leave religion
spiritualism,
alone."
MARY GARDEN WAS AT

PRIZE FIGHT, CLAIM
(By Tho AHuoclutfd Vrtot.)

ALFRED MONTGOMERY.
NOTED PAINTER, DEAD
(By Tlx Aumrlnted frcu.1
Los Angeles, Calif., April 21.
Alfred Montgomery, known as the
"
died at a hospital
here last night after an Illness ot
a month. He was 66 years old and
is survived by a widow and daughter.
Montgomery Is best known for
Ms paintings of farm
life. His
"down on the farm" was hung at
the Paris exposition .in 1900, and
later was sold for $10,000. He had
lived In Los Angeles for the last
sixteen years.
"farmer-painter,-

GUILTY OF MURDER.
Salt Lake City, Utah, April 21.
r.oy E. Donnell was found guilty of
sent- ,i lirst degree murder and was
to life Imprisonment in
(enced court here late today in
with the slaying last Feb
ruary oi i;narie a. ruus, prorar
nent Salt Lake wholesale druggist.
FOUND

WEATHER

I

I.
FORECAST.
Denver; Colo., April 21. New
and Sunday,
Mexico:
Saturday
cloudy, probably local rain west
portion; cooler Sunday.
Arizona:
unsettled,
Saturday,
probabfy local ralhj Sunday, generally fair and cooler.
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university;
K
75
Highest temperature
3
Lowest . .. .
89
Hange
68
Mean
33
Humidity at 6 a. hi
t
Humidity at 6 p.
i
Precipitation
20
Wind" velocity
South
Direction of wind
Character. u .day. . ..rartly, cloud)
,

tn...........

Where Tornado and Snow Hit U. S.
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TRANSPORTATION
ACT
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1920

IS

PRAISED

RM

Hope Is Expressed That the
BY
CHIEF
Greatest Congress European Statesmen Ever Held
Saved Not Only the RaiDo Some Good.
lroads But the Entire Coun(lly The AniKM'ialrd t'rm.)
try From Disaster, H, E.
Genoa, April 21 (by the Asso
ciated Press). The economic con
Byram Declares.

Will Declare Strike Off and!

Return to Work. Pending
Negotiations of a New!
Agreement, Says.

-

ference today made a great stride
forward.
The elimination ot the ROADS ANCTCOUNTRY
SUGGESTS NATIONAL
n
treaty from tlie
PARLEY BE CALLED;
FACE BETTER TIMES
Russia's
controversy, and soviet
of the alprovisional
acceptance
Vice President of
lied conditions concerning foreign Predicts a Demand for More
A. Also Rec
debats and confiscated property ot
Cars, More Locomotives
foreigners, produced a very defifcw
Permanent .v5.
for.
and
More Facilities in the
nite hope that tho greatest constatesmen
ever
gress
European
Near
Future.
jtion,
Regulating
held will accomplish
something
recon
for
real
and
the
tangible
(By The
.Freud.)
(lly The Ansnclatcd PreM.)
struction of Europe, including
1. The coal
New York,.
Sioux City, Iowa. April 21. The
miners will
'2tie strike of
transportation act of 1920 was inDemands Accepted.
and return r
nending neKo- strumental in saving not only tho
Tho
which
demands
the
of
powers
tiations
agreement, if
but the entire country
have been accepted Include the railroads
.s a
resutu-,K'lnH. E. Byram, presifrom
congress
jouu
waiving by Russia of her counter dent ofdisaster,
tho hltlltnt- tion or
the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Shaded states show path of tornado from Colorado c Ohio.
claims, based on military inter St, Paul railway,
nous coa.
mission's award of
said In an address
vention; recognition of war debts here tonight before the Sioux City
1920 to all', oft coal operations.
were killed, scores !
Colorado and ploughed eastward
was done in
Greatest
Many
un
to
damage
the
with
the
governments,
of
traffic managers club.
Phillip Murray, vice president
eastern Illinois and western IndiKansas,
Colorado,
jureu and thousands of dollars through
derstanding that they will be conthe United Mine Workers of Amerthe present situation ot
OF GRAND
worth of property damage lon
ana a short distance south of siderably 'scaled down; recognition theWhile
Arkansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Misica, declared at a debate on the
railroads was far from envi
!o which started
in
toi
Indiana
and
Lake
Ohio.
of
financial
debts
and
by
llinois,
obligasouri,
Michigan.
coal strike tonight.
he says he believed the rail
tions due to foreign nationals and able,
Another requirement for the end
to have con roads and tne country were lacipsr
of
the
foreigners
right
be
would
of
the
ho
said,
better times, that improved busidifficult,
fiscated property returned to them ness
Sending Troops to Gallup a recommendation
to President
conditions were near and that
to
or
be
compensaproper
given
of
Harding to call a national conferhigh freight rates will not prevent
1 MAN DEAD AND
Probably Averted Loss
for
it.
tion
all
of
ence of the
arrival.
The conciliatory nature ot the their
Life and Property, Inquis- operators and representatives
mine workers to ne"I believe," he said, "that beanswer of the soviet government fore
new
a
another
agreement.
passes the. degotiate
itorial Body Finds.
contributed to tho optimism that mand for moreyear
He also recommended as a percars, more locomoan
seek
bolslievikl
tho
earnestly
moro freight yards and other
manent policy for regulating proJOUSNALl
ISPaC'AL DltMTCH TO MORNIN
arrangement with th powers by tives,
duction and stabilizing tho indusfacilities to move the business ot
to
The
21.
be
will
Russia
which
permitted
Gallup, N. M., April
country will be much more intry, the appointment ot a "repreenter into the comity of nations. the
and official
grand Jury of the district court, sentative, technical
of sistent than the cry for reduced
demands
brief
and
The
clear
to
tlio
commission charged with
is at this time, for lower
duty
now in session, has reported
IN
the allies, which afford a concrete rates
all the
will do no good unless the,
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
rales
District Judgo Holloman that Gov- of collecting nnd analyzing
are
for
basis
compared
discussion,
is moved, and it should bo
Philadelphia, April 21. A new the destroyers Truxton, Worden, here
making sound and
ernor Mechem acted wisely In facts and withconstructive
the observers to tho con- freight
recomremembered that the increased,
industry scrupplng old warships and Whipple, which will ply be- crete by
naval
American
for
proposals
sending troops to Gallup and that appropriate
of this
mendations.
has sprung up along the Dela- tween the United States and Cen- limitation which was introduced at facilities on the railroads standstill
Seventeen Hundred Gallons
probable loss of life and property
tral America.
country have been at a
subject debated was "What
conso
outset
of
was avterted by the prompt action liesTheback
ware
the
not
Washington
river
the
where
ago,
and
of the coal strike
with kerosene oil burnof Gasoline Blow Up an more than one hundred long
which gave tho dele- for five years." he said, were in,
of the governor.
ference
thousand ers,Engined
lies ahead." Mr. Murray preTlio railroads,
they are large cargo carriers gates to and
wero
Assistant Attorney General Ed- what
men
to
the
gathering
Washington
Fire
conworking
feverishly
When
Oil
of
demand to
the
Station
side
and of such
craft that they an
to concentrate dis- accord with the public
wards of Santa Fe and George sented thoandminers'
build a "bridge
of ships" can navigate light
opportunity
help
Watkins.
H.
shallow
Thomas
on
reduce rates, but do not now berivers
troversy
and
chairman,
Btate
on
across
cussion
to
tangible
tho
republican
Atlantic
check
tho
Craig,
Starts on
lieve It is safe to do so.
high tide and lay off plantations constructive. something
president of the Pennsylvania Coal
were in charge of the grand Jury's and
progress of Germany in the world for loading, thereby
"We believe it is much more ImCoke company, the operators'
eliminating
Aid.
Flnnncial
activities. C. N. Cotton and H.
war.
Foreign
cost.
Their clean lines
to the public welfare that
The public's attitude
lighterage
viewpoint.
portant
on
soviet
merchants,
ot
wholesale
the
The Insistence
Newman,
Philadelphia, the birthplace of give them great speed, which
railroads be maintained in a,
the
Harry A. Garnecesas
a
aid
were called before that body to was interpreted ofbyWilliams
financial
of
to
be
the
also
is
many
vessels,
makes unnecessary the expensive foreign
Downey. Calif.. April 21
college,
safe and efficient condition." ho
president
the "graveyard" of a number of
testify as to the need of troops and field,
sary condition to Russia's salva- said, "and that their credit ba
Fxlwnrd Vandcigrlft. a retired
who was national coal administrarefrigerating system used in slower tion
toward
all
turn
to
serves
once
eyes
the
the wisdom of their being sent. tor
navy's
great
from
died
fightinc
tonight
boats.
fruit
merchant,
under former President Wilson,
by satisfactory returns
Both are said to have testified to
the United States, for it seemssuc-to maintained
craft, discarded because they have
liuriii received in an oil sta- to investors so that needed cars
by Itobcrt W. Uruer. director
effective
be
that
the imperative necessity of such and
become
obsolete.
when
the
Later
recognized
t'on fire hero earlier in the
may be provided,
of the bureau of international reaction. The report that the repub- search.
cor for Russia is Impossible with- and locomotives
railscrapping Program of the arms
4 day, this being the second
of American than that already inadequate
lican state chairman procured
out
conference
effective
becomes
the
W.
participation
many
Ii.
blaze.
to
were
due
the
death
reduced below
be
suggestions
Mr.
road
Murray's
earnings'
so
for
'names
Invoices
prois
from
conviction
the
more ships will be added to tho
their
capital. This
level.
Henry, grnln merchant, died
offered as a solution of the probfound that the allied representa- their present
list. Hundreds of men are engoods furnished to the troops, lem of the: future in bituminous
nbont two hours before Van- would
and j is
could not be confirmed
in turning the steel from
that
are
tives
they
hinting
gaged
dergrift.
coal mining.
like to see Richard Washburn PLAN CONCENTRATION
the discarded ships into billets
probably untrue.
The list of seriously injured
and
Hanson
George
Child the American ambassador to OF
ts)at can be worked into materials
Sharp
was increased to five by re- LIQUOR STORED IN
on
Ttalv.' attend the discussions
mine
superintendents,
for the construction of buildings,
Miksch,
Basil
ports from hospitals. Wierwero examined. No clue could be
WAREHOUSES
Russian
nffairs.
automobiles
tools,
locomotives,
BONDED
and
Clyde
C'timmings
had os to their testimony but the WAGE
Th sentiment regarding Ameri
rtnd other pcetime uses.
liuelr were declared to lx in n
Is
their
was
summed
that
can
one
Delaware river shipyard,
financial support
general Impression
In
serious wiulition, ho result
(By The Awocloted Frn.)
to the
President
up. todav
testimony was favorablo
8
Afrii 21. Regula
alone, there are awaiting dismanby former
or burns and bruises.
Mottn. of
the battleships Maine, MisSwitzerland, who said tions are to be issued soon govern-in- g
mining compnnles by which they
tling
OT
the
were employed.
d
souri and Wisconsin, the
that without assistance from
the concentration of liquor
first-clacruiser Columbia, Republicans Agree to Dem United States it would be very dif- stored in bonded warehouses into
Mayor A. T. Hannett was called
"We
out.
and Is reported to have vigorously
to
win
the
monitors
and
Amocinttd
ficult
for
The
Ozark, Monterey
Europe
(By
rrm.)
limited number ot depots as an
ocrats' Request- do not believe that America will aeconomic measure, it was said toprotested against the action of the
21. Ono Tonopah, and countless destroy-ears- ,
Calif.,
April
Downey,
In
the
Were
governor. Two miners
the ties binding her to Eu day at the treasury. Applications
eagle boats and smaller craft.
man killed and thirty injured,
Further Consideration Be forget
Powerful
Jury room about one minute each.
torches,
rope," he'declared.
for furnishing the warehouses for
three seriously, was the toll earlv wielded by masked workmen
are
Attorney General Edwards Is
Simultaneously with todays de storing the concentrated liquor, it.
Deferred Until Monday.
of two explosions at an being used to cut through the
the
reported to have Instructed
tonight
here, prominence , was was added, would be acted upon
velopments
steel turret armor of
here earlier in the day. eleven-inc- h
Jury that It was their duty to degiven press dispatches from the as soon as the regulation was pro(Ry The Anoclnted Vnn )
Miners In Hard Coal Fields oil station hundred
n
cide the question under discuscrane
United States asserting that public mulgated.
Maine, while a
Seventeen
gallons of gas- the
21. OfficialWashington,
April
ot tho
to
was
sion by a preponderance
used
out
its
Concessions
selectake
Told
Are
opinion there did not expect any
oline blew up after the fire started,
Present plans call for the warely tho tariff bill was before the assistance would be given Europe
evidence before them and that
guns.
bonded
about
of
from crossed electric wires,
tion
thirty
either
Which
Made
Be
facts
litcould
not
senate
Cannot
consider
any
they
today, but it received such until Europe put her house In houses in different parts of the
along the yard tiie
or from a blow torch which was tle Further
of which they might have perobsolete submarine with its paattention that republican order and really got to work, set country into which gradually the
Will Increase Prices.
being used by a workman near, the per thickness shell is being ripped scant
sonal knowledge.
leaders
finally acquiesced in a re- tled the problem of German rep
of 40,000,000 gallons of liquor
building.
The foreman ot the grand Jury
chisels to the quest of the democrats that fur- arations and reduced her armies. total
in bond will be concentrated.
W. D. Henry, a Downey grain apart with prosaio the
now
B The Assoi'lnled l'rr.)
e
is said to be a personal friend of
of
Voices Hope for Success.
galling
ther consideration of it be deferred
Prohibition CommisAssistant
New York, April 21. Anthracite merchant, died in a hospital sever- accompaniment
staccato of compressed
air until Monday. By that time the
Gregory Page, local republican
Slgnor Facta, chairman of the sioner West, who has charge ot
had announced that al hours after the accident. Roy hammers. Tho monitor
boss, and is reputed to be a pat- operators, who
to
to
officially
Monterey,
conference,
be ready
minority expects
the government's liquor concentraron at Mr. Page's bank.
's
today they would submit to the Tompkins, a storekeeper; and Dester
edition of
Wal- an Improved
proceed with tho general delibera- voiced hope for the success of the tion program, probably will make,
miners tho terms upon which they Witherspoon, school boy,
The exact purpose of the
conference which the soviet reply a tour of various cities where
gallant monitor of civil war tion of the measure.
so badly
could not be .earned. would sign an agreement ending ter Pulley, druggist, weresaid
Its sprface-flus- h
deck,
When the bill was called up to- of today Is considered to justify. A bonded warehouses are located
the fame, 'with
burned that physicians
bilStreet gossip declared it to be in the strike, contented themselves
is
into
converted
being
rapidly
Chairtnan
McCumber
of the committee of seven experts, repre
day by
selection of the new storetheir chances were against their recov- lets. Its ten and twelve-Inc- h
riorder to "whitewash" tho gover- with a simple reiteration of como
Senator King, senting Great Britain, France,
is made
houses
ery. Most of the others Injured fles, however, atlll appear menac- finance comnVttee,
nor. Mr, Edwards denied that he general demand that wages
Italy, Japan, Holland and
had gone to their homes tonight. ingly through the turrets of its democrat, Utaa took the floor and
.
had any purpose of indicting the down.
will meet the
to
a
reference
after
the
or
truck
on
a
tariff,
tne
The
started
session
fire
a
of
close
At the
governor for any llegal acts in
superstructure as they did launched into aTvarly four hours soviet experts tomorrow to inaugu BOY ALLEGED TU HAVt
on wage constanding by the station ,andA quick- squatty
connection with the sending
in the early nineties when the discussion of the
of Joint
Mexican situa- rate a practical discussion of the
station.to
S. D. Warriner,
BEEN HELD PRISONER
group
the
ly
spread
tract
negotiations,
troops.
Monterey was one of the most pow- tion.
entire situation. Rumania was asof school boys ran a hose to the erful
spokesman for the operators, said:
battle
ex
afloat.
on
craft
of
the
board
IN CELLAR, RESCUED
After his address Senator Har- signed a place
"We Informed representatives of roof of a shed nearby and began
A little submarine, APlunghad perts but withdrew In favor or
As they were
rison,
democrat,
whom
to
Mississippi,
the
flames.
with
spray
miners,
anthracite
the,
er, "grandfather" of the modern the senate clerk read a lengthy
(Br The Aamclnttd Frets.) Kenwo bnvB been in conference since doing this, an underground tank
Is awaitcruiser
April 21.
newspaper account of a speech by
Syracuse. N- Y., was
Lilarch 15, that it was our firm at the station blew up, scattering submarine
Creature
rescued by
of
the
ing
New
Senator
Moses, republican.
neth Vernie, 5,
conviction that wages ami uiuoi burning gasoline over the boys and brain scrapping.
of
the
J.
cellar of th
p.
Holland,
the
early
from
in
which the agriculpolice today
afterwards trials of the A- were the
Hampshire,
Shortly
demands which would result in an bystanders.
other things SOVIE
tural block and
family home,, where he is alleged1
increase in the price of coal, could the flames reached a tank truck of almost as much ridiculesubject
and were discussed. many
imprisone
This over. Senaby police to have beendisobedience.
not be granted. On the contrary, standing by the station, and the
as
tho
marked
effort3
first
scoffing
for two months for
Curtis of Kansas, the republiour attitude, was that there must gasoline In this also exploded. In- of Robert Fulton and his steam- tor
and an ofto
the
police
can
According
in juring many more. Flying frag- boat on
whip, demanded the regular
be a . substantial reduction
the Hudson river.
ficer of the Children's society, the
order, which was consideration ot
ments as well as the naming fluid
wages."
obmost
The
precious "junk"
amendments
committee
to the
was the cause of many ot the In- tained
boy, emaciated, his face and body
HELD TOOAY
,
from the ships Is the cop- tariff bill. Senator King announccovered with wounds and bruises,
"
juries.
per gun metal, navy brass, man- ed that if the regular order were
SPEAKERS' BUREAU TO
was huddled beside the furnace in
Henry was struck down while ganese
bronze, lead and zinc. Com- insisted upon he would "have to
the dimly lighted and ill ventilated
as a volunteer fire fightBE A PERMANENT PART working
Is
destruction
not
necessanry make a speech on another subject."
CLAIM cellar. He was removed to a hos- er, as were also Tompkins, Wither- plete
the case of all the craft.
The
Senate Republicans Will DisP'tn'- Harrison
Senator
less in
that
requested
OF POSTAL SYSTEM spoon and Pulley. Among the Kel-sehulls of some of the torpedo boats the tariff bill
y
MonThe parents, and six of tne
over
until
go
seriously Injured were Dean
cuss the Whole Subject;
will undergo a transformation to
twelve children ot the family wcrw
and A. Bcauchamp, proprie- adapt
day, saying the democrats had not
(II J Th Aunclalrd l'rom.)
to
them
peaceful pursuits.
ordered to report to police
Bolshevik
Merger With Tariff Bill Washington,
April 21. Post- tors of another oil station, and S. This already has been done with had time despite "diligent work"
to prepare themselves
for the
master General Work set in motion M. Mersch. driver of the tank
Service
for
Meets Opposition.
Calls
Army
tariff fight. He added that there
or establishing
wagon which blew up.
plans
today
was no disposition on the minority
bureau" to be a part ot
All Males From 18 to 40; URGES MODIFICATION
(By Th Associated FremO
side unnecessarily to delay the bill
tho permanent postal system. Tho
mm
a
I
OF U. S. MARINE BILL
WHY NOT
and that time would be saved and
Washington, April 21. Republiit was said, would bo under
Arrests rviaae.
Many
excans of tho senate finance com bureau,
who
consideration of the measure
the direction ot an official
LODGE
CHARGES
KEEP BEES?
mittee will, hold their first confer- would list "all the orators" in the
(By Th.' AMocluted Frew.)
pedited If It went over.
(Br Tlio Apclntert I'rtK )
ence tomorrow on the soldiers' service who were intimately versed
Senator McCumber said ho was
Washington, April 21. Modifi
April 21 (by the AssociatRiga,
bill
bonus ' pussed last month by the in postal affnirs.
glad to hear this declaration as he ed Press.) The Riga Courier to- cation of tho administration merBegin on a small scale. Study
house. Chairman McCumbcr, said
"Postal improvement week, Inthe problem. Increase your bee had been "unable to connect up" day publishes a dispatch from its chant marine bill so that it would
AGAINST
AUTO
today there would be a general dis augurated mainly to enlist the cothe speech of Senator King with own correspondent to the effect specifically safeguard the Interests.
colonies as your experience
cussion of the whole subject, add operation of the. public in establishtho tariff. Senator King insisted that a bolshevik proclamation of the smaller ports and shipping
grows.
conditions
has,"
ing it was too early to undertake ing better postal "accentuated tlio
Government experts on bee that he had discussed the bill for posted in Pskov,. Russia, culls for companies was advocated at toto suy what form the bill finally Dr. Work said,
that If Sen army service, all males from 18 to day's session of the Joint congreskeeping say It Is a mistake to an hour and remarked
would take.
desirability of having available in
sional hearings on the measure by
ator McCumber had been present he 40 years of age.
In
for
preparation
years
spend
The North Dakota senator made all parts of the country speakers
would have known It. The North
The dispatch adds that the Reds Matthew Hale ot Greenville. S. C,
commercial
bee
Ouce
matkeeping.
in
trained
versed
and
postal
known his opposition to the plan
Dakota senator replied that he are concentrating great forces op- presldeut of the South Atlantio
started and the business learnadmay be called upon toconhad been present for two hours posite Poland and Rumania; that States association.
suggested recently by some repub- ters who
ed, it is easy to increase the
and
(B.t The AawelMlrd rre.i.)
lican senators
of attaching the dress various meetings
In that time heard little aDoui during one day 17 loaded troop
and
Insisting upon the adoption ot
bee colonies rapidly.
San Francisco, Calil, April 21.
bonus bill to the pending
tariff ventions of business men."
the tariff.
trains, all the ,men having fight- an amendment which would reGovernment
have
preexperts
Palm3
de
Charges against Ralph
measure. He said also that he was
the railroad quire perpetuation for five yea re.
ing equipment, passed
pared an excellent booklet on
and Eddie Miller, automobile race
not favorably disposed to any plan
SELLING
junction of Pskov, bound west- by either the shipping board or
the rudiments of bee keeping.
INTERNATIONAL TRACK
drivers, and Kred J. Wagner, race
of financing- - the bonus with certif,,
i
ward,
private companies of trade route
is a free government publiSUCCESS starter, have been sent to Wllliat"of This
OF
icates of indebtedness but declared
The Courier is a Russian lan- recently established
from South
MEETS ARE ARRANGED
of
readers
cation.
our
Any
may
chairman
New
York,
Schimpf,
that oven this was preferable to
guage newspaper controlled by Po- Atlantic and gulf ports, Mr. Ilala
secure a copy simply by filling
contest
American
tho
ot
the
board
'
added
Associated
I'rew.)
for
declared that unless such a proviany proposition calling
lish interosts.
(By The
Th. Aniorlaltd l'reu.)
out and mailing the coupon
Automobile association,
by Kred
taxation.
Allied observers here say they sion was added to the bill business
Chicago, April 21. Twenty-tw- o
below.
London, April 21. A series ' of
Morton,
president of the Greater
reot
It Is Senator McCumber's idea and a quarter millions ot pounds of San
between
meets
' Francisco
men of the south and shippers in
have
heard
any
nothing
track
bookInternational
When
send
this
for
you
Speedway associathat the bill 'reported to the senate wool was pooled and.
let, which Is entirely free to
English and American universitiesto newed activity on the western Rus- the middle west who .export their
tion.
minimum
wool
grow45.000
a
of
should contemplate
marketed by
sian front
has been arranged, according
products through southern ports in
you, enclose two cents in
Morton,' in a letter to Schlmpf
1823. ers in the United States in 1921 at made
Russian monarchists preference to a "few congested"
Increased
who came with
expenditure in the fiscal-yeT.
Be
return
for
John
McGovern,
stamps
postage.
alleged
here
public
today,
He regards the house bill as en- a saving to growers of over one that De Palma and Wagner, "In
the University of Pennsylvania activity hi states bordering on Rus- north Atlantic ports would swing
sure that your name and adto figrunners for their' meeting with sia has led to .numerous arrests re- away from 'conditional'' support
tailing too great a drain on the million dollars, according
dress are written clearly on
conjunction with others, conspired
federal treasury at the start.
ures .compiled by C. J. Fawcett,
to prevent entries being made in a
Oxford and Cambridge as official. cently, according to reports from of the administration program to
the lines of the coupon.
said he director of the wool marketing de- meet
McCumber
Chairman
nhHorver.
Meflnvern and the Ponn-- Rumania. Poland and Esthonia.
a position of "effective
sanctioned by the A. A. A.,"
was hopeful that a plan, of financ- partment of the American Farm for the Ban Francisco speedway
Secret service men in Bucharest
team will sail for the
sylvanla
made
FREDERIC
3.
pub- last Sunday. This conduct, Morton
1IASKIX,
Under raided monarchist headquarters in
ing the bonus by use of part of the Bureau federation, and
United States t morrow.
Director.
debt could be lic today.
refunded foreign
said, was "prejudicial to the good
the plan Yale and Harvard teams the Rumanian capital and arrest LOS ANGELES CHIEF OF
The Albuquerque Journal InThe output was marketed from of the sport and unbecoming
worked out but ha suggested r.o
ed many persona and confiscated
and
Cambridge
Oxford
will meet
formation Bureau, Washingwarehouses located driver and official of a meet."
details.
concentration
The Ruin London in the summer of 1923. maps and documents;
POLICE IS DISCHARGED
IlrefundD.
ton,
With the American debt
C:
in New York, Ohio, Michigan,
"We also file complaint against
while Oxford and Cambridge will manian police claim they found
cents
Nortr
two
horcwltn
and
I
enclose
a.
for
Texas.
commission
linois
business,
Eddie
evidence
Miller
of a Russian spy system.
Oregon
ing
for
ready
visit Princeton and Cornell tnen
(By The Awineifited ITmi.)
In stamps for return postage
a number of senators hops that at Dakota, the statement said. The our April 16 race, after entering,"
ief
In Reval, Esthonia, eleven acYale and Harvard, and perhaps
Los Angeles. Calif., April
on a freo copy of the Bee
least part of the new British bonds average net return to tlio grower the letter continued,
schools In joint cused plotters have been turned
American
Police James W. Evering-toother
of
:
can be in the hands of the govern- was a fraction over 20 cents a
Booklot.
over to the army court martial
meets in 1923.
who has been threatening o
to replies to
ment about the time the bonus pound, according
OONTHACT AWARDED.
while 12 others have resign for a week past, was saved
.
Name
wool
to
sent
measure finally is.
Award
21.
pool
been
DEATH.
CAUSES
ordered
Washington,
OAT
KERNEL
April
questionnaires
deported.
mat irouoie luuay uy i.m iiw"1"'
Senator .McCumber said he had managers.
In five of the chief of the contract for the United
The Latvian secret service men commission, which
New Haven, Conn., April 21. An
discharged hint
not yet discussed the bonus legis- cotton producing "states, 1,500,000 States Veterans' hospital at Palo Street
This ended a
oat kernel which becume lodged in are working overtime, ai it Is re- for insubordination.
lation with President Harding and bales of cotton have been market- Alto, Calif., at n cost of861,969
y
some
term of sorylci
of
tho right ear of Peter Everson, twp ported
that
leaders
turbulent ninety-daCity .,
to Mahoney Brothers of San Franhad no immediate plans to do so, ed through pools and
and sprouted, brougrit monarchist soldiers, ono ot them for Chief Kverinuton. who was a
weeks
ago,
but that, ho might take the matter marketing organizations, the re- cisco, was announced by Assistant
'.
on meningitis from which Everson a grand duke, are seeking refuse retired army officer. No successor
State
'
'
'' " ' Secretary of tho Treasury Clifford.
died in a hospital here last nlghu in Latvia.
'was pamed. ..
up with the president later,
,
port said,
Russo-Germa-

'ii.
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OLD WARSHIPS, HAS SPRUNG UP;

HUNDREDS OF MEN KEPT BUSY

EXPLOSIONS
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SCANT ATTENTION

REDUCTION
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DE11DED

TARIFF

BILL
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once-prou-
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That

MINE OPERATORS

125-to-

gun-lik-

tonight

Eric-son-

Denver, Colo., April 21. According to a story printed this afternoon in the Denver Times. Mary
Garden, director of the Chicago
Grand Opera association, sat in a
staringside box at' Stockyards
dium here last night and saw Captain Bob Roper of Chicago knocked out by Fred Fulton of Rochester, Minn. And while Roper lay
on the ground beside the ring, the
to the
great singer, according
Times, mounted a chair and aprest
of
specthe
with
the
plauded
tators.
ttacf-twn nrrancrpit
with
'T.
to the
great secrecy, according
Times.
Misg Garden was accom-panle- d
by Hector Dufranne, George
busBaklanoff and Clark A. Shaw,
iness manager of her ' company.
Scores of persons In the boxes recognised the singer, according to
the Times account.

j

(By Tin Auocintrd PremO
New Orleans, La., April 21.
Tlio went her bureau issued
todny a revised forecast ot
maximum flood stages in the
Mississippi river from Vleks-Imi'- g
to New Orleans, predicting the highest water ever recorded in the lower river.
Tho weather hureuu stated
there were at present three
flood 'crests ill tho Mississippi.
The first of them to start
gulfwnrd is centered near Arkansas City. The stage at that
point is nearly ono nnd a half
feet higher than ever before.
Tlio second is making its way
between Memphis and Helena,
nnd the third Is still above
Calm.
Federal, state nnd parish
leveo officials in charge of
flood control announced that
no serious developments had
been, noted today, nltlioiMtli
seepage, was prevalent at several points.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL '
HALF BILLION
SPENT A YEAR
ON "BLUE SKY"

CMC VIRTUE
MAKES

I

BOW

TO

OUE2 NATIONAL VALUE OF EAOI

CHARLES ILFELD

LEGISLATOR.

PRODUCTS LUST

FELICITATED

ON

Bv rilKDKlUC J. 11.VSKIN.
YEAR
Washington, April 21. The Unit
nation
is
ed
States
the
only great
.
s
which maintains no regulation govBy The Associated PrM.)
of what are
Un-- w erning the issuance
As
"The Rough Guy,".
21. The Nearly 400 Friends Gather
known as blue sky securities. Blue
Washington,
April
gross wealth produced by farmers
bky uecurities are stocks or bond.i
esthetic Wags - Call
at His Home in Las Veor other negotiable evidences of in
in l'jzi naa a vaiuc or 112, 366. 000
no
Monnie's Statue, Is
are
on
debtedness which
based
000, or about
of the agH
gas; Leaves Next Month
real tangible value. Tho term
gregate value of the farm products
ed in City Hall Park.
to
Visit in Germany.
"blue sky" is an old one. Us origin
of 1020, and little more than one- is this:
The seller of blue sky
half tho aggregate for 1919, the
lo The. Journal.)
i New York.
April 21. "The stock gives to his customer a hold s
department 01 agriculture osti (Special CnrrcspnndrnrM..
mated today. During the same
Las Vegas, N.
April 21.
Rough Guy" as unesthelle wags ing in a nearly, or entirely, wortn-lesor unattainable value. The
'.ha,va dubbed Frederick McMonnie's
production of ten Nearly 100 friends of Charles
period, 1919-2-owner
fide
Virtue
bona
Civic
a
becomes
of
.marblo conception
buyer
crops which represent about 95
ploneor Las Vegas business
4
made his Imw lo e motley crowd of a share in the enterprise on
per cent of the total crop acreage man and head of the big wholesale
which the security Is based, bu'.
in pity hall park toilny.
fell 8 per cent.
The bow, literally recorded, was that basis has no tangible value
The total value of crops, the de house of Charles Ilfeld company,
he is doing practically
'accomplished by means ofwasa series Therefore
said, declined from 15 gathered at his home Thursday
partment
being- tl.e same thing ho would do if he
of rupes with which he
423,000,000 in 1919 to $10,909!
to congratulate him upon having
tlvblue
of
a
After
tor
patch
paid money
'tderricked into place.
0
000,000 In 1920, and to $7,028,
birthattained his seventy-fift- h
bow, civic virtue settled down on sky. No one could dispute his
In
1921.
The
decline
of
the
'his bnse, his back turned to city ownership, but his property woul.ia
day. Mr. Ilfeld was assisted in
of
value
on
total
animal
products
as
Mr.
lo
him
be entirely valueless
his guests by
and
,hall.
the farm was from $8, 361, 000, 00f receiving
Max Nordhaus of AlbuquerAt first the heroic IlRUre faced tungiblo asset.
in 1919 to $7,854,000,000 in 1920 Mrs. Mr.
Herman Ilfeld,
The blue sky salesman and pro
Uho hull, where Mayor llylan and
Mrs.
and
que,
and to $5,839,000,000 in 1921.
various club women vied recently moter has become immortalized in
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, and
Four crops of 1921 together L.
The house was beau-full- y
C. Ilfeld.
:in Baying unkind things about him, American life through the charac
had a value greater than one-ha- lf
ter of fiction known as
'his mnnners nnd his amphibian
decorated with roses, which
to-'
tho
total
of
of
all
value
for
crops
Tnat charac
lint he stared so
Quick Walliiigford.
were used in profusion. The re"companions,
that year. Corn was valued at freshments consisted
ward t1i- - mayor's of liccs that they ter represents the typical blue sky
of lee cream
Senator Truman H. Newberry,
$1,303,000,000 or 18.5 per cent of molded in the form of fruits and
There are many
turned him around again, nnd now stock sulesman.
Senator .Truman
Handy New tho total; hay and forages, $1,165, flowers,
he faces the old pnstofflco building in real life. A favorite scheme is
bon bons,
fancy,,cakes,
time 000,000 or 16.6 per cent; cotton and
to organize and Incorporate a de- berry has had a turbulent
ut the south end of the park.
An immense pink and
ever since ha,won out in the Michi
lint and seeds, $755,000,000 or 10.7 whitepunch.
Thousands of office workers, om velopment company. The corporacake, bearing Mr.
or Ufeld's birthday
for luncheon, swarmed about the tion will claim to have a land con gan senatorship race "in 1918 per cent; wheat. $737,000,000
initials, and the dates 1847
'new statue, deciding for themselves cession, for instance, in the Soutr against Henry Ford. Ford con 10.5 per cent; and the four crops, and 1922, and decorated with 75
whether Mayor llylan and other op- Sea Isles. Glowing prospectuses tested Newberry's election and $3,960,000,000 or 66.3 per cent.
was one
the beautiful
of the statue were right will be prepared claiming that mil- months were consumed in recount
ot crops are candles,displayed atofthe
Several groups
ponents
service tawhen they declared the representa- - lions can be made by growing co- - ing the votes. Then Newberry had prominent, the department added, things
was
ble.
and every
it
Later
cut,
tion of a husky young man spurn coanuts on the land. Gullible per- to face trial on a charge of violat the cereals $2,663,000,000 or 86.6
over tne pruairuie sons will believe the tale and, hav ing the corrupt practice act in his per cent of the crop total; the veg- guest received a piece.
ana
walking
ing
A stringed
orchestra, playing
s t
He was finally seated. etables. Including
igures of two women was no prop- ing visions of sudden, fabulous
campaign.
potatoes and Spanish airs of which Mr. Ilfeld
er conception of civic virtue.
wealth, will invest hardearned sav- He was born at Detroit, Mich., No sweet potatoes, $1,104,000,000 or is
fond, played during the evening.
Or a company vember 6, 1864, and is a Yale 15.7 per cent; fruits and fruit prodJ The mayor, siding with women ings in the stock.
Mr. Ilfeld came to Las Vegas
"errtles held it was not quito fair to may be incorporated to exploit a graduate.
7.5 per cent, over a half
or
ucts.
$526,000,000
vircentury ago. He cam
represent the temptations as civic
patent or a secret process which
and fruits and vegetables together, without money, and began his ca- -'
women may not exist at all and if it does,
tue had to overcome
or
23.2
cent.
$1,629,000,000
per
reer
visiting the ranches and sellor as being unnecessary was $917.even if they were very alluring has no commercial value commenOf the total
value of animal ing goods
from a stock which he
surate with the amount of stock 133,000. Though thur commute? products
WUIIll'Il.
in
the
1921,
dairy prod- carried. Later he entered Into the
McMonnlo declared,
however, issued against it. Oil Is a favorite had no means of enforcing its de- ucts were
f,
nearly
on the plaza and
$2410,.
business
retail
that the figures weren't women at field. Leases will be acquired and cisions, and doubtless much blue 000,000 or 45.1
per cent; the ani- built up one of tho largest depart
all, but fish mermaids' with fins stock sold on the chance of striking sky stock was put on the marke' mals
or
86.8 ment stores In the southwest. Sevraised, $1,937,000,000
oil. It is a common saying among without application
to the comand tails.
per cent; and the poultry raised eral years ago the business was InToday's crowd appeared about Investors and brokers that more mittee, it is eloquent of tho extent and
or corporated and became a whole-sal- e
$943,000,000
eggs
produced,
fish
the
between
money goes into the ground than of blue sky issues in the United 17.7
equally divided
per cent.
and woman hypothesis. The fig- comes out of it. This means that States that practically
establishment, handling pracures had fins and tails, it was plal.i mora people pour money Into pure- ot the applications were turned
tically all lines of goods. The firm
comto be seen. But they also had hips ly speculative oil companies than down by the capital issues
now has branches In nearly every
BROODING OVER FATE
..and busts and human features and receive profits from oil that comej mittee.
Important point In New Mexico, In
OF HER SON, MOTHER
out of the wells.
The committee estimated that th.
wavy tresses.
cluding Albuquerque and Santa
All the perplexity of the crowd
State Imw Inadequate.
American public is gulled to the
TAKES HER0WN LIFE Fe.Mr. Ilfeld took a prominent part
About half of the states of the extent of $500,000,000 annually by
j,was summed up In the comments
'of two young women who, arm in union have taws regulating the is worthless stock issues.
In the upbuilding of Las Vegas. He
!arm viewed the work of art.
suance of stocks. Under their pro
(By The Annnrlntrd Trcm.)
Investments complete loss.
was one of the organizers of the
,
21.
New
"It's two ladies," said the first visions, promoters desiring to sell
Vork, April
"This sum," the committee said,
Brooding Commercial club.
He was one of
securities must have their projects "present sheer waste and net Iosj over tho fate of her son, facing a the Instigators of the building of
Jafter careful scrutiny.
4
sentence in Sing Sing for the Masonlo temple. His benefac"Not ladles moimaids," said the oxnmined by Btate commissions. to the people of the nation, not
othcr emphatically.
They may not sell stocks unless the only in dollars and cents, but of robbery, Mrs. Hannah Donovan tions have been large. Only three
J "tee their tails,"
commission of the state In which morale, confidence and the incen- committed suicide today after frus- years ago he mnde.a
ot $25,000
J "Yeah,
they have tails, haven't the product is launched certifies tive to save. The nation's loss trating efforts of her neighbors to for tho completion gift
of an audito'they," said tho first, doubtfully. that actual value stands back of cannot be measured alone in mon- prevent her taking her life.
rium
the
Normal
for
university, of
'"But lock at the tops of 'em."
the stock. The weakness of this
First they found her with a ra- which ho was for many
a years a
values, but in terms of those
"Yeah that's so but they've regulation Is that it restrains fraud- ey
zor
to
cut
in
her
her
citiabout
hand,
member of the board of regents.
things which make for good
ot tails."
within the zenship."
activities
ulent
only
blade
from
tore
throat.
the
They
The Jewish temple here was th-" ejaculated a young home' state of the blue sky enterk "Hot dog
recipient of a magnificent
woman in a flapper suit who was prise. Salesmen can sell In other theThe postofficeof department and herA grasp.
few minutes later she Jumped
Justice prosecute
the gift of Mr. Ilfeld, a
"shifter-shufflindepartment
her way through states quite freely, the states hav- swindlers
tenfrom
the
roof
of
the
of this nature under laws
short time ago.
the park.
no regulative jurisdiction be- now
ing
in
ement
house
she
lived.
which
funccan
but
Mr.
Is a prominent Maneither
Ilfeld
effective,
ir "Some statue "
yond their own borders.
until the fraud has been comson, having been a member of the
It some statue,"
"You
said
In recent years various nrancnes tion
craft for many years, and hnvlng
. of the government repeatedly have mitted and the damage done. The STEIN METZ OFFERS TO
Jechoed her companion.
trade commission has
attained to the 32nd degree, Scot
; "What does it signify?" another recommended to congress the en federal undertaken
to
hale
blue
RUSSIA
HELP
tish .rite.
lately
SOVIET
sky
ty oung woman asked an elderly man actment of federal blue sky legis
Among the friends who called on
who was standing beside her.
cover the en- promoters before it under the laws
latlon
which
would
"
2
Mr. Ilfeld to congratulate him
"It's something about the war," tire country, fortifying and sup- governing unfair competition. Thus
(B7 Th Ao-lntfPrM.)
some
swindles
have been stopped
he answered, vaguely; "see the club plementing the state laws. Bills
Moscow, April 21 (hy tho Asso- were some who had known him
shoulders.
ciated Press.) Dr. Charles Steln-met- for 60 years. Others lwd known
,,on his
Well, that's have been introduced, but to date almost at their Inception.
oi'ten
been
has
proto
Legislation
club
the
the
no
taken
and
action
has
been
they
represent
consulting engineer of the him perhaps but a few months.
supposed
Jlicked the Germans with."
United States remains practically posed to protect the public, but al- General Electric company of New Tho notable feature was the sinenacthas
fallen
of
short
Then, as she turned away, he nn unrestrained hunting ground for ways
York, has written to Premier Len-in- e cere friendship that Mr. Ilfeld has
ment into law. The general plan
the blue sky Vallingford.
'inquired of his next neighbor:
offering his services to heli won from acquaintances and busi"What Is It in memory ,of, any- - During the war, under the broad of proposed legislation is to creatd Itussla with counsel or technical ad ness and social associates of both
V1" "
powers of the government, the capi- a central bureau which must ap- vice in her electrification plans, and long and short duration.
"I dunno," said the neighbor.
Mr. Ilfeld will leave next month
tal issues committee was formed to prove all security Issues in excess expressing approval of Russia s re
j "Babe
Ruth" was the Verdict of estrain the issue of blue sky stocks. of a certain amount, about $100.-00- construction efforts.
for a visit to his old home In
.n athletic young man who pointed This was necessary in order that
M. Lenine, however, has declined. Germany, where he will remain
Heavy penalties for break
stick" or shor'. the Investment funds of the nation ing this law would be provided.
"swat
,jiiut the
declaring that as yet there are no until October.
Siroadsword
that civic virtue car- be conserved to pay war costs.
There have been many famous legal relationships between Russia
The committee existed only from blue sky swindles. One of which and the United States and it there
ried on his shoulders.
At any rate, the rough guy Is up. May 11 to December 31, 1918, and stands out In American and Brit- fore would be dlfricult to fulfill th.' LAS VEGAS KIWANIS TO
Wnd Mayor llylan says he may stay in that short time handled applicaish annals, is tho Mississippi Hub- offer in a practical way.
., ENTERTAIN VISITORS
tions to Issue securltiesBmountlng ble, a vast development scheme in
Jnp if the public doesn't mind,
But
if a great popular clamor to $3,777,313,000. The amount which thousands lost their savings. ALBANIAN CONSULATE
t
(Special Cnrrpgpnndence to The Joarnnl.)
prises against him down he comes disapproved as representing fraud The recent Ponzl scheme was not
N. M., April 21. The
Las
IN N. Y. KiwanisVegas,
ESTABLISHED
precisely a blue sky scheme, as
club of Las Vegas has prethere was no Btock selling involved,
pared to offer Its hospitality to the
but probably new legislation will
Kiwanians of Texas, Colorado and
Bt The Auorlntrd PrM.)
be framed to include such enterNew York. April 21. The Alba New Mexico on July 5, during the
prises. Certainly any federal blue nian government has established
eighth annual cowboys' reunion.
sky commission would be likely to consulate In New York under th; The secretary of the club has been
inquire into such a scheme as soon direction of C. A. Tashko, vice con- instructed to write letters to the
as it started operating, even though sul. Mr. Tashko announced that Kiwanis clubs of each of the three
Now at 117 WEST GOLD AVENUE. Phone 787-at states, Inviting them to attend a
the law did not provide specifical- the Albanian commissariat,
ly for curbing such schemes
of Washington had been suspended fresh fish dinner nt the lakes near
Hemstitching. Machines Rented. Needles for all
frenzied finance.
Official inquiry and that until the United States of- here cn July 6. One of the memmakes of machines. Machines sold on easy payments
Into the basis of
fraudulent ficially recognized Albania the New bers of the club has volunteered to
schemes usually Is sufficient to York office would represent that catch the bass, with which tho
visitors are to be fed.
burst the bubble without any other government
action,
It is rumored that a number of
brilliant
American
adventurers
117 West Gold Avenue.
have gone to Russia to obtain concessions there on which they plan
shortly to sell shares in the United States. Officials, aware of their
activities will issue proper warnngs
206 East Central Ave.
when it becomes necessary, as it
has been ascertained that the plans
KANSAS
CITY MEATS
of the promoters do not Include
Wo Are Delivering $1.00 Orders to Highlands close In Free.
anjr real value behind their pro1 dor. Fresh Eggs
25c 15 lbs. Sugar
fl.OO
posed stock issues. These promoters realize that Russia Is far
1 lb. Creamery Butter. .. .380 ' 1 tall can Pet Milk
lOo
1
1
can
Milk
lb.
80c
to
tall
10c
Tea
Carnation
enough away
Ltpton
prevent thorough
1 large can Peaches
20o 2 Mackerel (fat)
Investigation by prospective stock
25c
1 large can Sweet
20 bars P. & G. Soap... $1.00
purchasers, and yet a sufficiently
Spuds 20c
romantic part of the world, under
Plenty of Strawberries, Asparagus, Radishes. .
present circumstances, to lure adventurous Investors to take a
chance on making a sodden forLarge Star
tune out of radium or anything
else the
.
salesmen
TTWr&E&fi NapUa, pkg..
may suggest.
The federal trade commission Is
Medium star
now engaged in the
"1
If.fl 17,71'
i nRWI- - f
n
11 111
Naptha, pkg..
of a report'embodying compilation
a survey of
the "blue sky" situation. There is
Ivory Soap
strong belief that upon receipt of
this report congress at last will act
li Flakes, pkg..
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2 STUDENTS REFUSE TO
WEAR FRESHMAN CAPS;

JAMISON IS

CHOSEN AS

FACING

H

Has your

EXPULSION

skin

W. A. Keleher Asks Action
Upon His Resignation;
Gladding Makes Appointment, Board Suggestion.

i

iieeuury jl
outdoor
fi
look? n

Or is it blotchy and
repellent? Resinol
Soap and Ointment
are natural aids to
sldn health and the
do build attractive
complexions

Upon the request of City Attorney William A. Keleher, the oity
commission at a special session
yesterday afternoon accepted his
resignation which was handed in
several days ago. Harold B. Jamison was named city solicitor by
City Manager James Gladding at
the suggestion of the commission.
Mr;
Jamison will assume h'M
duties at once.
Previous action by the city com- n
mission upon Mr. Keieher's
resulted in its being tabled
together with that of City Manager
Mr.
J;.mes Gladding until June.
Keleher, who has held the position
Lot's go to tho City Track Meet,
of city attorney for a number of
years, stated to the commission ut University Field, this afternoon.
50 cents.
Admission
yesterday that his private professional business required so much of
his time that he desired to be free
from city business.
resig-mftlo-

x.

clean

(Br The Anoclated Prcta.)
Ann Arbor, Mich.," April 21.
Louis T. Orr of Chicago standing
firm in his determination to refuse
to wear the freshman cap and facing possible expulsion from the
University ot Michigan as a result,
a second freshman, Jesselyn Van
Tyne of Ann Arbor, professor's
son, has Joined Orr in the fight on
college tradition.
Van Tyne, like Orr, h- -s declared
he Is attending the university "to
obtain an education; not to follow
traditions of tho school."
Tho underclass committee, composed of Mophomones, has asked
Orr's expulsion from the school
and it is rumored it will consider
Van Tyne's case. Officials of the
university have made no decision.
In the past these officials have
supported all recommendations of
the committee.
Orr's father, a Chicago attorney,
Is expected to arrive here today to
support his son.
Van Tyne Is the son of Professor Claude H. Van Tyne of the
university history department.
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PRESIDENT OF
SCOTTISH RITE CLASS

CRAIG

PAINT
PLASTER

--

one-hal-

pipe-orga- n,

five-stor- y

z,

'

class of seven times seven" is the
class name chosen by thu thirty-nint- h
reunion of Scottish Rite Masons, which concludes its four-da- y
afternoon.
session here Saturday
The name is taken by reason of
the fact that the class numbered
49 members.
The officers elected are as follows: M. M. Craig, Texico, president; W. J. Joyce, San Marcial.
vice president; B. O. Myra, Albuquerque, secretary; C. E. Illlgart-neAlbuquerque, treasurer; C. H.
Hawkins, Tohatchl, orator; P, M.
Wiseley, Clayton, poet.

mum

i

.

9c

pint Pompeiian Olive Oil
..32c
1 pint Pompeiian Olive Oil
..58c
1
quart Pompeeian Olive Oil....
$1.10
Picnic Size Durkee's Salad Dressing.
.15c
.Medium Size Durkee's Salad Dressing. . . n... . . ,32c
'Large size Durkee's Salad Dressing
.....60c
;"3 oz. Imperial Crown Maraschino Cherries... .15c
Crown
oz.
8
Maraschino Cherries
Imperial
33c
1 6 oz. glass Canova Peanut Butter
..30c
j
2 lb. tin Monarch Peanut Butter...
41c
Large. Beechnut Peanut Butter
.24c
Medium Beechnut Peanut Butter
.16c
Small Beechnut Peanut Butter
9c
We now have a complete assortment of Heinz
Bulk Pickles:
Sweet Pickles, dozen
25c
Sour Spiced Pickles, dozen
WW. ,Z0c
Sweet Mixed Pickles, pint
..'.'!35c
1--

B

a

2

....

TWO STORES IN ALBUQERQUE
North
330
Third
205 North First

CROUP
Over

Glass-Lumb-

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
MILLER, Pres.

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S.

Fourth.

Phone

CTA

MU0DU

$11.00

C. H. CARNES

L JOE

1057--

'

C1 A

Lump
SPLIT RED CEDAR
,

er

BAI.DKIIXJB LUMHKR CO.
South Hrst Rtrret.
I'bona 401.

Crone Is frequently
one application of

MlUlonJan Vied Yearly

1

LAWS

CASH AND CARRY

A SPECIAL SALE OF PEACHES, APRICOTS AND
GRAPES-La- rge
No. 2 2 Cans for
23c
We have a complete line of Fresh and Cured Meats.
Fruits and Vegetables.
$5.00 Orders Delivered Free; 10c for Small Orders.
1--

109

NORTH FOURTH STREET.
eiaWtaai

New Arrivals of Season's Latest

SPRING
FOOTWEAR
PRICED LOWER THAN EVER

Albuquerque's Greatest Shoe Sale
Now going on at the Manufacturers' Sale Shoe Store has not
only afforded great savings to our patrons, but has gained ut
many pleased customers. What it has done for them, it will
do for you. COME1 SAVE I

stallation of block signal devices

In sections

Spnl this afternoon at Cnlvrr.

Large Sized
Fancy Egg

C.

V VapoRub

(Special Cormpondonca to The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., April 21. in-

elty Field. City track meet.
60 cents.

Wind Shield
421

NEW RAILS ARE BEING
LAID ON NEW MEXICO
DIVISI0NOF SANTA FE

not now protected between Las Vegas and Sands, thirty,
three miles south and west of here,
is under way by the Santa Fe Railway company. This will give the
road contlnangs automatic signal
U the way to Sands.
protection
The program then contemplates installing block devices from Sands to
Fox, where connection will be made
with the system already installed.
This will give block signals all the
way to Glorieta.
Work has begun on the replacement of ninety miles of rails on
the New Mexico division, accoidlnb
to Superintendent A. Ewlng. Tuesday a gang finished the work between Domingo and Cerrillos, and
has been transferred to the line between Lamy and Canoncito. Seven
extra gangs are at work north o
Las Vegas between Levy and Optimo, laying new rails. The Santa Fe
is replacing rails all over Its system,
and this year's program calls for
ninety miles of replacements on the
New Mexico division. It Is the
policy of the Santa Fe to keep lis
roadbed and equipment in the best
The work belnp
possible shape.
done this year is giving employment
to a large number of extra men.

Roilrrniakera and Wrlrtrra.
Second 81.
Tel. IU41--

tin South

d,

IB

IV

COAL
New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

TOVG MEMBER FOUND DEAD.
The Dalles. Ore.. April 21.
Chang Hong, 60, a member of tho
Hip Sing tong, was found dead near
hi j place of business here last night.
He had been shot twice from
police said.

Mm

10c

Old Dutch
Cleanser .

'

it

fcj.

A few grains of this exquisitely
scented powder dusted on the skin
soothes and cools, and overcomes
heavy perspiration. It is an ideal
face, skin, baby and dusting powder
and takes the place of other perfumes
for the ililn.
AMnu: "MlltlU.
Staph Sua rrMbrlhll.
U.WIK M il'. IUMm il.W.M." Sold narr-h- r
Boaptta. OiotnMnt liana 6M. TiJiMlift
t5CuUoura Soap akavaa without naa.

trees.
The Texas Oil company Is locating here and is building an oil station.
The Estanela valley was visited
by a light fall of snow recently.

J

A Problem

Cuticura Talcnm
Is So Refreshing

and grading the streets. Many
trees have been planted. The county commissioners are grading the
court house yard and planting

DAILY'S KASil AND HARRY

t)

"WBXL RAISE XODB SALARY"
That
la
tha
welcome
preailon that our itudenta are
hearing from their amployera.
li Power."
"Knowledge
The
knowledge you gain from our
buslneas cournei places you right
In Una for promotion.
Aa you
learn more you can earn more.
Our Instruction la praotlcal and
easy.
If you are Intereated In
making money, then lot ua tell
you how wa may help you. Day.
Evening and Special 6elons
SCHOOL
FOR PRIVATE SECRETARIES.
Eighth Street and TIJerna Avenue.
W

(Special Corrfupondonca to Tha Journal.)
Kstancla, N. M., April 21.
Is building cement crossings

Singer Sewing Machine Company

STAR!

r.

ESTANCIA BUILDING
CEMENT CROSSINGS

W

9
411

423 North First Street

r,

Singer Sewing Machine Company

J

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

(Bperlal Corrrcpondence to Tha Journal.)
Santa Fe, April 21. "Mizphat

LucasealFloorVarnish
No turface of the horn is given
harder usage than the floors.
And it is big problem in tba
mind of every housewife to keep
them in an attractive rendition.

ohaa th problem affectim!. It five
faith of baautilul liattre and doM not
had asarka aor soar euuf. It it
touch and alaMle aad doaa not turn
wbita radar oaotact with hoi or cold
water. Can not ha aurpaiatd at a pra.
aod wnawar of tba aurbec of
oil cloth aad linoleum.
Thla k oaa of tha Una of Imautl Par-tiitainiia (at aach pMrpaaa.

show

amt

State Distributers

Baabb cslMmjger
First and Copper.

Phone 30S

"if If. Hardware, We Have It'

Women's New Arrivals
in Spring Footwear

Men's and Boys' New
Dress and Work Shoes

Hera you'll find Patent and
Suede
Combination,
Satins,
Now Patterns, White Kid., etc
Bnclcle Straps, Button Straps,
Jazs Oxfords; all style heels Inand Baby
cluding
Spnnlsh
French, at only

There Is a Shoe for everybody
here, and oar new arrivals will
please most people. Get them
direct from na and 'save the
difference.

$1.89 to $4.89

$1.85 fo $4.98

NOTHING

OVER $4.98

NOTHING

OVER $4.98

Misses', Children's and
Infants' New Spring
Footwear
Our line In new Low Shoes
for children are most complete
whatever roar wants In brown,
white, patent, etc.
Oxfords,
Mary Janes, or strap style at
your service at only

49c to $2.85
NOTHING

OVER $4.98

Manufac turers Sale Shoe Store
301

North First Street.

Across From Elms Hotel.

J

ftpril 22, 1922.
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IHE

RAIL

M

THREATENED BY
SHOP EMPLOYES DID

BARNEY OLDFIELD,

HERE

WALKOUT

(Br The Asanrlnted Freai.)
Chicago, April 21. Threat of
another railway strike was indicated here today when the
railway employes department
of llio American Federation of
Lalxir (shop crafts employes)
voted at its biennial convention
to send out strike ballots to
its 000,000 members. The
question Involved is the farming out of repair work by railroads.
11. M. Jewell,
president of the
railway employes' department,
said:
"If there Is a strike, and I
feel suro our men will vote
solidly for It, It will bo In protest of the action of railways
In Ignoring
decisions of the
I'nlted States railroad labor
board.

YESTERDAY

CLAIM THEY

A LARGE

AUDIENCE

WITNESSES THE PLAY
AT CRYSTAL

STEAL

NOT

ELECTRIC SHOES

FRIDAY

Another good house last night
.i
greeted the Taylor company to
the second performance ol
"Call of the Woods," which is a
gripping story of the north-lanGlen Taylor, as "Toby," is featured and proved himself deserving
the distinction, giving the audience
many laughs. Miss Guy Seabrook
took advantage of the many opportunities offered by the character of
is
Doris Keane. Ferris Taylor
fully equal to tho highly dramatic
scenes. He Is called upon to surmount in the leading role. Fine
character delineations were drawn
by Edna B. Roberts in the part of
the blind mother, nnd Ned
ns "Flapjack'- as a foil for
the quick wit of Toby. Dick Lack-ay- e
provea an adopt Dr. Quacken-busCrawford Eaglo was fully
adequate in the part of Willis
F.lciso Harvery gave a
Hughes.
skilful interpretation of tho difficult part of the Frrnch Canadlnn
girl, Hilda. Tho vaudeville between the acts was well received. A
with a school
new play tonight
children's matinee, Lena Rivers,
the old favorite. Sunday night only
"The Snuarh Head," one of the
feature Toby plays.
d.

HE

EA

I

E

INFORMATION

More than 5,000 tourists a year
Monlco Barela and Tomas Guzman were arrested yesterday by
are given information about AlbuSheriff Tony Ortiz and Deputy
aeles to Attend Confer
querque at the Y. M. C. A., accordSheriff Charles Banghart in coning to c. J. Green, acting general
ence of the Oldfield Tire
:;
nection with the theft of a numsecretary.
shoes
at
of
the
ber
of
"The front door of the "Y"
City
pairs
J Company at Akron, Ohio.
Electric shoe shop several weeks
hasn't been locked since the buildLos
near
was
arrested
ing was completed,"
ago. Barela
says Mr.
v Yesterday morning, Barney Old
Green. "The night secretary as
Lunas, where the officers traced,
.'field, who has records galore made
an ofthe
of
ns the dny secretary is kept
well
him
following
report
; in recent years in automobile races
ficial at Isleta that Barela had
busy giving people information
" held in
various cities, was intro- tried to sell him a pair of 8ho"s.
about Albuquerque while trains
.
hi me journal unn-wj
uutu
men
claim
of
are
that
the
Both
in."
they
I S. Qulckcl. of the Quickel Auto ami
had nothing to do with the thott
Mr.
Last year, according to
Supply company, und the Journal
of the shoes and that they purGreen, the "Y" found rooms for
; force found
an extremely
him
were
in
which
shoes
more
the
chased
than 500 men. In tho "Y"
good
fpleasant gentleman, full of
office la a lint of boarding and
their possession from strangers.
auto and tire news. Mr. Oldiield
a
be
may
houses the association
preliminary
given
beThey
rooming
lis not out for speed records
recommends to tourlsls and newhearing this morning. The Incharge
tween Los Angeles and Akron, but MOTHER'S DAY TO BE
their
of
stolen
comers.
There are only 45 sleepproperty
having
traveling
is,
nevertheless,
EVERY possession
BY
;;he
OBSERVED
will probably be made
"Y" building,
ing rooms In the
;!"some," as for instance he left Los
which by careful manipulation are
18.
AUXILIARY against them.
LEGION
rTuesuoy noon, April mid-J.Angeles
made to house more than 80 rail-and landed In Albuquerque at
road men alone who are in town
SEARCH
In his Marmon
night Thursday
(By The AMoclatedFreM.)
or
only part of the time. Mr. Green
21.
without any mishaps
April
Ind.,
Indianapolis,
FOR PARENTS ENDED ASSESSORS DIRECTED
says lhat more than 100 men call
tire troubles between California and Mother's day, which falls this
the "Y" home when they are In AlI this city. After spending a fe"w year on Sunday,
14. will, be
May
IN
Mr.
Aaanciatrd
JUDGMENT
TO USE
r hours yesterday morning with
arrangePresi.)
buquerque, and special
(fly Tho
observed nationally as well as loments have heen made to
Kans., April 21. A
Uuickel. whose company handles
Parsons,
by every one of the 3,500
STOCK VALUES rooms for these at regularprovide
FIXING
his
paintersearch
for
old
I the Oldfield tires, and taking spins cally
auxtwenty
year
units of the American legion
vals.
ended here today, accordJ over the city, Mr. Oldfield con iliary.
Assistance will be given rentstowas
for
The
to
Journol.)
a
Bwitchman
Cnrri'knondenre
S.
to
O.
seems
"It
first
(Special
on
Hunt,
that the
tinued
spend the woman's organization by the ing
place a
north, intending
Texas
Santa Kc, April 21. Following i newcomer looks to for information
I Friday nlKht in Las Vegas.
American le- the Missouri, Kansas andthat
the
of
11,000
posts
hs
repreconference with prominent
when ho arrives in town Is the
"March winds and April showers
railroad, who announced
J
Announcement of the plans was
convinced Mr. and Mrs. J. W. sentatives of tho livestock indus- Y. M. C. A.," says Mr. Green.
bring forth May flowers," runs the gion.
were made here toassessments
their
to
on
at
death
of
the
"Most
clubbed
Jold adage, "but it might be mod tot observance
men don't know where the
subject
Hunt,
Pauline Curnick, sec- home near Red Top, Mo., were his try,
E. Saint, Chamber of Commerce Is until afof livestock, Joseph
many an day by ofMiss
ernized a bit to take in
the
auxiliary.
writretary
stored
chief tax commissioner, has
automobile that has been
ter they have been here for some
The national effort at observ- pnrents.
5 against the winter,'' says a recent
Hunt said he left home twenty ten a letter to the several county time. They look to us for rooms,
by an imwere tax assessors, directing them to use for
his
while
Z letter from Barney Oldfield, now ance will be symbolized
parents
ago
years
for
jnhs, nnd occasionally
over the body
living near Parsons. When he re- their best Judgment in fixing tho financial help. Although we have
president of his own tire company pressive ceremony
5 and still the Idol of the racing fans ofrthe unknown Soldier, in the turned three years later he learned values
assessment
for
purposes. loaned many men money at the
cemetery at Arlington, that they had moved to Missouri, Tho state tax commission,
of "Y," never
"who know him as the master national
yet has one of these
Va. Tribute will be paid to the but could not learn the name of course, has the right to revise the loans
.
speedster, to Mr. Quickel.
remained unpaid."
of
the
soldier,
mother
unknown
almost
won
visited
has
He
town.
the
- The letter was the racing
schedules
tho
made
county
All
up
by
of
the
local sanatorlums
wWh
distinctive every town
who was buried
in
Missouri in his
"arch's annual message to his
after tho rolls are sub- keep the "Y" posted as to their
last Armistice day. Cere- search since that time, Hunt said assessors,
to the commission.
dealing with the honors will
mitted
available accommodations,
and
be held over the graves but without success.
vital need of srtvlnc attention to the monies
really look tn It ns their downtown
Hunt tald that he would go to
tires and tubes, as well as the car's of war dead In other parts of the
offices.
of
The
Chamber
booking
arSPECIAL SCHOOL
Red Top tomorrow and make
mechanism, following its winter country.
Commerce distributes, through the
It is planned to have legion and rangements to have the bodies ex.
storage.
"Y," thousands of pieces of literaCHILDREN'S MATINEE
"To commence with, make sure auxiliary members unite in com- humed.
ture each year to people who come
set munity church services, to be held
that the axle bearings axe alltrou-'blAFTERNOON
THIS
In
and ask for authentic informaof
In all towns on the afternoon
snug; a loose bearing means
LET 'EM SING;"'
tion about Albuquerque, says Mr.
Check up the wheel alignment. Mother's day. Auxiliary units will "SURE,
at
Green.
in
compnhy
SAYS SICK SOLDIER AS theThe Ferris Taylor
Misalignment Is disastrous to tires, arrange concerts in hospitals
"The local 'Y' renders thousands
Crystal opera house will feafor it means uneven tread wear, which there are veterans of the
of services the people never hear
in
NEAR
old
favorite
ture
the
HOVERS
enterDEATH
play,
Toby
'This may quickly be detected by
late war and programs of
"Lena Rivers," this afternoon. about," says Mr. Green.
"It's
eosslve vear down the center of the tainment will also bo given in
Ten cents for children; adults, 35 boosting for a bigger and greater
tread.
Illy Tbo Anorlulrd TreH.)
asylums in which there arc
r
twenty-fouwill
cents.
This
bo
hours
repeated Albuquerque
play
"Then, before vnn take the Joy children of men of the world war.
April 21. When
Washington,
ous swing into the road that is the
The auxiliary also will promote the Harvard Glee club made n at night only. Sunday, VThe Squash every day, seven days a week."
season's perquisite, look over the the observance of established fea- round of the soldier hospitals here Head," another Toby play, will be
the tures of the day, Biich as church yesterday and did Its bit to cheer presented for that day only.
Even
rasiORS
thoroughly.
CITY CLEAN UP WEEK
in
the morning the way for the sick and disabled,
tiniest crack, cut or abrasion should attendance,
a
once
with
good re preaching of appropriate sermons it came to where "a soldier of the
'lie filled at
TO START ON MONDAY
BEING
ARE
CATHOLICS
nnlr comnound. a single can of and the urging of everyone to legion lay dying."
which may save the cost of a new write or wire his mother on that
There was some question as to
EXTERMINATED, CLAIM, Plans are being formulated for
tire
whether the club ouftht to sing
day or send her flowers.
the "city clean-uweek"
whloh
"Examine carefully the tubes
Mother's day was originated by with the somber Bpecter of death
Hv The Amwtluted Preea.)
will start Monday morning
and
"There Miss Anna Jarvls, of Philadelphia. hoveling so near. Somebody sugcontinues.
also."
letter
the
21 (by the Asso'
will
more
continue
for
Belfast,
April
the
probably
is a tenneney to forget all about
American legion auxiliary is gested that tho decision be made ciated Press). The Catnolic pro than the usual week. Actual reThe
air container once it is in me casing composed of the mothers, wives, by the sick soldier.
tection committee tonight sent the moval of tho refuso will not ctart
Teat U far Hlnw ienks and Pinholes, sisters and daughters of legion
"Sure, let 'em sing," said he.
to Winston until later next week. Arrangetelegram
; Make sure the valve plunger work
with a pale, wan smile. "It will following
men.
Spencer Churchill, secretary for ments are being made for tho nine
Sometimes the plunger
readily.
be a happy memory to carry across the
colonies, and Austen Chamber city trucks to be available for the
stiff and hard
washer becomes
with me."
lain, the government leader in the work and it Is possible thnt local
hrenklnir after lanse from use. ARBOR DAY OBSERVED
of commons:
house
truck companies will also assist In
well.
If
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Test, the hand Dump
BY
IN CITY SCHOOLS
Catholics are being the work.
"Belfast
SPECIAL SESSION TO
th rubber tubine leaks, the In
exterml
but certainly
The city will he divided Into disflator is worse than useless when
FINISH WORK TODAY gradually
'i out on the road."
PUPILS; PROGRAM AT U
nated by murder, assault and star tricts and refuse matter will be
vatlon. Their homes are burned, placed at the curbs and in alleys
There are few men In the auto- day
r
t r.inorvani'fi of Arbor held
" motive world
(By The Asnuclntrd Tron.)
streets are swept by snipers and nnd will be gathered up on a
who can speak o
schools yesterday
Denver, Colo., April 21. By life is unbearable.
The military
schedule free of charge. Defitires and their needs from as fruit - v, oit
.nnrnmlntn exercises in their- passing the Moffat tunnel bill and forces are inadequate.
The spe nite dates will be set for clearing
; ful and wide an experience as Bar-prevention bill cinl nolico are hostile.
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In the headwaters of the Gallinas, when routed In a battle
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and In the same stream near Trout days ago at Patrero do Llano, Vera
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and Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendFriends and relatives of the
ent of the Valmora sanitarium
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at University Field, this nfternoon,
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by Mr. f ox to sena mesanm-nSunday Picnics a Specialty
1
hnnba nnil mAcrnzlnes to the boys Admission 50 cents.
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ing
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Oklahoma
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April
City.
and decided to use It as a liver
BITTNER
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Ray Long, Oklahoma City welter
tonic," says Mrs. K. 15. Odom, of weight
won a tecnnicai in- FOREST FIRE SEASON
boxer,
Phone 221-819H South First.
838 South Boulevard, this city.
Al
of
St
Van
over
cision
Ryan,
STARTS 0NTHE MORA
acted on my Paul, in the sixth round of their
NCTS
For Convalescent Ttihcrenlars
MI SHELLED PINO
bout here
liver, cleansed my system, and I scheduled twelve-roun- d
In tho mountains. Rates $12.50
will lie delivered from the Fred
was in much better condition aft- tonight.
Seven small forest fires have al Harvey News Stand. Albuquerque,
per week. For reservation!
the
from
er having used it," says Mrs.
ready been reported
N. M., UNTIL FCRTHKIt
490-- J
WF.TIF.R DEFEATS ALGER.
Odom.
Mora national forest district. AlFannie 8. Spitz, 323 North
Phoenix, Ariz., April 21. Johnny though the entire fighting force Tenth.
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forLos
of
Angeles,
had not yet assembled in that
In the Weber,
swimming, or lightness,
toBilly Alger, of Phoenix here deest, all of the fires were extinhead.
FINE SHOE REPAIRING
the Judges'
obtaining
before they became seri- Ladies'
night,
"It relieves the heavy feeling cision after a fast
75c
bout. guished
Half Sole
ous.
after meals, which Indicated to They fought at 138 pounds.
Rubber
Heels, Goodyear . . . .40
will
fire
system
entire
The
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A
It
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real place to get youi
for
me
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good
indigestion,
be In force on the Mora within a Men's Half Soles
'
clothes cleaned and pressed.
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. .'.40c
Rubber
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Goodyear.
fire
season,
The
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early
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the house and use it for colds,
SHOP. Give us a trial.
Chicasro. Aoril 21. Bud Taylor, is
to the lack of moisture in CITY ELECTRIC SHOE 667-BILL'S SHOP,
headache, sour stomach and tor- of Torre Haute, Ind., knocked out thedue
which are 213 S. Second St. 'Phone
Mora
mountains,
told
have
I
2IS 8. Second.
In
liver.
my friends, Edward Helnke, of Milwaukee,
Phono 480.
pid
Free Call and Delivery.
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of
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round
Walt.
seventh'
boxing
Work Done While You
the
Prompt Service.
"Myi present health Is Improved bout on board the U. S. S. Commowonderfully."
dore tonight. The men weighed
Thousands of people have learn- 116 pounds.
Dr. Ulan Ana pualtlv
ed of the value of
pruuf ho la able to euro
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from personal 'experience,
FIGHT TO A DRAW.
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by Inhalatl-ias
21.
Bud
their favorite
have chosen it
Kenosha, Wis.. April
in any climaio.
DYERS AND HATTERS
It is Gorman,
Kenosha
heavyweight
powdered liver medicine.
Pur further Information
ALBtJQVERQl'E-ESTANCIHUG CLEANING
purely vegetable; not disagreeable and Bob Moha, Milwaukee fought artdr-PTHO T. r. GLASS
WILI.AIU).
to take; causes no bad
Phono 458. Cor. tb and Gold
INHALANT CO.. MASON
ten rounds to a draw tonight.
Dally Except Sunday.
LOS A NOBBUILDINO,
Phono 600.
When you get up in the morn.After having been employed for LES CALIFORNIA.
as a maid in one
ing with a bad taste in your forty-thre- e
years
not
hotels in
mouth, stomach
right, bilious, of the of the old-tior have a headache, try a dose Grand Rapids, Mich., Mies Ann
t.
of
Keep a pack- Johnson has been obliged to give
2.000 Pounds. 111.00
age In your. home,, ready for im- up her position by the closing of
We pay good slices for fire-- 1
Weights Guaranteed
mediate use when needed.
General Engineering
the house.
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such
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Shot
Rifles,
Ask your druggist for
Must
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Municipal
Work,
Guns,. Pistols.
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liver medicine. See that
H. CONtfER, M. fi. D. O. .
Acondition.'
Surveys of all kinds. Mapping.
the package label bean the name,
OsteoDathlo Sueclnllst.
218 South f irst Street
N
0O
. First
120 8. Fourth
Phone 388-Phone 411.
Thed ford's."
325-Stern Bldg.
Tel..701-J- .

His Way From Los An

; On
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LOCAL ITEMS

PRO AGENTS MAKE BIG
HAULS IN LAST 2 DAYS!

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and S.
Miss Lole Beer, of Pueblo, Colo.,
is lure to visit her sister, Mrs. B.
T. Phillips; residing on a ranch a
few miles south of the city.
Indian School defeated Harwood
by a score of 5 to 8 In a baseball
game played at the Harwood field
yesterday afternoon.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone 91.
Mrs. C. T. Domlnguez
arrived
yesterday to visit her son. Carlos
Domlnguez, who came here from
Los Angeles, Calif., a few days ago.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician! N. T. Armljo building. Phone

Federal prohibition agents yes-- 1
terday reported the seizure of a
150 gallon 'still, 30 gallons of
moonshine whisky and a Ford
touring car and the arrest of
three alleged violators of the pro- hlbltlon law at Koy. New Mexico,
At Gallup
seven stills were
seized and 250 gallons of mash
and a quantity of whisky were
confiscated by aeents.
Two men, with an automobile.
were arrested at Springer and 50
gallons of whisky were taken.

0,000 TOURISTS
II

h.

;

,

Three.'

Page

Tho Glldersleevc F.lecirle
Plione 797--

211 Knst Cenlnil.

ELMS HOTEL
rooms In the state-ste- am
hot and cola
heat,
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath. 14 to (10 week
Transient rate SI. SO single;
2.00 double.
With bath $2.50 single anu
double S3. 00.
Finest

I

i

j

I

Co.,!

Tomatoes, Lettuce,
Radishes, Green Onions,
Spinach, Cauliflower,

741.

Thirty boy scouts, members of
Troops 1, 2, 3 nnd the midget
troop, hiked to Dead Man's Island
on the Rio Grande last night under the leadership
of Glen O.
Beam, physical instructor of the
local Y. M. C. A.
The Modern Woodmen of America will meet In regular session tonight nt 8 o'clock in I. O. O. F.
hall.
Due to lack of time, the track
meet held nt Harwood school was
not finished yesterday.
The remaining events are scheduled for
afternoon.
Monday
The
Woman's
luncheon, which was scheduled for
noon today, has been postponed indefinitely.
o
The Fraternal Aid Union,
lodsre, had its regular meeting at the K. P. hall last night.
Eleven members were taken In.
Coro-nad-

-- aT

in

RHEUMATIC ACHES

Asparagus, Rhubarb,

QUICKLY RELIEVED

Celery, Beets, Turnips, i
Beef, Pork, Mutton
Hens, Belgian Hares,
Veal,

i

agonizing rheumatic
THE racking,
is quickly relieved by an ap-

-

'

Strawberries, Apples,

j

plication of Sloan's Liniment.
.
For forty years, folks all over the
world have found Sloan's to be the
natural enemy of pains and aches.

It penetrates tvithout rubbing.
You can just tell by its
healthy,
stimulating odor that it ia going to do
you good.
Keep Sloan's Itandy for neuralgia,
eeatica, lame back, stiff joiats, sore
muscles, strains and sprains.
isx ail druggists 35c, 70c, J1.40.

Oranges, Grape-FruiBananas.
'

501

I

n!iEra
AIIAAAI
I Ha
I'lMin Kl IB.

I

til fm on 4 fPaitiA
lencirtv

North First Street.
Phono 199.

Phone Us Your Order, We Will
Do the ltest.

.IMJIJ

1 1
BUILDING TRADES
AND CONTRACTORS
Irnn imiihii
COMMITTEES MEET

t,

lT?.SBTHrSa

fSP"rP"r

Makes Sick Skins

Sold at this Store.

DsHobsoriis

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

Committees from the local conWell One of Dr.Hobson's
tractors' association and from the
r amity Remediea. Fora clear.
Deal
various building trades met last
thy complexion use f reelf
night to formulate plans tending
to remove tho "open shop" prob- Baal
lem which Is confronting the city
No definite action was taken and BEIA Eczema Ointment
the committees will resume their
work at a meeting Tuesday evening nt the Chamber of Commerce.

id

e.
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ren-ula-
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Sixty-thre-
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DEATHS
PAIZ

,

USEFULNESS OF

Guan-tanam-

GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone

--

Black-Draugh-

Palz,

16

SPECIAL CANDY SALE

years

father and mother were present at
the time of death.
Funeral arrangements are pending. Garela
and Sons are in eliarge.

PER ALES I.uis Terales died
yosterday morning in his apartments after a short illness. He is
survived by one si3ter and two
brothers.
Funeral arrangements
are still pending. Meadows & Mar
tlnez are In charge.

1

y

COLONIAL CHOCOLATES
Pound Boxes
Pound Boxes
SATURDAY ONLY

75c
40c

Central Brug and Jewelry Go.
Phone

Corner Sixth and Central.
Free Delivery

581--

GARCIA
The funeral of Mrs.
Oregorlta Garcia, who died Thursday evening at her apartments on
.N'orth Arno
street, will be held
this morning from the residence.
DurinI will bo in Santa
Barbara
cemetery. Crollott Is in charge.

Graciana
TRUJ1UX)
Trujlllo
yesterday evening at her residence at Frost, N. M. She is Bur- vived by her parents and two sis- ters. Funeral arrangements are
pending. Crollott is in charge.
die

MARTIN'
Mrs. Mary M. Martin,
wife of James C. Martin, died at
her home on North Second street
Besides her
morning.
yesterday
one son,
husbnnd she leaves
Charles Stucke, of this city. Mrs.
Martin was one of the pioneer residents of this city, coming here in
1881.
Funeral
services will be
held from Strong Brothers' chapel
nt 2:30 o'clock,
afternoon
Monday
Rev. Root of the Episcopal church
Interment will be In
officiating.
the family lot In Fairvlcw cemetery.

MET Victor Mey, Jr., 80 years
old, died at a local hospital yesterHis wife was with
day afternoon.
him when death came and she will
take the body back to their former
home In Chicago, 111. The body
will lie in state today from 10 to 1
o'clock at Strong Brothers' chapel.

The Safe Bet.
can bet that BETT'S
Meals are the best In
Albuquerque.
Come and Try Our Good Meals
at 50c. Table Board, $33
Month.
601 West Copper,
You

At Our Stores
You Buy for
Less and Get

the best
Economy is the
srssy-- v

1. TSTM

sntt

Purchase
High

of

Grade

Food Products

at a

Reason-

able Price.

ALBUQUERQUE STORES CO., Inc.
(TWO STORES)
BROADWAY CENTRAL
GROCERY
Cor. Broadway and Central
1119

sorrn edith grocery
South

Edith.

NOTICE

will pay fwo cents each
for our wire hangers delivered
to plant.
610 North Third St.
SUNSHINE DRY CLEANING
We

CO.

"No gasoline

odor."

FOR
ICE
PURE
DISTILLED
WATER
Phone 57
WESTERN
IpE & BOTTLING
COMPANY
AND

Well Country Camp

"Black-Draug-

Phone

"Black-Draug-

Alfredo

FUNERALS

old, died last night at his home,
1408 South Unreins road.
His

ti.

t

AND

ht

FOUND

ten-rou-

--

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
cleaned
latest process.
by

Phones

148

and

449.

QUALITY GUARANTEED.

TUBERCULOSIS

Black-Draug-

ht

STAGE

--

after-effect-

ir

s.

'

.

WANTE

Black-Draugh-

Black-Draug-

ht

a

-l

Gallup Lump Coal
Johnson Coal Co.

B. H. CALKINS,

just Unloaded a car cf
refrigerators

FOR RENT
Unfurnished

We are perfectly willing to let you be the judge as
to Our ,pm Prices. See this Large, New Assort
ment at once.

No.' 623 South

Firth Street.
Living room, dining room,
kitchen
and
has
Uneolum
range, pantry, bedroom, glassed-in
bath,
porch,
sleeping
front and bacic porches, outbuildings; $35.00 per month to
a permanent; tenant.

Chas. G. Zapf Co.
Phoue 640.

J.KORBER&CO.
"Albuquerque's Large Hardware Store"
220 North Second Street.
Just Across Street From City Hall."
m

r
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USE TO

Manager Robinson Shakes
Infield, Placing
Johnson at
at
3rd,
High
Short.
at
Crane
2nd,
His

. Up

(Bj The Afcoclntdl l're.)
'
Brooklyn, April 21. Brooklyn
made IS hits off Jess Barries but
obtained only one run unil lost to
the New York Giants this afternoon, 4 to 1. Manager Robinson
shook tip his infield, placing High
second and
at third, Johnston atscore:
Crane at' short. The
New York.
A& K. H. TO. A. B.
0
0
2
4
5
Bancroft,
.
2b
Kawllngs,
t 4fi 01 12 31 71 01
Groh, 3b
Young, rf ...... 3 12 11 01 00 00
2
Meusel, It
0
2 11
2
2
0
Kelly, lb
Bhinners. cf ... 4 0 0 3 1 0
1
0
2
1
4
0
Snyder, c
1
4
0 0
t 0
Barnes, p

i

ss.,5

American League,
Pet.
W.
Cleveland
.6
York
New
."0
4
.625 Philadelphia .
4
.500 Chicago
v
4
St. Louis
3
Boston
2
Washington
.....X
.16 Detroit j.

National League.
W. L.
1
6
New York
J
Chicago
3
6
St. Louis
3
8
Philadelphia
PlttBburgh .
....22
Boston
Brooklyn
7
1
Cincinnati

Filllnglm.

ows.

Pet.
.750
.760
.671
.671
.600
.429
.250
.143

2
2
3
3
4
4
8
6

Yesterday's Results.
Chicago, 10; St, Louis, 6.
Detroit, 16; Cleveland, 7.
New York, 1; Washington, 0.
Philadelphia-Bostopostponed;
cold.
n,

ney

Where

Where They Play.
Philadelphia at Boston.,
New York at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
glm, 7 In 7

I

.......

Yesterday's Results.
New York, 4; Brooklyn, 1.
Boston, 6; Philadelphia, 4.
Chicago, 8; Cincinnati, 3.
Plttsburgh-St- .
Louis, postponed;

Play.

Chicago at St. Louis.
Cleveland at Detroit.
Washington at New York,
Boston at Philadelphia.

Winning pitcher

Losing pitcher

Mead,

Chicago, 8; Cincinnati, 3.
Chicago, April 21. Rixey,

DETROIT SHAKES

of
Cincinnati, weakened in the seventh
to
two
after
holding Chicago
inning
hits and was driven from the
mound fitter being pounded for a
single, a homer by Hackmiller and
doubles by Krug and O'Farrell.
CLEVELAND 15-- 7
walked
who
him.
Couch,
replaced
1
4 10 27 l
33
Totals
1vo men and Kelleher followed with
Brooklyn.
ii triple, which gave the locals the
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
game. The score was 8 to 3.
Take Long End of a
o
Sb
i
i
HiKh,
R. H. E. Tigers
Score:
Wild
Johnston, 2b . . 53 00 11 40 60 00 Cincinnati ..000 100 1013 6 0
Contest;
Hitting
Nels. rf . . ... ...
000 71x 8 9 4
0 Chicago ....000
0
0
0
New York Defeats Wash0
3
Markle
Batteries:
Wheat, If
Couch,
Rlxey,
1
0
3
0
0
4
Myers, cf
and Wlngo; Cheeves and O'Farrell.
ington By 1 to 0 Score.
Schmandt, lb .. 4 0 11 13 1 0
4
0
5
4
0
Crane, ss
2
3
3
0
0
(By The Aswwlatrd PrcM.)
. 4
Miller, o
0
Detroit, April 21. Detroit scored
1
0
4
Kuether, p
Its
first
victory of the year today,
,3.x. uruiun.... i u u v v u
defeating Cleveland 16 to 7 in a
The Indian
wild hitting contest.
1 13 27 22
0
37
Totals
pitchers were ineffective throughcm lur jib fl ill uuitii.
Oklahoma
while
the
out,
Stoner,
.'
By Innings:
City recruit, performed creditably
020 100 001 4
New York
for the Tigers after the first In1
100 000 000
Brooklyn
e
ning. Score:
hits MeuSummary:
Cleveland,
sel, Johnston, crane. Sacrifices
AB. R. H. PO. A. E
Double,
plays
Young, Nels.
lf-Jamieson,
Crane, Johnston and Schmandt;
2b
Shln-nerWambsganss,
High, Crane and 8chmandt;
Hammond, 2b..
Barnes and Groh. Barnes,
Speaker, cf ....
and
Kelly; Rawllngs,
Rawllngs
Mclnnls, lb
Bancroft and Kelly. Base on balls
3.
Oulato, lb
Off Barnes,
Reuther,
1;
8
Sewell, ss
Struck out By Barnes, 3; RueGardner, 3b
z.
BY
NORMAN
BROWN.
E.
ther,
8b
Stephenson,
Guess he's comer.
Boston, 6; Philadelphia, 4.
That's what Boss Speaker of the Wood, rfo ..
..
ot
O'Neill,
21.
McQuillan,
Boston, April
Indians says c.bout Carl Guess,
Boston, and Meadows, ot Philadel- rookie hurlcr, who Is one of the Malls, p .
,
box
out
of
were
knocked
the
phia,
youngsters who may be held for Morton, p
here today in the home opening of further trial after the big' cutting Odenwald, j
.
Mcrelieved
Keefe,
Braves.
the
Filllnglm
next month.
sensational begins
Quillan and received
If he does make good he'll Join Jarnes, If . .,
visit- the list of
support, Boston defeating the fieldmine boys In the xGraney . .
ors ( to 4. The batting and
game.
2
7 It 24 12
Totals
ing of Boeckel and Kopf were feat-tire- s.
Guess drew the attention of the
x Batted for Morton in fourth.
Score:
club tipster crew while pitching
Detroit.
Philadelphia.
semt-pr- o
ball at Carrollton, O.
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
the winter he helped his ITancy, 8b
5
0
2
2
4
0
LeBourveau, If. 5 1 2 J 0 0 During
In
a
work
direct
the
brothers
1
2
0
1
0
4
2
4
0
2
6
2
Rapp, 8b... . .. 4 0 1 2 0 0 couple of coal mines near his Cutshaw, 2b
0
0
1
2
2
0
Walker,
labors almost ruined Clark. 2b
0
0
0
2
1
4
Williams, cf.... 5 0 2 1 0 0 home. His as
If
Veach,
a
his
chances
however,
2
0
hurler,
I 0 1
0
1
0
0
1
1
Leslie, lb..
Mohardt, If
they stiffened his shoulder Hellmann, rf . . 6 1 1 1 0 0
Fletcher, ss.... 4 01 01 12 61 0 for
') muscles.
1
0
2
0
8
15
Parkinson, 2b.. 44
3
0
Guess made his first bid for a Blue, lb
Benllne,
Fotherglll, cf .. 6 8 8 0 0 0
2
0
2
2
1
batters
five
he
0
when
fanned
berth
Meadows, p....
4 1 2 1 6 0
as
Hubbell, p.... 1 0 0 0 0 0 In four innings in Des Moines dur- Rlgney,
S
2
4 0
1
1
Bassler. o
1
0 0 0 0 0 ing the exhibition jaunt. He wasn't
yLee
0
0
c
Woodall,
In shape at that time.
0
4
2
0
0
0
..37 4 11 24 14 0
Totals
Carl was born In Carrollton. Stoner, p
x Batted for Hubbell In ninth. He's 25. He bats and throws right
0
SS IS IS 27 I
Totals
handed.
By innings:
AB. R. H. PO. A. B.
7
800 001 003
Cleveland
Powell, Cf,. ... .. 4 0
American Association.
233 240 Olx 15
Detroit
3
3
0
2
1
2
7.
Xopf, as
Kansas
Two-basIS;
e
City,
Indianapolis,
hits
Summary:
Bouthworth, rf. 3 0 0 1 0 0
Louisville, 11; Milwaukee, 5.
O'Neill, Gulsto, Hellman, Bassler,
1
1
3 0
0 0
Cruise,
Pt.
Three-bas- e
postponed;
hit
0
Fotherglll (2).
Boeckel, 8b.... 3 2 2 2 6
Cutshaw. Sacrifices Sewell (2),
1 12
1
4
1
0 cold.
Holke,
Minneapolis-Toledpostponed; Morton. Double plays Gardner,
4
Ford, 2b..
O'Neill and Mclnnls; Rlgney, Cut4
4
1
0 0 wet grounds,
0
O'Neill, c.-snow.
shaw and Blue (2); Haney and
0
0
1
0
0
0
McQuillan, p...
and Blue.
Blue; Rlgney, Clark
Filllnglm, p.... 3 0 0 0 1 0
KOtTHERS ASSOCIATION.
Bases on balls Off Malls, 8; Mor2.
1;
Mobile,
0
12
6
Birmingham,
9 27
80
ton, 2; Odenwald, 2; Keefe, 1;
Total
Memphis, 1; Chattanooga, E.
Jamieson, 4; Stoner, 4. Struck out
By innings:
Little Rock, 4; Nashville, 9. ,
031 000 000 4
1;
By Morton, 2; Odenwnld,
Philadelphia
4.
New
Atlanta, 8;
Orleans,
100 310 Olx
Boston
Jamieson, 1; Stoner, 1. Hits Off
e
2
S
1
in
hits
in
Morton,
Rapp.
Summary:
Mails,
hit
Ford. Three-bas- e
Keefe, none
Powell,
Odenwald, 6 in 1
Salt Lake, 1; Los Angeles, 2.
In no inning (one out in fifth);
Henllne. Home run Kopf. Stolen
I.
Pan
4;
Francisco,
Sacramento,
base Williams. Sacrifices Cruise.
Hit by pitcJamieson, 4 In 8
Double plays Fletcher
Portland, 6; Oakland, 2.
Wild
Kopf.
herBy Stoner (O'Neill).
Vernon, 4; Seattle, 3.
Base on balls
1.
1;
Jamieson,
Morton,
Rapp;
pitches
3.
Off Meadows, 3; McQuillan,
1 : Hub-bel- l.
WESTERN
IiEAGCr.
out
Struck
By Meadows,
Now York, 1 j Washington, 0.
Oklahoma City, 4; Denver, 2.
4.
Hits Off
2; Filllnglm,
New York, April 21. Shawkey.
Tulsa, 6; Des Moines, 7.
Meadows, 6 In 4 innings, none out
won a
veteran Yankee hurler,
Omaha, 2; Wichita, 8.
Jn fifth; off Hubbell, 8 In 4; off
duel from Phillips, Washpitching
7.
1
4
St.
FllllnSioux
off
in
6;
City,
Joseph,
McQuillan.
ington recruit, here today, 1 to 0.
The only run of the game was
scored by Fewster in the first ine
hit and two
ning on his
Score:
wild throws by LaMotte,
Washington.
Ali. H. H. PO. A. E.
4
0 0
0
8
0
Judge,
. 3 0 0 1 3 0
Harris, 2b
1
0
4
0
0
t
Milan,
4 0 1 4 0 1
Rice, cf....
1
1
0
4
4
0
Smith, It..
0
3
2
0 0
3
ss
Peck,
LaMotte, 8b.... 3 0 1 2 1 2
"1 0 0 0 0 0
xBrowier
8
0
Gharrity, o...
0
Phillips, p...... 2 0 0 1
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Answers to Questions.

j

'

;

3;

3;

3;

'

CIVIL SERVICE

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuqueriue Journal Information Bureau, Frederio J. Has-klD. C.
Director, Washington,
This offer applies strictly to inThe Bureau cannot
formation.
give advice on legal, medical, and
It does not atfinancial matters.
tempt to settle domestic troubles,
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any subject Write your
question plainly and briefly. Give
full name and address and enclose
two cents In stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the Inquirer.)
Q. When Is Memorial day held
for the world war dead? W. F. J.
A. The American legion says t
has made arrangements through
local chapters of the American legion to have a special memorial
service for soldiers killed in the
world war and have recognized
May SO as Memorial day.
Q. What is the record time In
which a runner has circled the
buses? B. H. N.
of
A. Maurice
Archdeacon,
Rochester I, L. club, established a
record when he circled the bases
seconds at Rochester, N.
In 13
Y., last season.
Q. If a mnn deserts from the
army, and later surrenders himself
voluntarily, what Is the penalty?
H. A. Ij.
A. By, executive order of February 4, 1921, for such deBertion
for less thnn sixty days, the maximum penalty is dishonorable disr
charge, forfeiture ot all pay and
allowances due and to become due
and nine monthB confinement at
hard labor. For longer absence,
same punishment and one year's
confinement. The court may fix a
lesser penalty if it chooses. When
there are extenuating circumstances, the sentence is often light.
Q. How docs tho Caspian sea
eomparo with Lake Suiterlor In
si.e'.' Aro they both fresh water?
A. The Caspian sea is a tldeless
Is
becoming
Inland sea which
It U
saltier through evaporation.
the largest inland body of water In
miles
700
long in
the world. It is
north to south direction .and has a
width from more than 100 to nearly
300 miles. Lake Superior is the
largest fresh water body in the
world. The extreme length of Lake
412
Superior from east to west is
miles.
Its extreme breadth Is 167
5

miles.
Q.

In what states aro cranberries grown? K. L. U.
A. The bulk of the cranberry
crop Is grown on the acid soils and
of
peat bogs of Massachusetts, parts
New Jersey and New York, Wisand
Washington
consin, Michigan,
Oregon. The mountain districts of
Virginia and West Virginia yield
somo cranberries.
has. ooal been
Q. How
mined? C, 8. W.
coal
considered,
A. Historically
the end
n.lnlng dates back to aboutHowever
of tho twelfth century.
coal as an Inflammable substnnce,
was known to the ancients, and to
the Britons before the Romans visited their island.
Q. Aro the boys who were at
West Point during tho war entitled
P. V.
to the 300 bonus.
A
Thn war department says
(hut the cadets at the national mill- tary academy were not entitled to
the $60 nonus.
w
tj. .YVticro are me remains
K. L. B.
Christopher Columbus?
vwA. Xne Banes Ol unrimuyiici
lumbus are entombed in the cathe
dral at Seville, Spain.
Q. Is ".Tnno Fyrc" by Charlotte
Bronte considered good literature?
F. T.
A. "Janj Eyre" is regarded ai
an English classic.
was nsed
Q. What sweetening
before msnr was known? A. O. L.
A. The ancients valued honey
very highly and used It in many of
the ways that sugar Is now used.
O. How much
floes tho nope
diamond welrh? W. T.
A. The blue diamond known as
the Hope diamond weighs 44
carats. It Is supposed to ne part
of a stone belonging to Louis XIV.
which weighed 67Vi carats.
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$3.50
WITH

young

men

Chicago, 10;

especially,

the most wanted Shirts
pring and summer made of White
Cloth. of an excellent quality,
have the popular new low collars
soft cuffs all are cut full and large
splendidly tailored and finished.
Other
Shirts

ColIar-to-Matc-

p....

these

for
Ox-Jfo- rd

they
and
and

h

at $1.25 to $5.00

Some have attached collars; others have separate
collars to match some are In plain white or solid
colors; others in neat stripes, small checks and
e
fancy patterns. In a wide range ot
Shirtings and heavy Silks.
high-grad-

M. Mandell Clothiers, Inc.
FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS

Hl-- Y
SUMMER
CAMP PLANNED FOR
MEMBERS THIS YEAR

FIRST

Two-bas-

j

St

Louis, 5.

St. Louis, Mo., April 21. Dave
nonfnrlh miartaA hftt mfltoM in vfn- -

tirv hrrA thia afternoon. the
Browns finally losing, 10 to 6, in ten
ot
innings, cnarue iwoenson, one
Danforth's former American association foes started for the White
Sox. The Sox tied the score In the
ninth with two forced runs and a
n
rally In the tenth settled
the contest.
six-ru-

unr..

DBF

(10

At the regular meeting of the
club, in the Y. M. C. A. dining
hall yesterday noon tne ooys ao
elded to establish a summer camp
In the mountains for their mem
bership, which totals arouna lorty
hleh school boys.
This will be the first summer
club. They decamp of the Hl-cided on placing It in the mountain
near the Ellis rancn, east oi town.e
It Is expected that about twenty-fivboys will be there at various
times during tne summer.
T.nnls Wilton, boys' work secre
tarv. savs that if this first camp is
successful the boys will probably
establish a permanent summe'
oamn In the mountains next year.
President George Olson presided
at the meeting.
Hl--

Y

Y

16 4
Chicago' .000 000 112
St. Louis. 100 001 flZU 1
.batteries:
ttoDertson,
Y. M. C. A. BICYCLE
Hodge and Schalk; Danforth,
HIKE ON FOR TODAY
ttayne, Koip ana oevereia.

6.0

BODY IS FOUND HIDDEN
Louis Wilton, boys' work secre
of the local Y. M. C. A., ex
UNDER A PILE OF HAY tary
and one
pects between seventy-fiv- e
hundred boys to meet at me x. a.
St.
Anrll
Inves
C. A. at 9 o'clock this morning for
ct.llnv fnn..
tigation of the unaccountable o ab- the first bicycle hike of the season,
sence of John Larson, a
They will lunch at Alameda grove
bachelor living three miles south and return to Ainuquerque at i p.
r m.
unaer-chartrIn time for the city track meet.
or
west
crook, oio., oy
ifY.Tiir TCeever. todsv dls- were mailed to Y
Invitations
nina r.rarm'i hnriv hidden under members, and school boys were InA
la pile of hay In his barn. The top vited through their teachers.
appear-in!- ? longer
ot the neaa was missing,
bicycle hike Is being ar
that he had been killed by the ranged for the near future.
are
charge of a shotgun. Officers
Hfnrlrln nn h thpOrV that LSTSOn
Don't forget thn Citv Traek Meet,
He recently waa at University Field, this afternoon.
was murdered.
involved In lltlgson jn, courts nere. Admission 60 cents.
well-to-d-

mi

mim

minuaimiii.u mm mimii. i.n'jffrmwimBwM
r
c .x
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GIRL IS DEAD AND
FATALLY BURNED IN
GASOLINE EXPLOSION

Salt Lake City, Utah, April 21.- lintVi
Rimnnsen Is
dead and her sister, Mabel, six, is
probably fatally nurnca as a veaui
of a gasoline explosion on the
ranch near Elsinore, Utah,
Inla lrAar onnnrrHnflT trt word re
ceived here. The explosion occurred
when an attempt was mane ny mo
children's father. to light the heater
nf on (iiculmtnr. which, bv mistake
had been filled with gasoline in
stead of coal on. une turner Buttered painful burns but was not
otherwise injured.
rvo,..--,.-r-

Sim-ons-

J

ALVAII H. MCCREARY
Philadelphia, who says
Tan-In- o
nothing she could say for
would be hair good enough
after tho way this remarkable
back
medicine has brought

JRS.
of

her health.

ill.

7?,
r"""

h,...

.....a-'fc.-

of, and praying that you and each
of you be required to specifically
perform and fulfill, that certain
written agreement between yod
and plaintiff dated June 8, 1921,
as modified by mutual consent In
writing expressed of said parties
on November 28, 1921, whereby
you and each of you contracted and
agreed to sctl.and plaintiff contracted and agreed to buy those
certain lots, premises and real
estate, situate, lying and being in
the city of Albuquerque county' of
Bernalillo, New Mexico, more particularly described as follows,
to-w-

Ixts numbered Thirteen (13),
Fourteen (14), Fifteen (15), Six-

el

c.......8

Extremely Popular for Spring
Are Specially Featured at ,

inn

AMOclnted

1110

27 1 6 27 9 2
Totals
x Batted for LaMotte in ninth
By innings:
..000 000 000 0
Washington
000 OOx 1
New York
.....100
e
hits Few
Summary;
ster, LaMotte, Scott. Sacrifices
Harris, McMillan, Fewster, Phillips.
Double plays Smith, Peck and
LaMotte; Harris and Peck. Bases
on balls Off Shawkey, 1. Struck
out Shawkey, 4; Phillips, 1,

in

FrM.)
April 21. First Assistant Postmaster General Bartlett
was understood today to have received an Invitation to address a
mass meeting here April 27, to be
held under the auspices of the National Civil Service League, which
charges that "an organized effort
Is afoot to destroy the competitive
Mr.
system ot the civil service."
Bartlett, who was president of the
clvij service commission before endepartment,
tering tho topostofflca
address the meeting,
was asked
it was said, because of his knowledge of civil service procedure
and his view that the system should
protect the rank and file of
employes.
The first assistant postmaster
one ot those criticized
was
general
in a statement issued by the league
recently, attacking the alleged attitude of Attorney General Daugh
erty, Secretary Davis, postmaster
General Work, Assistant Secretary
Dover of tho treasury department,
and Senators Moses ot New Hamp'
shire, and New of Indiana.
from the league
A delegation
called on Postmaster General Woik
and were told that most of the civil
service employes in the government service were attached to, tho
postal system and that tho
department favored any plan
which would safeguard the interests of its employes under the civil
service. Dr. Work also was said to
have informed the delegation that
of the competitive
he approved
system but was of the opinion that
positions calling for administrative
ability also should be filled from
the civil service lists at tho discretion of the president.
(Br Th
Washington,

TiioBtep

..4

Spring Shirts

"""SJini

Invitation to Address a
Mass Meeting to Be Held
in 'Washington Soon.

lb......
rf.......

Attached

w"i

Bartlett Has Received An

two-bas-

White Collar- -

!
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LEAGUE CHARGES

Theaters Today

I

ReDeatins for the
last time today, Florence Vidor as
the star in "Woman Wake Up;"
also the comedy, "The Secret of
Butte Ridge," with Tom saniscni
as the star.
Onera. House The Fer
ris Taylor Stock company, one of
the best small road shows, 'still
draws big crowds to the Crystal.
The play today, matinee and night.
Is "Lena Rivers." and is one of the
best on the long list of Taylor
plays. In" the play, "Toby Goes to
to
Kiipd.nl admission
tho rn
school children for the matinee.
Will
Jelieris,
Lyrlo Theater
who is as good a film artist as
Tim"
i a nrlzeflchter. Is mak
bow for the last-- time to
..81 0 4 24 12 4 ing his
Totals
kouis oi
day at the Lyric, tn
New York.
Also
"Torchy a
Men."
repeating
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
two-reTorchy com1
1
0
0 0 la Carte," a
-Witt, rf
Fewster, If..... 3 1 2 3 0 0 edy.
Pastime Theater "Way Down
. 3 0 0 2 4 b
Bakor, 8b
seen at the
McMillan, cf... 2 0 0 0 0 1 East," theforbest picture
Pastime
0
years, is being shown
3
0
0 12
Pipp, lb...
1 rndnv for the last time, and those
1
0
1
8
3
Ward, 2b.-- ...
0 who have not yet seen this picture
1
2
1
0
Scott, It
1
0
8
0
0 should see it touay Dy an means
4
Schang,
2
0 mean
8
0 0
0
Shawkey,

......
...

!!t'WiPMw,w

n,

e.

3;

to
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Faga Four.

"It

is Just glorious to have my

health back, and in my opinion
there Is nothing I can say about
Tanlao

enough,''

McCreary,

be half
good
Mrs. Alvah H.
1531
Locust street,

would
said

Philadelphia, Pa.:
"For two years I had all the
miserable and agonizing symptoms
that go with a bad case of stomach trouble. Although I lived on
the strictest kind of diet I suffered torture from indigestion and

teen (16), Seventeen (17), Eighteen (IS), Nineteen (19), Twenty
(21), Twenty-tw- o
(20), Twenty-on- e
(23),
(22), Twenty-thre- e
Twenty-fou- r
(24), In Block nume
Fifty-fivbered
(SB) of Raynolds
addition to Albuquerque, New
Mexico, as said lots and block or
blocks are known, designated and
described on a map of said Raynolds addition made by J. R. Far- well and filed In the office of the
ReProbate Clerk and
corder of Bernalillo county, New
on
nineteenth
the
Mexico,
day of
July, 1912; and also described in
that certain warranty deed from
said Raynolds Addition company
to James M. Crouch, recorded in
Book 63 Deed Record at page 1,
records of the Probate Clerk and
recorder of said county
of Bernalillo, New Mexico.
You are further notified that
unless you enter or cause to be entered your appearance In said
entiso on or before the fifth day of
Juno, 1922, Judgment will be rendered In said cause against you
and each of you by default and tho
relief, prayed for will be granted.
The names and address of plaintiffs attorneys are George S. Klock
and M. J. McGuinness, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
lo

.1.--

.

laaa.

j.

you and each of you, the general
nature of which action is to quiet
the title of the plaintiff to Lots
numbered Thirteen (13), Fourteen
(14), Fifteen (IB), Sixteen (16),
Seventeen (17), Eighteen (1.8) and
Nineteen (19), in Block Twenty-fiv- e
(25) of the New Mexico Town
Company's
Original Townslte of
Albuquerque New Mexico, and to
bar and estop you and each of you
from having or claiming any right,
title or Interest in said premises
adverse to the plaintiff; and to
cancel and remove as clouds upon
the title of the plaintiff the record
of a certain mortgage made by
James L. Athey to Russell Wright,
and covering Lot Thirteen (13)
thereof, and filed for record on
May 14, 1881, and recorded in
Book O, page 268. of the Records
of Bernalillo County. New Mexico;
and to cancel and remove as a
cloud upon the title of the plaintiff
the record of a certain deed of
trust made by William B. Chllders
on the second day of August, 1884,
to Harvey B, Fergusson, as Trus
tee for Edward J. Chllders, cover
Interest
ing an undivided one-haIn Lots Thirteen (13) and Fourteen (14) aforesaid, and recorded
on August 4, 1884. In Book Z of
Deeds, page 430, of the Records of
Bernalillo County, New Mexico,
And you and each of you are
hereby notified that unless you
enter your appearance in said
cause on ob before the eighth day
of June, 1922, Judgment will be
rendered In said cause against you
and each of you by default.
The name of the attorneys for
the plaintiff Is Bimms
Botts,
whose office and postofflee address la Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal of
the said court on this the twenty,
first day of April, 1922.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk.
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
NOTICE OK SUIT.

S. Donnell,

Joseph M. McGuire,
the International "'luorspar Company, a Corpo itlon, and the International Metals Corporation, a

-

Corporation, and All Unknown
Claimanta of Any Interest or
Titles Adverse to Plaintiffs' in
the Premises He cln fter In This
DefendComplaint
Tescribed,

ants.

To the Above Named Defendants:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you in
the said court and county bv the
above named plaintiff, In which
the Said Tllnlntlff nrovi f nt n fin- Cree aUietinor tlfla tn th fnllnurlnir
real estate in Bernalillo
ounty,
Jew Mexico
The Octoroon
Mining Claims, sltuat'd In the Soda
Springs mining district In the coun
ty and state aforesaid, the said
group of mining claims designated,
known, and exist under the name
of:
Octoroon,
Octoroon, No. 1.
Octoroon, No. 2,
Octoroon, No. 3, and
Nellie, claims,
and listed and described as Survey
No. 1849, filed in the United States
land office, for the Snnta Fe district, in the state of New Mexico.
And you are furthe. notified that'
unless you enter or cause to be entered your appearance In said
cause op or before the thirteenth
day. of May A. D. 1922 Judgment
will be rendered In said cause
against you by default and the relief prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's attot.
ney In Heacnck & Grlgsby whose
postoffice .address Is Albuquerque,
N. M.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk
By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.

lf

finally my whole system seemed
to give way.
"I certainly know how to appreciate the wonderful blessing of
good health and I have Buch convJATARRH
of the
fidence In Tanlac that I wish it
Cleric.
was In my power to put a bottle
of
BLADDER
Mexico
of
New
State
County
of It In the hands of every sick By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
Rnrnalllln Tn thn District Court.
33cmfc
man, woman and child so that
NOTICE
OF
Galena
SUIT.
King Mining Company, a IVl'ilSBF.If-- J F'-PlfMiriit
and get well In the District Court. State of New
they might take
octoroon
the
and
bears
name
Corporation,
and strong, as I have done."
Mining Company, a Corporation,
Mexico, County of Bernalillo.
Tanlao is sold by the Alvarado
No. 13.302.
Plaintiffs, vs. George W. Ray, F.
Pharmacy and all leading drug- Francis Newton McCloskey, Plaingists everywhere. Adv.
vs.
if
Russell
living,
Wright,
tiff,
and his unknown heirs and perdeIf
sonal
representatives.
LEGAL NOTICE
ceased; Edward J. Chllders, AnNOTICE OP PENDENCY OF
of
Bernalillo
Sheriff
tonio Ortiz,
SUIT.
County, New Mexico, and Successor in Trust to Harvey B.
No, 13296.
In the District Court of the Second
deceased;
Trustee,
Fergusson,
Judicial District of the State of
Santa Fe Land Improvement
To Taos (Bead D.jwn)
To Albuquerque (Read Up)
New Mexico. Within and For the
Company, a Corporation: Charles
7:80 a.m.... Albuquerque
Leave
D. Dunlop; R. D. Dunlop; Mar-gar7:00 p.m.
...Arrive
County of Bernalillo,
Wil10:80
m
Santa
vs.
Arrive
Fe .....Leave
a.m.......
James Lewis, Plaintiff,
James
4:00 p.m.
Dunlop: Mary Dunlop
12:80
Leave
Isabel
M. Crouch and Mrs. James M.
Santa
Fe
Molse;
13:46 p.m.
p.m...,.
Sophia
liams;
......Arrive
Arrive.. 2:00p.m...... Espanola .....Arrive m 11:15a.m.
Crouch, His Wife, Defendants.
Roalfe; Grace Dunlop Hosklns;
Arrive - 6:00 p.m
Taos
To James M. Crouch and Mrs.
Leave , T:80.m ,
Josephine
Josephine Dunlop;
James M. Crouch, His Wife, the
Mary Dunlop, a Minor; and All
Defendants Above Named:
$4.50;
Unknown Claimants of Interest
$11.50.
You and each of you are hereby
in tl Premises Adverse to the
Brothers
Albuquerque
Headquarters,
Ringling
notified that a suit has been
Plaintiff. Defendants.
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
brought and filed against you in To the Above Named Defendants:
the above court and county by the You and each of you ate hereby
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
above named plaintiff the general notified that the above named
Phone 222.
objects of which said action are to plaintiff has this day filed suit In
compel the specific performance the said courj, and cause against
Y

Albuquerque

Santa Fe

Taos

DAILY STAGE

-

et

.

Fare to Santa Fe,

.

.

to Taos,
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Paire FJv

oman's "Daily Magazine Page
HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND

Social Calendar

CHAPTER 23.
Helen was very dignified during
breakfast. She poured Jack's coffee, fixed It to his liking, but only
spoko when he asked a direct question. She'a show him!
Ji'ck realized her attitude, and
had he not been so anxious over
his finances it would have amused
him. As it was ha ignored it. The
very worst thing he could do
from her point of view.
"What's sauce for the gander is
sauce for the goose," was the very
evident idea she tried to impress
upon him.
"I may toe a bit late tonight,
Helen. I want to see a man who
won't give me an interview until
after 5 o'clock." Then, "Have dinner about 7, will you? I'll be here
by

then."

Helen made no answer.
Engrossed In his thoughts of Just
how he would approach a certain
man he wished to Insure, and busy
gathering up the finished work of
the night before, Jack did not see
the tightening of her lips or the
expression on her face. He kissed
her cheek, receiving nq return
caress, and hurried out,
"She'll get over it by night!" he
said to himself with a shrug.
To one of Jack's disposition,
holding a grudge for long was impossible. He did not realize how
Helen, brooding nil day over what
she considered her wrongs, could
keep up her feeling of indignation
for so long. It was over and done
with, let bygones be bygones, was
his idea.
He had a fair day. Encouraged,
he went up the stairs two at a
time whistling Bayly.
"Ahfead of time a little, Helen!"
Ljlled.
"I am nearly ready."
he had forgotten
"Ready?"
"ready for what?" Was it another
party? He couldn't go! He had
promised some work for the morrow, Rnd it would take him all the
evening to finish It.
"To go out to dinner."
It all came back. Helen was ex

FAREWELIi,

WINTER.

It has been a weary season, this
that departs. Spring arrives, and with good reason we
have gladness in our hearts. Always when the winter's aging we
old winter

grow weary cf Its curves, weary of
its futile raging, and its presence
Jars our nerves. When the wind, in
nook and cranny, howls through
dark and bitter hours, how we yearn
for Gentle Annie, with her apron
full of flowers! .When the winter
first comes chasing, we pretend we
like its play: "Ah, this cold," we
say, 'i's bracing, it is good for any
Jay; it is fine to face the blizzard,

Upper class girls luncheon at
at 12:30 p. m.
acting her pound of flesh for his university
Miss Alice Gould will entertain
ill
fancied
treatment.
at bridge at 2:30 p. m.
."I can't go out, Helen. I have
a
lot
of
work."
promised
"Very well. I can go alone VOGUE FOR COVERT
again."
IS NEW SUIT FAD
"Haven't you cooked any dinner?" Could she carry her childishness so far?
"No. I told you I wouldn't!"
the words came Jerkily. He knew
she had her hatpin in her mouth.
"Is there anything In the house
to eat?"
"Bread and butter, I guess."
Jack said no more, but disappeared into the kitchen. He found
rolls and butter, and the remainder
of the Jam he had the night before,
As he had then, he made the coffee. Then he called:
il
"All ready. Helen. It won't hurt
us to eat simply for once."
No Helen answered.
"I wouldn't have believed she
would do it again," Jack gulped as
he sat down to his lonely repast.
But he forced himself to eat, drank
two cups of coffee, then went at
his figures. About 8:30 Helen
came in.
Jnck pretended not to hear her.
"I hope you enjoyed your dinner," she finally remarked, unable
longer to keep quiet.
"it did well enough."
"Some people are easily satisfied." sarcastically.
"Thank God. I am one of them."
"I have found a very nice place
where we can get a very good din
ner for a dollar and a half. I think
it will be a little less It we go reg
nlarlv."
Jack made no reply. Really he
had not quite heard.
do you say?" Helen
"What

Xliiillplfcl
It

1?

S"To

what? Excuse me. Helen, I
didn't hoar."
"I told you I had found a nice
place to take our dinners and" In
"I take my dinners right here
my home. When I don t 1 11 go
back to the farm and have them
with the folks. Understand that
once for all, Helen. I want a home.
I intend to have it or get out!"
he finished rather brutally.

MASON.

and it makes us young again; heat
may suit the clammy lizard, cold is
for the sons of men." For a week
we smile and chortle as we Jog
through difted snow; but our mirth
is frail and mortal, and a fortnight
lays it low. Oh, the night wind is
uncanny, and it has a ghostly
sound, and we yearn for Gentle
Annie with a yearning most profound. Snow will do fur crazed
who would find some sort
of polo, but the spring winds are
restorers.of the weary human soul.
And I sit here with my granny,
arm in arm we twain abide, and
we root for Gentle Annie, gladly
letting winter slide.

BEAUTY GHATS

BY FXOISE.
The tweed suit has enjoyed uncontested supremacy
for some
time, but now that everybody
owns a tweed suit a very formidable rival has appeared in the
It
shops and on the boulevards.
Is the smartly tailored covert suit.
There are many features to recom
mend the covert suit. The material is beautiful for tailoring.
It
has all of the good Qualities of
the trlcotine and vies with the
tweed in the matter of color. In
other words,, it is a compromise between the navy blue of the trlcotine suit and the material of the
tweed.
This covert suit is the true aris
tocrat of the newer suit styles. It
is a plain tailored model with a
long roil collar, narrow should
ers and tight sleeves and a medium
long coat. Bias bands of self ma
terial edge the collars and pock- eis. xne coat is a
model.

BATHS AND BATH SOAPS.

MAYBELLE LOVELACE
WEDS F. WESTERFIELD

Eent Forbes.
,

If I have been writing a great
deal about bathing and beauty recently it is because of tha number
of interested letters I have received
on the subject from my readers.
Many of them have asked whether
soap should be used at all in bathing. To this I must answer that it
depends upon a number of things
If you live in the city where the
air is filled with dust and smoke
you must use soap upon the hands
and upon the face, unless you use
a cleaning cream followed by hot
water. If you take a warm bath
daily it is not always necessary to
use soap upon the body, for the
body is protected by clothing and
will not need this extra cleansing
treatment.
If you have been dancing or indulging In any vigorous exercise you
should use soap with the bath that
follows unless you have a very fine
needle spray in your bathroom. The
skin has been made so active by
the exercise that It needs something
extra vigorous in the way of a
bath.
A very hot, very soapy bath everv
day is drying and should be avoided except by the woman who Is
stout and can lose flesh or the woman with the very oily skin. In
any case the bath soap should be

SPENT HALF HER

very mild. It should be pure castile
purchased by the bar, cut in inch
thick cakes, and allowed to dry,
I know one woman who hai
an excellent bath soap by boiling a
package of oatmeal into a thick
gruel and into this melting a five
pound bar of castile soap. She
poured this off into narrow tin pans
and when it dried and hardened she
had an exceedingly fine toilet and
batn soap which was softening and
ueaumyins to tne sKln,
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TIME IN BED
Farmer's Wife Tells How Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound Made Her a Well Woman
"Three
Carter's Creek, Tenn.
I was almost an invalid. I
nan oi my
lllllllll"' 'IIIIIHI ispeni
ume in Dea, reing
afflicted with a

years ago

,

I.

are

ant to

have. I took Lydia
J&rinkham's VegAr&& " II etable
Compound
Tablets and used
Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Sanative
Wash. I am a
well woman now
and have been for two years. I can
work as well as any one who is
younger and as I am a farmer's wife
I have plenty to do for I cultivate
my own garden, raise many chickens
and do my own housework. You may
publish this letter as I am ready to
do anything to help women as I have
been so well and happy since my
troubles are past" Mrs. E. T.GalCreek, Tenn.
loway, Carter'sfind
Most women
plenty to do. If
they are upset with some female ailment and troubled with such symptoms as Mrs. Galloway had, the
smallest duty seems a mountain.
If you find it hard to keep up, if
you are nervous and irritable, without
ambition and out of sorts generally,
give the Vegetable Compound a trial
.

VtL--

A

trouble which wo
men of a certain

ill acre

Miss Maybelle Lovelace, daughter of Mrs. J. L. Lovelace, and
Frank O. Westerfield. local attor- 'ney-at-'awere united In marriage

formed at the Lovelace home, 914
West Central avenue.
Only the immediate families of
the couple were present at the ceremony, Mr. and Mrs. Westerfield
left last night for a wedding trip
the south. They will
through
probably return In about two weeks.

B. E. S.: When the face perspires excessively, It shows that
me sweat glands need to be toned.
You can do this by dashins: cold
water over the face until you get
wih same reaction that follows a
cold plunge. Dry with friction from
a coarse towel and finish by rubbing the face with the palm of the
"

Cliooso your bath soap carefully.
hand until it glows. A good toilette
water or a mud astringent used on
the face every day during the time
are annoyed with this condition
jou
will do much toward relieving It
Texas: You
can keep your
blonde hair a light shade by adding
lemon juice and baking soda to tho
last rinse of the shampoo. The
proportions are a tablesDoonful of
Juice, a third of a teaspoonful of
soda to an even quart of water. The
exercises you mention of placing
the arms above the head describing
a half circle with them, touchlnar
the floor without making a bend at
the knee are among the best for
home exercises. They will 'reduce
the hips and waist and keep the
whole body very supple.

Nests of silk, about the size of
cocoanuts, are woven by the Ana-pincaterpillars, which are found
in central Africa. -

M.

Don't forcot tli flitv TrapV
at University Field, this afternoon.
Admission 50 oonts.

IS THE TIMK TO "PIT
DOWN" EGGS tXR FUTURE USE.

NOW

When the price of eggs is low,
the thrifty housekeeper preserves
them in either "water glass" or
lime water, to use later on when
prices are higher. April, May and
June are the months when this
preserving may be done.
The first step of the process is
to get strictly fresh eggs. Seven
dozen is a good amount to "put
down" if your family is of moderate size three to five members.
The next step Is to look the eggs
over carefully for defects. Cracked
ones may not be used. Badly soiled ones will bpoII If you try to
preserve them without first cleaning them. The best way to clean
them Is to wipe them with a soft
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By Edna

REMEMBER

cloth which has been dipped ln
cold vinegar. If the vinegar will
not clean them, co not try to use
the eggs, it is also best to secure
eggs that are not fertile but few
of g are able to observe this precaution.
The Water-Glas- s
Method: The
name "water glass is a simple and
more easily remembered substitute
for tho technical term "sodium silicate." This substitute may be
bought at any drug store. To preserve seven dozen eggs, you will
need one pint of the "water glass"
and four and
quarts of
water. Bring this amount of want to a boll, then pour it into a
crock (which you
have previously scalded out with
boiling water and wiped dry) and
let the hot water stand in this
clean crock until it is cold. Now
add to it the pint of "water glass,"
stir well, and place the eggs in this
liquid. The liquid must stand two
inches' above the eggs. Cover airtight to prevent evaporation, and
place the crock in your preserving
closet or in any cool, dry place.
The
Method: Bring
five gallons of water to a boil and
let it stand until cold. Then add
to it 3 pounds of unslaked lime and
lot stand until the water is clear.
Pour this solution over the eggs,
which you have nut into crocks
cleansed as above directed (washed out with boiling water), taking
en ro to let the
liquid rise above
tln eggs two Inches. Cover the
crocks tightly, and store them ln
a cool, dry place. (If your family
Is small, you had octter-dividthis
formula in half.)
Although both these methods
will preserve eggs satisfactorily, I
personally prefer tho water-glas- s
method to the
method.
For, occasionally not often eggs
methpreserved by tho
od liavo a slight
taste of lime
iihmn them when served.
By either method,
the
eggn should keep perfectly
for at least eight months;
and
many housekeepers have written
me that they have kept their eggs
even a year with perfect results,
using both these methods.
I wish to advise brides and other young housekeepers to "take
thought for the morrow" In regard
to this subject.
Although it may
be a slight strain now on their
pocketbooks to buy a few dozen
eggs more than they used to use at
the present moment, still they will
find that those eggs come in very
hnnrly next November, nt Thanksgiving time, or around Christmas
when all housekeepers need a
generous supply of eggs for the
holiday "goodks."
one-ha-

three-gallo-

OP FEDERATION
for Women
Recommended at Gathering of District Clubs of
the State.

Club Activities

A club

for every woman and
every woman in a club is tho
slogan presented to the district
federation of clubs at luncheon
yesterday at the Alvarado hotel.
Mrs. A. H. Delong of Gallup, president of the district, expressed
this motto in an after luncheon
talk. A toast to "the best husband
in the world the American husband," was drunk by the women
present.
Mrs. J. G. Gould, president of
the Albunuerque Woman's
club,
acted as toastmlstress at the luncheon which wns attended by over
club
fifty local and
women. Pho called on Mrs. Evans
woman's
on
to
of Las Cruces
talk
duties as a citizen.
Mrs. Waterman,
president of
the Progress club at Mesllla Park,
a
few remarks about the
made
musicians which she had brought
Mrs.
to the federation meeting.
Emily F. Ln Belle, vice president
of the Fortnightly club, spoko of
that organization's relations to the
federation. Mrs. J. M. Kiner, president of the Woman's club of Silver
City, spoke on the soldier sick, and
Mrs. O. II. Brown of Las Cruces
spoke on the Woman's Improvement association of that place.
Mrs. E. S. Stover, first president
of the Albuquerque Woman's club,
spoke on the progress made by the
club in the years of its activities.
Miss Lois Randolph of Gallup gave
a talk on the school of opportunity
tne
which was established
by
Woman's club and tho P. E. O.
there.
Mrs. Oscar Snow of Las Cruces
of literary
spoko on the woik
clubs specializing on children's esMrs.
J.
E.
Strong, presl-- ,
say work.
dent of the Business and Professional Women's club of Albuquerque expressed greetings to the federation. Mrs. Frank W. Parker of
Santa Fe made a few remarks and
Mrs. Gould closed the program
with a talk on the league of women
voters recently organized throughout the state.
session at the
The morning
Woman's club waa taken up with
of
the several clubs
official reports
in the second district and with the
The
address of Miss Randolph.
afternoon session was filled with
wechild
on
the regular program
lfare of the local club and talks and
musical numbers by the visiting
club women.
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ROCETERIA

G

109 North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
Phone 353
27c

Fancy Comb Honey, each comb

f rv
r

J

100 lbs. Fancy Colo. Spuds.. $1.90
35a
J.S. B. Coffee, 1 lb. can
70c
J. S. B. Coffee, 2 lb. can

(

Mrs. Robert E. Specr.
Mrs. Robert E. Speer, wife of the
n
missionary and author, as president of the national
board of the Y. W. C. A gave a
genernl resume of the work of the
association covering the past two
years at tho opening session of the
biennial convention now in session
at Hot .Springs, Ark.
well-know-

J

SOLACE Brand COFFEE, Vacuum Packed,
Each pound can
Extra Special PUYALLUP Brand Fancy
BLACKBERRIES, each No. 2 can

CURTICE BROS. BLUE LABEL PEAS,
1 can
X DEL MONTE BRAND PEACHES,
No. 2 can, each
DEL MONTE APRICOTS,
W No. 2 can, each
Del Monte Brand Hominy, each
Get Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets
H Essex Strong Beans, each
That is the joyful cry of thousands
SUNSHINE LEMON and VANILLA SNAPS,
since Dr. Edwards produced Olive
Tablets, the substitute for calomel.
vavu
Dr. Edwards, a practicing physician
CITY
SODAS,
SUNSHINE
for 17 years and calomel's

o

each No.

S

OOp

23c
r 4pl
iLtJCH
--

22cri
99 p

j

e

enemy, discovered the formula for Olive
Tablets while treating patients for
chronic constipation and torpid livers.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do not
contain calomel, but a healing, soothing
vegetable laxative.
No griping is the "keynote" of these
little
tablets. They cause the bowels and liver tc
act normally. They never force their
to unnatural action.
If you have a "dark brown mouth"
bad breath a dull, tired feeling sict
headache torpid liver constipation
you'll find quick, sure and pleasant results from one or two of Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets at bedtime.
Thousands take them every night just
to keep right. Try them. 15cand3Uc

each

SUNSHINE SUGAR WAFERS, including
PERFETTO, only
SUNSHINE SODA CRACKERS, packed in
4 2 and 7 lb. caddies, per lb. only
1--

d

sugar-coate-

15cS
15cU

gj

1Ap

16c

12c

Strictly Fresh Ranch Eggs, doz. 22c
GOLD BAR ASPARAGUS TIPS,
each can

OQf.

Del Monte Large Asparagus, 1 lb. 15 oz. cans 48c
Among the Latest Arrivals is Some Imported Chocolates Received by us Direct from Europe:

7 oz. bars of Sweet Chocolate.. 19c
3 oz. bars of Sweet Chocolate.. 8c
IMPORTED CANDY in 1 2 lb. boxes,
QKp
each candy wrapped in tinfoil, per box. . .
IMPORTED SMALL BARS OF CHOCOLATES P

n

for

8
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The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodle. Spaghetti and

S SKINNERS
LET 'EM HOWL

other Macaroni Product.
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SPECIAL TODAY
CARDIES

Hot lunches may become the
rule for all of the county schools

If plans now being: formed by CounIrene
ty School Superintendent
Burke and Minn Amelia Alexander,
of th State collefre, are developed.
Tests are to be made in the varl-oschools where hot lunches are
served in order to determine tho
real value of the system.
Hot lunches are now being servMa was lmbrolderlng lmbroldery
and pop was smoaklng and think ed ln a number of the county
ing and I was thinking, and I sed, schools at a nominal cost.
Hey, pop. can you play a violin?
I dont know, Bed pop,
LAST PERFORMANCE OF
Wy, Wlllyum, sutch an answer,
LION AND MOUSE GIVEN
ed ma. dont you know weather
you can play the violin or not?
No, I never tried, sed pop. how
The second and last performance
do I know wat misterious abilities of the Lion and the Mouse was
are lerking in this strong rite hand played last evenintt at the hlKh
school auditorium to a full house.
and this strong rite brane?
Wen for goodniss sakes. sed ma. The cast was the same as on the
and I sed, Wy dont you try and preceding night, and the success of
find out, pop? and pop sed. Maybe the play was repeated.
The proceeds of the nroductlon
I will some time, but I wouldent
In case will be turned over to the La Reata
like to be disappointed
fund.
nuthlng happens.
sutch an luecr. sed ma, and I Snend
thin ntlrmnnn nr. TTnlvnl.
to
Well
take
ed,
hay, pop, Id like
mprt. Ad.
violin lessins, I bet I could play SUy Field. Cltv triu-good on the violin if I took enuff mission 50 cents.
lessins.
Yee gods, wat a prospeck, sed
pop, and ma sed. Well, wy not, my
Cocoanut Oil Fine
Drotner used to play the piano reel
well wen he thawt of it and I had
For Washing Hair
a ant would of bin playing the
if
all
she
had
the
time
ony
harp
It you want to keep your hair
one, so maybe Benny reely Inherits ln good
condition, be careful what
musical talent.
wash it with.
you
Sure, maybe I do, pop, I sed, and
Most aoaps and prepared shampop sed. Far be it from me to
too much alkali. This Hi
a spark of genius In my poos contain
the scalp, makes the hair
own famllly, in fact the more I dries
and
is
harmful.
think of it the better I like the brittle,cocoanut very
oil shampoo (which
ldeer, and practice makes perfeck is pure and
entirely
greaseless), is
so you'll haff to have lots of 'prac- much
than anything else
tice. Ill call you erly every morn- you canbetter
use
as
for
ing io you can practice an hour be- this can't possibly shampooing,
injure the hair.
fore brekflst, and then wen you
Simply put two" or three
come home from skool you can
of Mulsifled in a cup
practice 2 hours tnsted of going or glasa with a little warm water,
out and waisting your time with then mnlnten the hair with water
the boys, and then after you do and rub it ln. It will make an
your homework in the evening you abundance of rich,
creamy lather,
can practice another hour and then and cleanse the hair
and
go to bed lmmeedltly so you can thoroughly. The lather rinses scalp
out
get up for your erly morning prac easily, and removes every particle
tice the next day, and during vaca- of dust, dirt, dandruff and excess
tion you can practice pracktlcally oil. The hair drloa
quickly and
all day.
evenly, and it leaves it fine and
Me thinking. Good nlte, holey allky.
and easy to
smoaks, gosh. And I sed, Well, I manage.bright, fluffy
dont know, dop. I guess I think
You can get Mulsifled cocoanut
maybe I wont take eny violin les- oil shampoo at any drug store. It
sins, It mite lnterfeer with my la very cheap, and a few ounces
homewerk and things like that
Is enough to last everyone In the
Jest as you say, sed pop.
family for months. Be Bure your
Being a narro ixcape.
druggist gives you Mulsifled.
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ALL COUNTY SCHOOLS
MAY ADOPT THE HOT
LUNCH PLAN FOR 1922
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You'll Always Do Better

By LAURA A. K1RKMAN,

PPLIHG HHYMES
By WAJOT

Kahn's Grocery Bulletin

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

BY JANE PHELPS.
HELEN IN STILL SCLKING.

LET 'EM HOWL

WOMAN AUTHOR WILL
REVIEW WORK OF THE
Y. W. AT CONVENTION

u.
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and ICE CREAM

PEANUT BRITTLE,
Pound
COCOANUT KISSES, lb
SEAFOAM KISSES, lb

f)f
4UC

or
ZDC

RECEIVED
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
FINE ASSORTMENT
LADIES' HATS

IMS

FRUIT SALAD ICE CREAM
STRAWBERRY, VANILLA,
CHOCOLATE, gallon
Delivered at Your Door

ats

ri r
ifrl.uU

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

CANDY SHOP
PHONE 758.

110 South Second
JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
"fir1
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There Are Still Great Bargains in
Diambnds,Watches,Silverware,Etc.
Save your sales receipt. Drawing for the Diamond will
take place at our new store soon. Watch the papers.

Everitt's,

lilOa

a Leading Jewelers

4

fI
"

i

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
i
I

sion In bringing order out of the chaotlo car conditions resulting from the federal regime.
Despite these conditions and the additional acute
NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
handicap of the outlaw strike of April, 1920, the
Published By
were able to
roads under private management
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
show a record of 447,000,000,000 ton miles In 1920,
D. A, MACPHEKSON.
CARL C. MAGEE.
President.
Secretary. two per cent more than the volume moved by Prac.Business Manager tically the samo facilities in 1918 under federal conD. A. MACPHERSON.
.EdI'or-In-Chl.
..
CARL C. MAGEE.
trol. The facts, effectually dispose of tho Implied
criticism of the private railroad operators made In
Ill
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette iildg.. Chicago.
Mr. MeAdoo's statement.
Vork
13.
New
St..
42(1
RALPH R. MULLIGAN.. .48
matter at the postofflce
Entered as second-clas- s
BABE RUTH ON THE BENCH.
of Albuquerque. N. M.. under, act ot Congress of
March 17. 1879.
baseball fan, the sight of Babe
To the simon-pur- e
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 85c; Ruth in civilian clothes sitting in the grandstand
a.u.
yea r ly, in advance.
Is a melancholy sight The great "homer" seems out
"The Morning Journal fcas a higher circulation
New of place there. He ought to be in uniform, swingin
to
other
accorded
paper
any
than
is
rating
Directory. ing his bat and itching to swat. Yet Babe will
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
The only paper In New Mexico issued every day have to sit on the grandstand until his term of
In the year.
compulsory retirement expires. He sinned against
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PREHS
rules of Kenesaw Mountain Landls, chief jusThe Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to the
of all news credited to tice of organized baseball. Babe thought he could
the use, lor
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also defy the laws of the game and started out on a
the local news published herein.
trip aftr the world series. Judge
Landis enforced the rule and sentenced Ruth to
SATURDAY
4. April 22, 182
a term of enforced idleness. And the Babe is car.
rying out the sentence.
BIT POLITICS IS POLITICS.
Herein is not only salutary discipline for Babe
and all professional ball players but ah example to
Judge Reed Holloman, holding court at Gallup. others outside the ranks of baseball. Judge Landis
nswered our open letter of a few days ago In never was swayed from performing his duty by the
which we directed to him gome questions touching financial or physical size of the defendants brought
the martial law order. Ills answer took the clever before him. That Babe was the Idol of the fans
form of a grand jury report in which that body did not make him In Judge Landis' eyes any differsaid that the governor was right, and everything, ent from the most common type of offender.
A
when he declared martial law at Gallup. f
more of the same philosophy in the ordinary
little
The declaration of the grand jury was to the routine of life and Justice would more nearly come
effect that they had no confidence in the
into Its own.
lug qualities of their citizens; that they believe that
to
that
turn outlaws;
they
the people were about
SEES THE HANDWRITING.
had no confidence in the county officers or the
district court in the matter of upholding the ma- William Jennings Bryan announces that he will
can Btand
jesty of the law; that
not be a candidate for the United States senate in
no strain In McKinley county; and that four com- -'
Florida.
panies of national guards and a martial law order
Mr. Bryan went to Florida with the Intention
were necessary to make the People be good. And
of running for office In a state where to be the
it.
believed
as
It
said
though
they
just
they
democratic nominee is to be assured of election. A
Perhaps ail their dire forebodings were Justl-- , few months ago he gave out the glad tidings that
In
whole
the
one
is
tho
fled. Perhaps Gallup
place
Florida was to be given the rare privilege of sendUnited States which is so lawless that troops were
him to the senate.
needed to preserve order during the strike. We ing
But Florida had other Ideas with regard to the
know of no other instance to date although we have
and In advance of the primaries has
scanned the news. Perhaps some one can tell us senatorship
clear that It wants none of Bryan. .Perhaps
made
it
we
which
have
wicked
of some other
community
Florida democrats feared that not even their big
overlooked where similar stern methods were necmajority could overcome Bryan's unsurpassed proessary.
defeated.
Poor Gallup! blackguarded and distrusted by pensity for being
Its own people. Of course politics did not dictat
A PRETTY GOOD PARTY.
this report. It came spontaneously just because the
grand jurors were so distrustful of the
remarks Senator Henry Cabot
"A nation,"
character of their neighbors and were so very
thankful to Governor Mechem for saving them Lodge, "that has paid off in two years more than
from themselves that they simply could not help the sum $3,000,000,000 that represented the total
national debt of the United States at the close of
effervescing.
the Civil war, Is a pretty Bolvent nation."
We take the whole thing with a grain of salt.
He might have added with equal truth that the
The grand Jury did not say that disorders were
prevalent and the situation beyond control. They political party responsible for the fiscal feat is a
did not return any Indictments against rioters or pretty good party to keep In control of federal
outlaws. There was no one to Indict, for nothing affairs.
For three years congress has been republican In
had happened. But they agree with Governor
prophetic Insight that something awful was both houses, and it was the drastic cuts in approabout to happen and that General Brown arrived priations, coupled with other retrenchment legisjust In time to prevent McKinley county from com- lation that the republicans conceived and wrot j
mitting harl kari. If the time ever comes when into law. that accounts for the favorable treasury
New Mexico doesn't have a prophet In the gover- showing today.
nor's chair what a fix she will be in, under the present Interpretation of when martll law is justified
The Gallup grand Jury puts the stamp of genuineness on the governor as the only simon-purprophet In the profit business.
WALK!
They Insist that the governor could smell what was
The next time worry claims you.
going on In the people's minds and that their smelStraighten up and take a walk;
lers confirm his scent and lead them to the conIt's useless to keep brooding,
smelclusion that he Is the greatest
And above all do not talk.
When once you're in the open,
ler of thoughts and intentions now at largo in tlie
Kill your, lungs brimful of air,
jnited States.
Enjoy each breath and motion.
In prospecto! No real, actual disorders are
Taken thus, with time to spare.
and
fears!
Fears
recorded by the grand Jury. Just
Exercise will harmonize
All your thoughts, then you'll agree
gratitude to the governor.
That worry is expensive,
Of course a republican judge who desires to be
And that happiness Is free.
governor and a republican sheriff' who "belongs '
However great your truoblc.
to Gregory Page, republican overlord and a repubDo not give up in despair,
There's something which will help you
lican district attorney who controls the question of
Take a walk in God's fresh sir.
what witnesses go before the grand jury and the
In the Nautilus.
coal barons who went before the grand Jury, never
as
a
of
off
of
a
such
pulling
piece
thing
thought
politics to help Governor Mechem out. We would
favor putting any one who intimated such a thing,
in Jail for contempt of court. Those officials and
ALMOST AS POPULAR AS VOLSTEAD.
General Semenoff has been called more hard
worthy gentlemen never think of politics when
names than any other distinguished visitor who
court Is in session except while they are .wake.
The Journal will bet Us Associated Press fran- has been In our midst in a decade. Birmingham
chise against a coal operator's conscience (and that
"DOUBLE ACTION" THESE DAYS.
is betting our most valuable asset against nothing)
Old Ben Franklin believed in the
that Judge Reed Holloman does not subscribe to
but he didn't live in a time like this
the legal proposition nor tothe political maxim when policy,
the taxes keep you paying, going and comcan
In
anticideclare
a
martial law
that governor
ing. Houston Post.
pation of possible trouble. We will let the Judge
NO, BUT IT WOULD RE UNUSUAL.
decide the bet and we will agree to publish his deThe coal operators and the miners are vigorcision. Come on, Judge Holloman, let's hear from ously defending
A
themselves in the newspapers.
word in behalf of the consumer would not be
you.
amiss.
foreThe grand jury thanks the governor for his
Birmingham
sight in taking the peoples' political liberties away
HAS SHOWN NO SIGNS OF IT.
from them before there was time for anything to
France does not believe the Germans learned
black-ey- e
between 1914 and 1918. Philadelphia
and
the
a
for
giving
anything
community
happen
for lawlessness before any one had committed an Record.
4
acts of real violence.
DRINKING IT IS ONLY TEST.
But then, grand Juries are solemn things and a
After all, how's a Juryman in a liquor case to
pronouncement from the mysterious caverns of tho know whether the evidence is strong enough un
Free Press.
grand Jury room, Is very convincing. And somo-,- .. less he tastes it? Detroit
4fr
$ 4 4
thing profoundly convincing is needed just now to
SO RUNS THE WORLD AWAY.
Wild West shows no longer draw, it Is stated,
support the governor In his egregrious blunder.
That fact may, or may not, explain how a grand probably because the East has become wild and
lawless
itself. Pittsburgh Gazette-TimeJury, empanelled to bring indictments, goes out of
its way to strongly commend the governor's act in
illegally declaring a state of martial law.
But politics is politics and the end justifies the
means.
AN "UNBROKEN SPHERE."

OPPORTUNITY

Albuquerque Morning Journal
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(From the New York Times.)

As a proof of his assertion that the railroads
were operated more efficiently under federal than
under private control, William G. McAdoo lays strew
on the fact that the private managers, soon after
the return of the roads to them, had to appeal to the
Interstate Commerce commission for aid in meeting
their problems. That statement Is true, but the
way it Is presented by the former director general
carries quite an erroneous impression. Daniel
president of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad,
in his testimony before the interstate commerce
committee of the senate, tells the whole Btory and
hows Up Mr. McXdoo as a witness who scruples
at nothing to carry conviction.
The transportation act of 1920 specifically provides that In the case of a railroad Emergency th
Interstate Commerce commission may take certain
steps to meet the situation. When the private own.
ers came into possession of their property on March
I, 1920, they found about 00,000 eastern coal cars
in the west, and about 60,000 surplus box cars in
the cast. The box cars were needed In the west
for grain movements, and the coal cars in the east
for the movement of fuel. In view of the great
activity of that time and consequent heavy
demands upon the roads, the owners found It im- possible to cope with the situation bequeathed to
thorn by the government, and they took advantage
tit the law provided for Just such emergencies. A
car service committee was appointed by the roadj
with the commis
themselves, which
W'll-lar-

'

Last Sunday The Times published a review
under the title, "The Round World Discovered."
which anticipated by a day the observation of
Lloyd George at the opening ot the Genoa conference that the world Is "one round, unbroken
To be sure, more than two thousand
sphere."
years ago the earth was believed by some to be a
The ancient historian Strabo even censphere.
sured his predecessor, --Eratosthenes, for his unnecessarily elaborate proofs of the earth's spherical character. It was, how however, Christopher
Columbus, a distinguished citizen of Genoa, who
may be said to have achieved a "final victory for
the doctrine of a spherical earth, and to have
laid the physical foundation for the hope of the
British premier that Genoa will render another
Important service to humanity by "enabling America to discover Europe."
The discovery of America by the famous Oenoan
was unanticipated by him and quite incidental to
tho practical demonstration of the sphericity of the
earth. Columbus was but trying to find a west
ward and shorter way around the globe to the
Indies.
America may be said to have recently
voyaged westward in Its demonstration of world
unity, and if, In the figure of Lloyd George's
prophecy. It should now venture eastward ao1
discover Europe, that would be but incidental to
a perception of the economic and moral interde
pendence of the hemispheres.
The doctrine of a rlobular earth was long re"
slsted as unscriptual.
In Kentucky, It is reported,
a schoolmaster was recently dismissed for teaching
mat tne earth is round. Ana we have treated
e
schoolmaster who sought to teach
badly a
in a practical way tho globular theory of the unity
of mankind.
This doctrine ultimately must prevail. If the Genoa conference can do for tho
Atlantic hemisphere what the Washington conference did for the Pacific hemisphere, thero will be
"one round, unbroken sphere."
one-tim-
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lllens nnrl nnllata Wvnhn.
Twenty-fiv- e
FOH SALE
heal of Jersey
v...,.i .irain, 601
1700
cows, cneap.
West Mountain Eh t tirnnd.
.
1974-Jrond. phone
FOli HA I. K Pure-bre- d
Hhode Island lied
FOH BALE Three Jersey cows with day
laying hens, well marked. 1115 North
old calves, heavy milkers, cheap. CorFifth, phono III17-ner First and Mountain road.
FOK BALK Wnue Wyandotte
hatching
FOH BALE Three A- -l milk cows, five,
six and seven gallon cows when fresh; W ...
HOUm J3rQ8 O W a V.
now milking from three to six gallons. FOH S.iLE rt. c.
Khode Island Hed'i
loi) South Elm.
and Black HI orca hatching eggs 11
MULES
HOUSES AND
709 N"rth tocmi. phone
for sale; will
have carload of horses and mules at
Slu North Broadway, Albuquerque, April
SALK Eleven months uld uulletsT
20, and thereafter
R. C. Whir
until sold.
r
Scott FliR
...
no, ,1 eucn.
ttve
n
Itidenour, phone J 668-' 823 South EleMh- - n"'"
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GRAIN

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, April 21. Active gen
eral buying based more or less on
higher quotations 'at Liverpool and
on hopeful reports from the Genoa
economio conference led to a big
upturn today in wheat prices here.
Reactions, however, followed. The
o to
close was unsettled at
net gain, with
to
May $1.45
and July $1.27U to
$1.45
c to
c
$1.27. Corn finished
off to a like advance, oats unchanged to Uc higher and provl- vlslons varying from unchanged
figures to a rise of 12c.
Wheat for May delivery showed
by far the greatest strength, opinion apparently becoming more general that the principal holders of
May contracts would prove equal
to taking in and paying for wheat
outright regardless of prospects of
enlarged shipments to China to go
from other nearby centers. In this
connection, it was pointed out that
bulls were being helped by the 35e
duty keeping away Canadian wheat.
also that the
There was gof'-wheat supply In Arg ntlne totaled
at present less than 56,000,000
bushels of which 20.000,000 bush
els have .already been sold. Furthermore, a bullish domestic crop
summary attracted notice.
Highest prices of the day In tne
wheat market here accompanied
estimates that 2.000,000 bushels of
new crop domestic winter wheat
had been purchased for export and
that there had bee.i European buyDeclines
ing of Canadian wheat.
from the day's ton prices were
ascribed chiefly to profit taking on
the part of miscellaneous longs.
Corn and oats prices were responsive to the upturn of the
wheat market, but reports of more
favorable weather for field work
had a good deal of counter-effelater.
Provisions values averaged higher in line with grain and hogs.
Closing prices:
Wheat
May, $1.45; July,

2c
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jj
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By Howard

B.

Oar!

Copyright. 1021. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE

WIC.C.ILY

AND

LEAKY PAN.

THE

The Fuzzy Fox and the Woozle
Wolf glared at one another from
the doorways of their dens, which
were side by side in the woods.
"You're a fine chap, you are,"
sneered the Wolf to the Fox,
meaning, of course, Just the op- postte that the Fox wasn t fine
at all. "1 thought you were going to catch Uncle WlggHy, bv
pretending to bo a Tinker, so we
could nibble his ears!" went on
the Wolf.
"Well. I was," the Fox grumbled. "But how did I know the
wind was going to blow off my
cap so Nurse Jane saw who I was.
It wasn't my fault. You couldn't
have done any better!"
"I think I could," said tho
Wolf, showing his sharp teeth.
"You had your turn at pretending to be a Tinker, to catch that
bunny. This time I'll try. Only,
Instead of being an umbrella mender, I'll be a pot and pan tinker.
I'll walk past tho' hollow stump
bungalow and I'll call out: 'Pans
to
mend!
boilers
Wash
to

mend'!"
"It sounds all right," grumbled
the Fox. "But wait and see what
happens."
"Anyhow, Pm going to try,"
spoke the Wolf. "Wo must get
ears to nibble or we'll starve."
Thus the two bad chaps talked
together as to how they might
catch Uncle Wigglly, I told you,
in the story last night, how the
Fox tried to be an Umbrella Tln- -

denly there was a sputtering
sound on the stove.
asked
"What's that'"
Uncle
Wigglly.
"There must be a leak In that
pan," said the muskrat lady.
"Ha! A leaky pan!" cried the
"It will give me somebunny.
thing to do to mend It. I'll get
of
lead for solder, heat the
a bit
"
poker and
Just then outside the bungalow a voice cried:
"Pans to mend! Wash boilers
to mend!"
"There, Uncle Wigglly!" cried
Nurse June. "Here's another Tinker. Juat the kind to mend tho
Don't you try it.
leaky pan.
Give it to the Tinker."
"All right," agreed tho bunny
And I'll
"I will.
gentlerruin.
watch and see how he does it so
I can do it next time." Taking
the leaky pan in his paw, Uncle
Wlggily went Out on the front
"Here is something
to
stoop.
mend," he called to the Wolf
Tinker.
"Ah, ha! Everything is working fine," thought tho Wolf. "I'll
have better luck than Hie Fox.
I'll catch Uncle Wiggily!"
He
threw some leaves on the fire
in the can to make a thick smoke
to hide his face so the bunny
gentleman wouldn't know him.
"Please mend the hole In Nurse
Jane's pan," asked Uncle Wiggily, and, even though he was
close to the Wolf, the bunny
didn't see who the bad animal
was on account of tho smoke.
"All right I'll mend the leaky
pan!" growled the Wolf, speaking
as though he had a cold. But he
had no notion of mending the
As soon as he could get
pan.
near enqugh, under cover of tho
smoke, the Wolf intended to grab
Uncle Wiggily and carry him off
to the den in the woods.
But all of sudden, Just as the
Wolf was going to catch the
bunny, the wind blew again. It
didn't blow off the Wolf's hat. but
it blew away the smoke from the
fire, and then the bunny could see
who it was that had come up on
the stoop to mend the leaky pan.
The Woozle
"Oh, the Wolf!
Wolf," cried the bunny. "Oh, Nurso
Jane, they're going to play anoth-

er trick!"
muskrat lady. Quickly she caught
and I'll heat the poker and mend
up one of the hot burning Btlcks
which the Wolf had thrust Into his
can of fire to pretend thev were
irons for soldering.

"Talk about mending leaky pans;
mana your- exclaimed Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy. She held a hot stick
on the end of the Wolf's soft and
tender nose.
"Oh, wow!" cried the bad chap,
dropping his smoking can and running away. "I didn't have any better luck than the Fox! This bunny
is too much for us!"
,
"Ha Ha!" laughed Uncle Wigglly, as the Wolf ran away. "Well,
anyhow he left me his can of fire
and I'll heat the noker and mend
the leaky pan," which the bunny
soon did. And, oh, how the Fox
scolded the Wolf when the Woozle
chap came back without the bunny.
But I'm glad it happened this
way; aren't you? And If the door
knob will turn over and over fast
d
enough so It's like a
for the grasshopper, I'll tell
you next about Uncle Wiggily and
the tinkle clock.
111
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ker, and how the wind blew off
his hat.
"This time it's my turn," said
the Wolf, as he set out with an
old tin can. In which he had
made a fire, so he could heat his
irons and solder up holes in any
pans or wash boilers he might
get to fix.
"Aren't you going to put on
your old clothes, or pull your
cap down over your face so Uncle Wigglly and Nurse Jane won't
know you?" asked the Fox, as
he saw the Wolf starting out.
"There will be no need to do
that,"' answered the Wolf. "Tho
(By The Associated rreu.)
smoke from my fire pot will hide
my face so neither Uncle Wigglly nor Nurse Jane will know me
until I get Inside the bungalow.
Once there I'll get either one of
Waft Street.
them and bring them back here
New York, April 21. The most
with me."
"Then we can each nibble their noteworthy feature of today's stock
ears." laughed the Fox.
"Ha! market was its dullness and restricted scope as compared with
Ha!"
Over the fields and through the previous days of the week, sales
woods ran the bad Wolf with his barely exceeding 1,200,000 shares.
There were several additions to
can of fire. And as he ran along
the progressively long list of new
he cried:
."Tin pans to mend! Wash holl- high records, but these were regisers to mend! I fix the holes!"
tered for the most part by relaNow It happened that about tively obscure issues of the more
this lime Nurso Jane was cook- speculative variety.
Rails as a whole gave a good acing somo potatoes for Uncle
dinner, as the bwnny didn't count of themselves, the strongth
was
feel very well and
staying of that group again embracing
home In the bungalow that day. coalers as well as Pacifies, the
And as the potatoes boiled sud northwestern division and New
merry-go-roun-
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Bedtima Stories
For Little Ones

eggs,
Shepherd
ur apply 13U SoutU

rn"0

SALE Eggs for hatching; 8 tT
Liberty Ilondi.
n. 1,
c. P. Hay strain. 8. C. W.
Now York, April 21. Liberty Leghorns,Reds,
Mrs. Gentry strain, II per setbonds closed:
899.36; first 4s, ting. 1122 south BroSdw
second 4s, $99.18;
first FOH SALE sixty
blank;
.....,, .,,nin i.egnorn nens; Hogan-- d
4Vi3, $99.82; second 44s, $99.50;
and proven; very reasonable, w.
third 4 "is, $99.68; fourth 414s,
Campbell,
postofflce box 26, Helen.
$99.86; Victory
$100.08; Vic N
$100.74.
tory
FOP. 8..I.F: Pur- - ored 8. c.
White
hatching eggs.
per setting; tl.
Z.
per hundred: t,i.
kh ai Diaraec

4s,

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

McADOO DISCREDITED.

esTTor

Hruuze I urkey
I'hnne 241B-J-

"

South Edith.

'''

s.

..

BALE

hatching.

,.""'"

a

1
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VERSE OF TODAY

FOH

FOH BALE Two dozen Plymoutlr Itock
baby chirks.
Phone 2359-FOH BAL'i K. 1. red eggs, for natch-1- 1
f irm
r
Ins,
FOR SALE
Two cowt, iwu heltera, all
setting. Phone 138R-W- .
FOH bALU
giving milk. Phone S09-1UlaclE Mlnorcu
T.n .....
set
623
FOIt SALE Buekn and Ioe; alai frySouth First. Dhnn 1717. ur
ting.
raimnB.
flu Weat Lead.
Fon SALE Pure-bre- d
C.
ihode 1s- land lted hatch, ng eggs. Pho.ie 1703-FOH BALE Horse, buggy and harness.
FOIt SALE Black Minorca eggsTTf
jnymrs mora, uid Town, phuna H88-.FOH BALE Large team of mares, five Mmi'V,"'
" 10- - Fre1 Eak- - Phn
and six years old, well broke. Phona
24u;!-.THUHOT
85o if sold at once. 'gnorn
Ing
boll bALJ-.- . treel! Jersey cow. Oraude
419 W est
wagon yard, 110 Nortb Broadway, Omni
phone 1B58-FOH SALE 8. C.
7hodo island lied
hat clung eggs, from choice pen. Phone
FOIt BALE Two heifer Jersey calves.
auoui one moncn oia.,- Bee thein at 1601 194-- ;

a

law-abid- -;

'

Livestock

MAI.13
Jersey cow. I'UunelTnm,
FOH HALE Four young plgi, lz week
wi". ttv luisi lien.
FOK SALE
Two Toggenburg milk goats.

FPU

barn-stormi-

I

AM

CILASS

I J

KAKgACuTKERS

V

Haven and Ann Arbor preferred.
Despite repeated assurances that
tho coal strike had made no material impression upon industrial
activity, advices from Pittsburgh
and other steel and iron centers
further suspension of
reported
operations and closing down of
n
mines.
From other western points came
Intimations that the automobile
trade and affiliated industries
might also find it necessary to
slow down from the recent high
rate of production because of the
diminishing supplies of fuel.
That leading industrial Interests
are optimistic
regarding future
conditions, however, was indicated
the
announcement
by
that the
United States Steel corporation had
completed plans for the construction of a large tube mill at Gary.
Tho first and final hours were
the only active periods in the market, later dealings being enlivened
by heavy buying of Studebaker and
Gulf States Steel, those issues makand 2 points,
ing net gains ot 2
Mexican Petroleum.
respectively.
Baldwin, Barnsdall 'A'
Pullman,
Mack Trucks, Hupp Motor, Coca
Co.la, Postum and Manhattan Electric also were strong.
The money market again made
Its contribution to the higher trend
of quoted values, call loans opening and renewing into next week at
'iVi per cent, that quotation ruling
throughout tho session. Develop
ments at Genoa were a distinct In
fluence in the strengthening of ex
change rates. Sterling more than
recovered yesterday's loss, all the
allied rates were firm to strong,
German marks showed firmness
and every neutral remittance, the
Swiss rate excepted, was better by
two to ten points.
Closing prices:
42
American Beet Sugar
49H
American Can
U
American Smelting
Refg.. 68
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 34
123
American Tel. & Tel
1'
American Zinc
63
Anaconda Copper
101
Atchison
48
Baltimore & Ohio
79
Bethlehem Steel "B"
80 ',4
Butte & Superior
66
California Petroleum
.143
Canadian Pacific
38
Central Leather
66 VI
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 28
28
Chino Copper
32
Colorado Fuel & Iron
64
Crucible 8teel
16
Cuba Cane Sugar
Erie .
75
Great Northern pfd
41 V
Inspiration Copper
83
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
32
Kennecott Copper'
119
Louisville & Nashville
132
Mexican Petroleum
29
Miami Copper
24
Missouri Pacifio
70
Montana Power
91
New York Central
Northern Pacifio
41
Pennsylvania
Rav Consolidated Copper.... I6V2
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
32
Sinclair Oil & Refining
91
Southern Pacific
25
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ....123
46
Texas Company
69
Tobacco Products
139
Union Pacific99
United States Steel
67
Utah Copper
Forclcn Exehnneo.
New York, April 21. Foreign
Great Britain
exchange steady.
demand $4.41; cables, $4.42;
bills on banks, $4.39. France
demand, 9.31; cables, 9.31. Italy
demand. 6.41; cables, 6.42. Bel
gium demand, 8.66; cables, 8.66.
cables,
Germany demand,
Holland demand, 87.90;
87.93.
cables.
demand,
Norway
19.00. Sweden demand, 26.00. Den
mark demand, 21. zo. Switzerland
demand, 19.43.
Spain demand,
16.62.
Greece demand, 4.68. PO'
Czecho-Sl- o
land demand,
vakla demand, 2.00. Argentine de
mrtnd, 85.62. Brazil demand, 13.87.
Montreal, 97
non-unio-
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Poultry Ranch, poatoffice bos
trj
nhnne
17(1!)--

77

jn

FOR

KALE

Comb
prices.

,,
..,
single
Rhode Island Reds.ngiung,
Write for
Zlmmer Ranch Company, Baa

llatchhio-

K'.m.VS

TWENTY-NIN-

years on the same old
White ...Leghorn
chicks.
T. ..puiy-iiv- o ..... years- . experience with incubators.
Tntt
Poultry
...
,
.... R.nnh
Dn...ta.
"
F....nvc mn A pnone I7ffn-FOR SALE
Hatching eggs; four popular
varieties: 8. C R. I. Reds, Mayhood
strain, II. II. SO: Famous Sliver Cam-pine- s,
IB, 13 00; S. C, Light Brown Leghorns, 15. 1.S0; 8. C. Dark Brown Leghorns 13 12 nn
nnhin.nH
ranch

fn

nap

8.

0.

hn,.J

ji.
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POUI.TBT
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fTbboTi
ARDS Blue
.
,
Barrea
Keas,
,
.,r
pens
ureeaing
and cockerels: best winter layers; fertility
fafli.iiluriL " in, WIPtZ, flS-fl'- S
WeSt At- lantlc, phone H83-BABY
CHICKS and hatching eggsT
.....u.iiNin i,ew n. . ti. i. tteas; prise
winners at El Paso, Albuquerque
and
u
111
coior, lype
and egg production. Order chlx
In ad- - . "Hi
"
nuriir rugn.
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WANTED

Position

PKACT1CAL NURSE want confinement
cases.
Phone 1658-WANTED
Work by young man; can
j quo poutn wecona.
m.p
WANTED
Washing and Ironing, by the
.
louKii my. Vail 1IUS-WANTED
Outdoor work by young man
... Tn....
With CAP.
Addraaa T ' V

nal.
BOOKKEEPER wants position by hour
or permanent. Address Box A- -l 5, car
Journal.
WANTED
By competent woman, work
l'y the day; go home nights.
Phone

Laundry work, silks and
linens a specialty. Write or call 101
North Broadwa y.
May,
HEAI THY young American with Dodge
Pork May.
car, wants work of any kind. Address
Lard May,
Morris, care Journal.
Ulbs July,
WANTED
Work by day; also washing
fcnm
and lronlnff In fair
Phnn.
228H-808 North Twelfth.
Kansas City Cash Grain,
OFFICES CLEANED DAILY Janitor
Kansas City, April 21. Cash:
...
Wheat No. 2 hard, $1.37 1.55; floors
iiuu,, cleaning IW1TH vacuum?,
Phone lll-J- .
polished; reference
1.40.
No. 2 red. $1.37
;
MAN desires work of
No. 2
Corn No. 2 white,
experienced in office work;
yellow, 58 59c.
speaks English and Spanish. Address
L. H. P.. care Journal.
Hay Unchanged. WANTED
Young man, A- -l bookkeepef
and clerk wants position with live concern, retail or wholesale; A- -l references.
Address J. H E care Journal.
WANTED
Confinement cases, now mod-er- n
Chicago.
home, furnished nloely, everything
Chicago, April 21 (U. S. Bureau perfectly sanitary; excellent
also
of Markets).
Cattle
Receipts milk diet given; two nurses meals;
In charge;
Market active; beef steers ratee reasonable. Address Postofflce Box
3,000.
and butcher she stock steady to 224. elty. or phone 13S5-strong; qunlity medium. Top beef
BUSINESS rCHANCES"
steers, $8.70;
bulk,
$7.60(98.25;
bulls, calves and stockers steady; BTATH HyiEL Jur sale. 121), West
bulk veal calves, $7.00 7.50; boTwo-stor- y
FOH SALE
orlck building.
logna bulls largely $4.25 4.40.
215 South First; location
good for any
Market kind
Hogs Receipts 16,000.
of business.
active, fully steady with yester It OU GET my
money wlli
prices
your
10c
to
higher
day's best time. 60
stay In
W. C. Thaxton,
than yesterdays average. Top, Plumbing Albuquerque.
Fixtures and Supplies. 1111
pigs North Fourth.
$10.70;
bulk, $9.9510.65;
strong to 25c higher; good 100 to FOH BALE Dry cleaning establishment.
130-poulatest equipment. Including Ford de9.00i810.0u
hogs,
livery truck, 1750.
Have cash. Address
packing sows strong.
ry neaners,- - care
Sheep Receipts 6.000. Killing WANTED AGENTS Journal.
to handle several
classes opened mostly 25o higher.
Ford accessories of merit In New Mexico and Arlcona.
Early top shorn Inmbs, $13.65;
or call W, V.
Write
best not sold; light fleshed Mexi- Pogue, 912 Park avenue, between
1 and
2. or after 7 p. m.
can wooled lambs, $15.00; good
shorn yearlings. $12.00; fall FOH BALE Restaurant, opiuaite Banta
Fe depot, or will sell fixtures and rent
shorn Texas wethers, $8.25; wooled
for other business purposes.
ewes, $9.00 down; no choice lights storeroom
Fixtures Include swell soda fountain,
shearing -- m :aii op Miingni separata.
offered;
good
lambs, $14.25.
FOK SALE OH TRADE On flrat-cla- s
steam
cheap for cash.
Denver.
d
This
mad the fiesta
Denver, April 21. Cattle Re- around Albuquerque for two years at a
profit. For Information call on or
ceipts 800. Market steady, strong. big
j. w, Harnoid, Mountalnalr, N. M.
Beef steers. $6.50(97.50; cows and write SALTS
Indlua trading sti re rand
heifers, $5.007.25; calves, $8.u FOH
ten acres
ranch,
cultivation;
11.50; bulls, $2.50(814.00; stock- fenced; one section under
land leased; stone
ers and feeders. $6.00fi7.35.
building, 10x20 feet; three living rooms,
10c
400.
Market
storehouse, corralls; fine well of water;
Hogs Receipts
engine; three heavy horses, her-ne- shigher. Top, $10.20; bulk, $9.80 ss gasoline
and wagon: twenty turkeys, thirty
in in.
one
fine milk cow; twenty-fiv- e
chickens,
Market
Sheep Receipts 6,600.
miles from Oallup, New Mexico; tea
25c higher. Lambs, $13.75$fia."u; miles from railroad;
a bargain, dissolving partnership.
Address postofflce box
ewes, $7.60 8.50.
37. Alh'toueroue. New Meyiw

$1.27.
Corn
Oats

May,

UHJil-CLAS-

619&c: July, 64 c.
38c; July,
$21.10.
$10.82; July, $11.0T,
$10.76.

40c.

66c;

LIVESTOCK

PRODUCE

FOR SALE

Rai

Estate

four lots left of thirty-tw- o
listed
near Highland Park. 1500 to 1660; easy
Chicago Produce.
A. Hammond. 824 East Bllver.
terms,
j.
Mar21
Butter
Chicago, April
GO at a sacrifice, almost new
extras, LETTING
ket higher.
Creamery
beautiful bungalow; six rooms, break37
e; firsts, S437c; seconds, 82 fast room and
bath; beautiful interior;
hot water heat; will make terms to suit
33c; standards, 37c.
Rereasonable party; principals, only. AdEggti Market unchanged.
dress Box 8, care Journal.
ceipts 85.991 cases.
ONL

Poultry Alive,
broilers,

28e;
18c.

higher.

6060c;
'

Fowls.
roosters,

,

Now York Motals.
New York Apiil 21. Copper
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and near
later,
by,
Tin Firm.
Spot and nearby,

12:

$31.76;

futures,

12i3o.
$31.87.

Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Firm. Spot. $6. 100)5. 4R.
East St. Louis
Zinc Firm.
spot, $5.00 6.10.
Antimony Spot, $5.12.
New York Money.
Foreign bar silver, 68 e. ,
New York, April 21 Call money
Mexican dollars, 62 c.
rate
Steady. High, low,' ruling
N-York Cotton.
and last loan, 3
cent;
closing
per
New York. April 21. Cotton fubid, 8 to 3
per cent; call loans
tures closel firm. May, $17.91;
against acceptances, 3 per cent.
Tims loans Easy. Sixty and 90 July, $17.58; Oct., $17.37; Dec,
4
4
six
$17.62; Jan., $17.60,
months,
days,
per cent;
15-1- 6.

,t-

KOI I 8ALE S. C. Black Minorca. S. C.
B
"ai-nin- g
eggs, 11 per
sett ing of thlrtien.
: aroel
...
...post p.eno..
baldI: J.i rira "fl 9
rl"'
ph.. ne fioo
FO H BALK MiFf" onPINOTON
eg
for hatching, $2 ard 13
per 15; from
special on best
1. v,"ln'r":
c
"
.
17s-wPhon
ell
t Ft- - it
OH SALE
8. C. White Leghorn hatcb
Ing eggs and ba'iy chicks.
20 per
00:. also few lniUm ar,A
n
"
rcoib. urn.

iviAI.Kfc.SS RENOVATING
furniture repairing, fur-nlt613-packing. Phon
Krvlo
Cnmnsnv

Rug cleaning,
ReHdina

JjLR. AAkE PR jyDE""

jl

W I I'.lf" TRADEl" b
9 1 iJ W lITysK night",
good condition, for city lot; state location.
Bog 242, Albuquerque,

United States 1'ostofflce, Albuquer-quN. M., Office of Custodian,
April 8, 1933 Sealed proposals will
be received at this office until 8:00
P. m., June 1st, 1822, and then
publicly opened for mailing vestibule, lock boxes, repairs, etc., at
this building in accordance with
theand specification,
drawing
copies of which may be obtained
i rum tne custodian only. B. Spits,
Custodian.
e,

-

1

April 22, 1922.
KINGSBURY'S

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BRINGING UP FATHER.

KOLUMN

PRESSED BRICK
Hardwood floors, built-i- n features, modern, large basement,
screened front and back porch,
and located In the Highlands in
an Ideal location for health
seeker.

real barsain at

A

furnished.

completely

1921 by the International
New
Reentered U. 8. Patent Office
ALL bHE CAN
AV
W'OUST A. MlriUTe.".'
A HOTEL U1KE Tr(l?
ZL
OU4HT TO HAVE FRT
CLAbts. SERVICE.'

Copyright.

ITTlN' t5lCK OF.'
WAVTIN' ALU OVY
A NUMBER I'M 01N'
DOWN AN' TELL. THAT
I'M

TdlT

.

$5,000,

nOFPATfld

A',.

By George McMantw

ItyN

I

v

A'

J05T

(.minute;-

A

:

CWWTA

MINUTE':"

ii

y

p J

FOR SALE
In the very best location of the
city. Fourth ward, corner lot
SOxlSO feet; sidewalk paving on
both streets; lawn, shrubbery,
garden space, garage. House
has six spacious rooms, bath,
fireplace,
gas. steam heat,

v
I

ALU

a

A'

WHY PAY RENT.
When you can buy this four-roomodern, larjre screened
porch, located In Fourth ward
and only priced at $2,950 with
terms like rent.

Service

basement, reception hall, pandouble-glassetry,
sleeping
porches, west exposure, largo
closets, lovely front and buck
porches. This will sell at a
easonable price if sold at once.
If it's a real home in a real
location, let's show you this
d

LINCOLN ADDITION.
is the time to secure
in Lincoln addition. This addition Is located
on North Fourth street with
good shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, good soil and a dandy
place to raise a garden. These
lots are sold on easy terms:
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.
Call us for an appointment
and we will be glad to show
you thiB addition.
Now

that good lot

Couple nice lots on Luna circle.
Couple nice lots on North
Eleventh street.

It

University

'22

D. T. KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 907--

8A3--

five-roo-

120 S.

labor-savin-

$3,850,
R. H. KIRK, Owner,
Or ask any Realtor.

Fourth.

Oestreich, Realtor,
West Gold Avenue,
216
Phone a99;
1-

-2

414.

SALE

ischer Classified Ad
frame bungalow, mod-efireplace, oak floora, bullt-l- n
new ana well built
E. Central
12,500 Five-rooframe cottage, modern, fine condition, conre, lent to ahoDi'
a bargain.
.'Ivj-roo85.50C
white atucco bunga- low, new, oak floora. basement. f,.r.
nace, lawn, sidewalks, garage.
Luna
Boulevard district.

Fire,

FLEISCD, Realtor

drrldrn,.

Automobile assurance
lonna.
S. Fourth St.
telephone 674.
Buret

Hoi la,

No.

Ill

'

HIGHLAND

balance 8 per cent.
mu.uuo to Loan
on
property.
A. C.

bnTn
mV

r0"1.s-tw'-

BUYS

YOU CAN HAVE YOFR CAKE

in

ttt

AND EAT IT, TOO.
Stop paying rent and buy this
little suburban home where
you can raise chickens, alfalfa,
fruit, vegetables. You can make
your entire living and beat the
landlord out of his rent. Place
has good
cottage, good
and everything
outbuildings
convenient. Let us show it to
you.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

sleeping porches.
iurnlsed. on a dandy
Fourth ward. $2,100.

bath, shade,

close in, $3,00.
,0m homes worth the

money
SHELLEY
Phono

REALTY CO.

Realtors.

459-- J.

216

W.

Gold.

TWO HOUSES AND SIX LOTS
IN FOt'RTn WARD,
$4,500.
One
adobe atucco
house, one four-roohouse,
houses comparatively new, lot
150x142, fruit trees, good well
ana pump house, $1,000 will
handle this. See us without
delay, this is a bargain.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.

Business

Phono

FZ!;i'f""",""'

r"""-

Realtors.

n

block bungalow, with
all modern conveniances.
Glassedsleeping porch. Newly
decorated.
619 EAST SILVER

-in

will soon own your own home.
Sold fourteen lots last week,
get your locations now.

FRltvinh"r":KUrn-""U,,-

r0O,n-

J

3"

-

Phone

-

"South

'

age,

m-

&

A

-i

1'hone

&

Lumber Co.

J, Leverett,

Realtor.

Albuquerque,

FOR RENT

For

$15.00.

McKinley Land

Co.

tT'n

Better Grade

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

110. Offic e: Third & Gold
Salesman on Orounds.
L. C. HATTON. Phono 2416 J3.

Mule.

,;y.chonl
uolllster
"ri.viM"er
mE7ixprJe"ted,.ma".

It Lasts

$10.00 Per Load
CANNON ADDITION
Just across Barel.is Bridge, lots
$100 and up, $10 down and
$5.00 per month. We will help
finance you a little home on
these lots. It will be cheaper
than your present rent and you

FOR RENT
Clean three . room furnished
cement

Tnv. X7","y-

As Long As

J.

Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold.
Phone 670.

Wm,

-

J, D, Keleher,

Phone 657.

Phone 410.

Realtor.

211 W. Gold.

MORE OPPORTUNITIES

A Home on Luna Blvd.
brick, furnace, fireplace,
hardwood floors, built-ifeatures,
garage on a lot worth $1,600:
nice lawn, all for $0,700, part
terms.
R. McCLFGITAN, REALTOR.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 412--

108,

Rooms

Realtors.
221 West Gold.

Six-roo-

HELP WANTED
FOR RENT

Franklin & Co,

fering a five room bungalow
on North Thirteenth stroet.
close in. This is an especially
good location and the property
is desirable in every way. Will
Bell either furnished or unfurnished. All new furniture.
We have $2,000 and $3,000 to
loan on City Property,

West Central Ae.,
Second Street.
These houses are furnished.
Could give lease.
1110

807 North

m

STARES

Arno.

North Thirteenth Street,
For a limited time we are of-

FOR RENT

five-roo-

BARGAINS

Six room modern frame, corner
lot, large garage, cheap at $2,900f
$500 cash, balance Ilka
Brick store, corner lot. best site
m iiignianas, $3,000; $1,000
cash,

21T South

MONEY TO LOAN

Phone

rar Sato A, F
84,000 Five-roo-

A.

GOOD

m

FOBS

208 HARVARD,
irNVERSITY HEIGHTS.
White stucco home Just completed, attractive design, convenient
arrangement, accessible car line,
school and store. Living-dinin- g
g
room, bedroom,
kitchen with .breakfast table nook, two closets, bath,
rear
front
sleeping,
and
Oak floors (not veporches.
neer), electric fixtures and convenient outlets; other features.

Home Furnished

new
pressed brick
house, bath, sleeping porch, service porch, sun porch, basement,
harwood floors, built-i- n
features
In kitchen, buffet and bookcases.
New furniture throughout Parties
must sell. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.

OFFERING

The University Heights
Realty Co.
Phones.
Corner Yale
903 - J
and Central

Real

A
A

UNUSUAL'
Furnished
new brick stucco
house, modern In detail, very
attractive, located in Fourth
ward, in good neighborhood.
In use only six months.

true today as it has bcn
the past, that Investors in

Is

in

lil.H

1,i.l'"Nr

e'lve-ruu-

New Mexico.

Ten lots on North Fourth street
pavement. Just above Mountain
road. Eight lots
faring Fifth
street, same block. Vine land.
Both ditch and city water, can
connect with sower. Also ten lots,
choice location in Fourth ward.
None of theso have been on maV-kand will sell quickly, so get
yours NOW. Ten per cent down,
easy payments on balance.

McMillion
Loans.

SOME

Insurance

TREES

APPLE, PEACH. CHERRY,
PEAR, PLUM, RHUBARB,
LILACS.
ETC.
l'rco Delivery.
N IUSEIUES
ALBL'QVlCItQlE
2416-R2-

BY"

INT'U" FEATURC

One-thir-

t.

furnished house

Phones

Living room, dining room
with French doors, large kitchen, two bed rooms, bath, maple
floors throughout, lots of closets,
front and buck porches, garage,
outbuilding, cement walks, lawn.
Located close in Third ward
i riced to sell.

WM, J, LEVERETT,

Realtors

.

The University Heights
Realty Uo,

CITY AND RANCH
rroperty for sale. See us for

8(I3-1163- -

J.

Corner Yale
and Central

THESE

very charming bungalow. Five
rooms and bath. Large veranda. Large dining and living
room. Open fireplace. Partly
furnished. Garage, cemented.
Nice neighborhood. Close in
price cut to $3,600 for
quick sale. Very best of terms.
See this at once.

YESTERDAY'S
SOLD

899

Insurance.

INVESTIGATE
A

Realtor.

But we have another that
seems as good. It's new and
all furnished, hardwood floors,
built-i- n
features, fire place,
lawn, all graded and seeded;
four biff Bhade trees, located
in Lowlands. Call us up and
our representative will call.

CIO

CHAS, G, ZAPF & CO,

Third and Gold.
Fire Insurance.

OFFERING

are

Main Office:
Second and Gold.

FIVE ROOM BRICK
ALMOST NEW

Phono 110.

lots

being lonesome. You'll soon be
surrounded by other homes.
Others bought out by themselves a year or two ago but
today they are close in.
Resales of University Freights
lots is our best advertisement
It's most gratifying to note the
sale of these lots.
The easy payment plan of
$10 down and $10 per month
makes it a NICE SAVING ACCOUNT as well as A SPLENDID INVESTMENT.
Secure one or more today from
AN y I1BALTOR.

HOME AND INCOME
Two story brick rooming house
near business section. Lot room
enough to build business house.
d
cash and balance like
rent.
J. A. IIAMMOXD,
824 K. Silver.
Phone 1522-I-

Phono

Dwelling,

SERVICl, JNC,

& Wood

Kealtors.
208 W. Gold.

PLANT

1922

Heights

selling lots purchased less than
a year ago at a nice margin.
If you have to go out a bit
to secure a lot do not fear of

down, bal. like rent; new
brick bungalow five rooms
and bath, waxed oak flooring,
choice location. Price $4,500.
$330 cash, bal. $30 per mo.; new
modern 5 room and bnth, in
Price $3,050.
Highlands.
One of the most desirable houses
in 4th ward. Strictly modern: 6 rooms and bath. This
Is a beauty.
Priced very low.
$500

JOSEPH

COLLIER,

207 W. Gold.

Phono 7M.

West Marquette.
with Board
barKains.
I'Oh KK.vi Mucco house, four rooms
ROOM AND 1JOAHD. (11 Soulb Broad
lit WANTED onCarpenter to
3. L. PHILLIPS. Kenl Estate.
. im .vmx.r. nnune ieii7-- j.
part"
AUTOMOBILE:,
an1 bath; good repair. Phone IS03-payment
Iota, call at Hatton'S Store
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
iay.
110 S. Third St.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick: no
FOK SALE Cheap, half-to- n
AND BOA HL) Close to shops, l'OH ItKN'T Four-roobrick residence.
854-2406-J-- 4
truck. ButPhone
or
414 West Silver.
children
.
At KlK.M-.VWANTED
First-class- -'
giir.-igelers
7(i-decorated.
South
"ew'y
month,
Third.
lhone
"
barber
,
e.d; CANVAS
Y
" "i - mice rurmsned hoUsei(eep. OaCt.iNew,eITor","d- 1'VK SALE Ford Sedat., Just like new, JOHN W. IMISON,
with board,
OFFICE ROOMS
sleeping
porch.
819Nort
live-roort h.
Attorney.
run
460.
Fhono
'i,r.mijj0.
!fLP'JLW-',i.- 7
modern
K;l"'
house
u.,i porcn; no children. 41?
Roims II, 17 and J9, Cromwell Building.
("tral.
-W
;
" ur"'s"l rooms for
..,i i
Spacious and well lighted. Heat
Dodge truck
or
light
UenverT1,",8 ble nd to drive car i Xii i. i . , ,
FOR SALE: Miscellaneous FOKraleSALE
Phone 1153-J- .
juo nice Sleeping rooms,
ion iiikii.
hot and cold water, and Janitor
for furniture. 400 (Urajiem);
?
""am u iiesireu.
care Journal,
"Penses.
ii;i west Iron.
Ad.
.
A...
u
'
oom
PHVBIC IAM4 AM
iw.M-Four-rPnn
n.vp
care journal.
run
t HCRONs!"
f
service Included.
FOK
FOR
modern
SALE
new house,
ME
ALU served, (oc
5
BALE
room,
Small
cam
'
cottage,
Bulck
register, cheap
each; by the week
touring car; bit. B. L. 11LKTON,
corner Arno and Silver; no sick
TINTnv tit . cj'V,..,,
furnished; adults; large yard, garage.
first-cas- s
414 South Edith-- .
."O60S North First.
J. KORBER & CO.
condition. Bnnd-Dlllo- o
Co..
Phone 31D.
WANTKD at Fort Hajari NS
Diseases
of
M
,
Slmnarh
city
THY
inn
KODDY'H
for
lioz-RDAuto Department.
MILK; BEST IN TOWN
men pieferred, fort lill.NT
nr"e'
Four-rooclimate, four weeks' work
tic, " (0 and
Suite, 9. Itarnett Bundles:.
keeping.
West Iron: nrt lclt.
I'hone 2413-RFOK SALE Small cars
furnished cot- up. no sick. 1027 Forrester.
per day; free bunkhou.e;
Apply Central DB. 8. C.
..
.oac, tuiivaReoa aieeiiina noreh. mH. Full BALK -go" cSl "r
irnu nfK'in
Aulo and Machine Works,
O.ARKiT
mid
Sixth
forty
cent,
Al
ii.
i
none
.1.
Toggcnberg
very
kid,
each;
I.OMMODAi'lON
i
j
;
to
cheap.
tuKe
bring b,ddln
Central.
nii!.Lij..(
-i
I'hone Ififi
no cine;
Th ril
By, Kor, Hut sad Throat.
,,i,
private home
highlands. FOR KENT Houses bti Kinds; furnished
-Barnett Building.
FOlfsALE
Phono 14 22-un KMl-Hmi- mn
Fhone
modeT
Bulck
1920
(.
"ALfc
Light
Trout room, pr.
Six,
Doubla
act
work harness.
and unfurnished. MoMllllon & Wood,
... iNortn i n mi.
vate entrance. 807 South Wniir
can be seen at JDrlvcrless Ford Co.,
Office flours
m
inree-rooKelt HE.N ' .Nicely rmniNrieti rri.onu
Ill
t0
west ,iold.
apartment,
. m.. and
m.
I
to
first-clas- s
i.
OR RENT Furnished room
Four-holFOK
.....u.7, . juii worm first.
110
s
tnble
HALK
board.
South
Pn..
iir,w,
cook stove. 1131 FOK SALE Some
Three-rooItKNT
ton
nnfiirnihDH
AUTOMOTIVE
phone I327-W- .
extra good used oars: IK. MAHGAKKT IIAHT w nrnTi-rT403 North Fifth.
firPPLY
Virginia boulevard.
Two rooma and aleeplng
hoUSe. With tl(0Ti!n
j!VPhone 12T.1-.nnmk ir.ic o.......
iijn
THE AUTO EQUIPMENT
easy terms. Alclntosh Auto Co., 311 Resldence 1123 East Central. I'hnoa ITt.
CLARA TWINS hua sleeping
KOK PALE
High. 115.
Fhone 1530.
COMAof
w.
rooms
rurni.nea
for
tor
Kemlngtun
'TTWJ
porches
Phone 871
st
u
typewriter, at
Popper.
n.i.
rent, with excellent hoard and n,,r' run
17:7 West Cenlrnl ro. New Mexico
I'UK KL.11-Apartnargaln. Phone 1940-.with aleeplng
"''Ping.
iui, i inlurnlshed house, four FOR
terr tory; must he t. care, nt Bgo Poulh
Fun SALE Aash Six touring; run about
:
,
tiWT..
IIIrIt.
in.
zvi rsortn Firth.
BALE
unIlo'ler
cananea
,urge Ir'""
pereuced automotive .ale.man; do
urge porcnes, modern, close
3,0iio miles; a good buy. Hoover Motor
FOR RENT Room ano
n. Inquire 3l'5
Waller, phone lr,7-J- .
South Klrst
nilllAUlVE new four-rooV"
Edith.
furnished
porch
have record above The
Co., 41
s.eepingconvales-centsWest (.'upper.
with hoarf
.
or gentlemen
Practlro LlmlttMl to
apartment; vacant May 1 (10 South Rh?,K Tn". ''"Wni,
Kit KB 1)1 KT Bring your Waifon.
t'OIt HUNT Five-roo"rporch,
at
Combs
modern
tXI'EKT
adjoining
1UV9
bunga
radiator repairing, new ami GROTTO . URINARY DISKASF9
Phone
Hotei.
"e,lca
w.
....
1142-low, furnished; highlands, close to car
n.imn rjnnn. pnone I340-- J
second-hanpnona
nixtn,
Ford
l'OH KKNT
honeycomb
AND
radiators
line
DISEASI
FOR KENT Three-rooS OF
Large furnished room,
SKIN
FOK
modem
SALK
Two
"i'i"y hi r.nst central.
front bed room, adjoining
portuble chicken for sale, o. K. Sheet Metal Works.
for two people; also table board by late
wasaemua Laboriitnr? InTHE
30.
635
the FOR KENT Four-muapartment,
Connection.
nouses, cheap.
South
419 West Granite.
entrance.
407 North
prlvate
1
modern house,
r. JiuicK
week or day. 217 South Fourth
Fifth
model CUlieng Bonk Bla:. Phono
V"
HSU.
front and baric nornh ri.n t...i....
xiroanway.
Femniir,
run
good conditlonTwIre wheels, good
PAi.(, Indian
food
JAMESON'S RANCH
eumTnTr clone In.
IOR RENT Two rurnisnto rooma, tot FOR KENT Two rooma and
Ideal
Apply coo East Coal.
d.
haritaln. Inquire 1117motorcycle;
tires. 1'rlce
Monteiulna Hotel.
Kast Parlflo
T0
West
Inquire
sleeping wjiiD-Mallocation for convalescents; cool and LIS1 your vacant
CHIROPRACTORS
ne.ii
no
aumta:
lck.
furnished
AN
porch,
or
entral.
I'ED
Housekeeping;
houses
704
Cha mberm a hi,
unfurnished.
OK SALE
witn the City
Two full beds, springs and
724 Pnuth Bpcnnd.
at
shady; two miles from town; frte from
West Coal.
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
FOK SALE
mattresses.
816 Forrester, call
"d smoke. Phone 2238-J- .
Light Bulck. J600;
service. 207 West Gold, nhona cr.7
FOR RENT Modern furnished aoart. fOR KENT Three
WANTED
Chiropractor
modern
Stmlebaker, five passenger, 1250; Ford
furnlehed
mlddle-iiuoFOR
Housekeeper!
d
RENT
fu"rmsh7rt
1
menu, ateam heat. Averlll apartments.
rooma for
room and rOK KENT
Xlcely
A modern furnished ooitne.
anl to Arm Li. Building.
lady preferred
housekeeping. 423 West
touring
FOK
tar, l:io;
SALE
Dahlia bulbs, assorted
at
Roadster, 1190
board
rear
with
of
Apply
22
sleeping
porches,
two
rooms
Il'l
adjoining
West Gold.
South High.
and glassed sleeping porch,
71
at
eat
hath;
Inquire
Koma,
prlvnte
family; rains for two or .. K..
phone FOR SALE Two
FOR SALE Ranches
FOR RENT Two and three-rooIS44-W- .
Pirst-clas- f
wouth Edith.
fur- - Fou ItKNT
furnished room"
used Dodge Bros, tour-Ing'
tu
people. 2D5 South Walter. I'hone l o.t KENT
nuneo. nouseKeeping
wth tnroe
One block from ntu hitj tic
- w.
i oun; . Klrli"vimi.um
Al,
apartmenta.
Maxwell truck and touring, Ford FOR SALE A
Unfurnished Cottage, three FOK HALE LarKe
l i
6 u. feet
small ranch, thiee-tnurth- s
...
cnua,
Navajo
,
rug,
North Sixth.
buquerquo Hotel. 216V4 North Second.
rooms,
on
f-una
bath, paved street,
l,ii
i ventral.
i:
Bt'eeusier; terms can be ar- by l&H feet. Taylor's Store, Old Town,
mile west of bridge; modern house. A.
MiKAMON'l
FOR RENT Steam heated apartment.
218 North Slxl h. phone 8H9-ungeu. ,i. Korner Ac Co.. rinHira Up,, J- James.
A SAN ATOItlUM-HOTEroom, ' 11110.0 VM tJN T OFFICE-Wom- anfor tubercular
713.
dealers,
in rnn view couri. yea East stiver. yfurnJ3.Im1hrJ. TJ. ""I1
FOR
phone
RENT Modern four-roounfur- FOK HALE Howard manor also irn.ifl
good
i..inn
12.50 ACRE UP. Chama
convalescents; graduate nurse In atCall 2S5S-i.an j. a. Hammond, phone 152?-Sr"- tendance;
no R,..hsnlnrv.
nished house, with glassed-ldairying
Collection of coins.
rates by the week or month
stock and farm lands. valley
Wrlln ,a f!inn ' SAVE SO to 75 per cenv on used parts,
sleeping
...m. pnone ja.-K. A. Heron,
FOR RENT Ope furnished and one un- full HUNT-Furnl- shed
Call 240Q-J- 1
tires
porch; gas, wa'er paid. U2 South Waiter. Bernalillo, N. M.
..heels
burin-- .
magn
two rooma and
New Mexico.
i t,ti t,ood cook can
lhama,
ni
Walter.
get good po.
furnished apartment, hot water. 1216
etc.
Our
rmwa
stock
springs,
kltehenelte; ground floor; no children.
Field-grow- n
FOK SALE
may now be had at St.
Shasta
...... sior ior uverlanas. go. FOR SALE Small
A"
Vy "M '""St be good RESERVATIONS
West Roma. Apply apartment 1, or call 41ft West Lead.
ranch, fine sollfor
en KENT
New, attractively furnished
John'a Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates.
and violet Plants, tlnhlln l.olh. daisy
me 9, Chalmers, in
nuui. ,ua w am, i linn..
four-rooMaxwell truck an niesaii-- a tflpe?, uni frult- - vnAr ditch; ternie,
FOH
house, with sleeping norch: North Twelfth,
It ISN'T meant
4S2-Includes
'o
i
heattd
alifnlns
per
WANTI.L)
week;
phono
American
private
woman
no
for general room with
Chevrolet. 490. Paine 4. R. i bi.,,1.. Barelns Call at Hatton s Store, west
l.
210 North
rooms.
children.
KfcNi Two-rooMaple,
Hoiei.
phone
apartment and
Albuqueraua
I'
to
siaii ynJ",1v""tk' can u"'
aleeplng porch, connected
OR SALE
bridge.
4
1730-.New frock
man with small
and . Mcintosh Auto Co.
12r, ; baker
u(t, cost
sleeping porch, modern, unfurnished; North Second,
best price takes same; size 30. Cottage
necessary. Home, care Journal. Dam ana toilet; medical care, medicines,
tOH SALE OR TRADE Five acreTTii
water paid. 410 Norfi Sixth. Phono FOR RENT One room
general nur1ng; excellent meals, trav FOlt KENT Inclosed sleeping porch ud 44, rresbyterlan
near
.lo.
Sanatorium.
trultvale,
MiiIp
road; flue grape
and
no
service:
extras. All roorn have steam
FciiihIp.
rurmsned. 15 month: new TV HE WHITE
or chicken ranch; paved
porch, furnished for housekeeping. 10(1
easy termo to right
KS, all mukea, $16 and up;
liRlVEnr.nss jnnn en
heat, hot and cold running water. Hev. two-rooFOR RENT Two rooma and sleeping North Edith.
cottage, fl2.0,
Inquire 1709
.,..,uuAj-ur;Phone
party.
desiring
or
$3 per month.
roum 15. First
S93,
positions
FORDS
apply
KENT
FOR
1S
Ri
ara
n.e
te.
mil.
.Ibaquerque Typewriter
asked to register with emplovment yv tu tilegler. Superintendent.
Pbone nouiit r.oun,
porch, or three rooms; furnished for FOU HENT Two furnished rooms
1
Eichange, 122 South Fourth.
and
per hour minimum. Special rates National Bank, or 1100 South Walter
611
FOK RENT Three-roonouseneepmg; garage It desired.
department of Underwood Typewriter ai.
house,
o it bale.
1
large
e
t
twoi
00
children.
unya.
tnem.
NnHh
wenty-PINONS
South Arno,
ior
Nice
n!
Ill
end largo In their natural
,uk
"r,ct.tot
TO
part
rooms; In town; water paid; $15 a
A
HEALTIISEEKER8
or all of same; on Old Town ranch,
m.J
Tul" rourtn; no charge Is NOTICE
...... . 1
Third, phone 680.
state, 16o per pound.
boulevard;
number of nur guesis who have re month.
Robert
FOR RENT Two-roopositions.
furnished apart- FOR KENT Nice room. n.o,. - iTZ
Inquire 1300 North Second.
good
house and outbuildings;
1114
West Central.
we I'hone 908-are
their
gained
health,
ment; hot and cold water, light and
home;
going
all
alfalfa;
kinds of fruit and berries;
gentleman employed; no sick need v
WANTED Miscellaneouswm nava a rew vacancies; now Is your FiiK KENT
WHEN IN NEED OP
Used
421 H
reasonable.
phone paid; rent
tractrT
owner
and
new
Attractive
modern FOR 6AI.F,
account of health. Phone
M North Fifth.
chance to secure modern accommodaSouth Itroariway.
with gnng plows. Hardware TIRES, rlma. carburetors, springs, mag- owner. leaving,
2417-It- l,
ANTfcLl Furmturi
bungalow, unfurnished, Areola heat; on
or 848.
any
tions
KENT
netos,
'UK
Nlcelv
and
guautlly.
f..rnl.h.,i
the
of
wheeia,
food
generators,
kind
with
Department.
A
axlea,
Korher
right
J,
Harvard
Co.
0J-gears,
.
...
,
Pho
and Silver. Inquire 609 '4 South
'
FOR KENT One large and one small
.
-.
"modern home, prlvats entrance to bath:
goo
enro
and aclrntlfla guidance; we High, phone 907-bearings, horns, accessories.
ranch and stale
ory
mi.h-ivapartment, furnished
for
ton
I3T
reeil
close
Imoy carriage.
completely
In. 415 South Third.
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
land, good well .oft u'.i.p .iv,. t . .
your windows, paint and paper help you to get well; It's not what you
Red Star oil range; both
115
four-roohousekeeping. Crane Apartments,
In excellent
Modern
unfurW have salvaged to date the follow. big reservoir: f!v h.ni i,ir..,a
Pay but whut you receive that counts. i(OK KENT
F0" KENT Furnished front room, bath
North Seventh, phone XI 4,
819
condition.
North
nished
n
Eleventh.
with
glassed-lcottage,
two big mules and harness;
Casa da Ora.
Ing cars:
aleepBack, Maxwell,
Chandler, mJ,lk'n.cow.
FOR RENT Three-rooSALE
lng porch and one large porch. Inquire FOR
modern fur"in sen separate at a bargain. 1. C.
Everbearing T strawberry Mitchell. Chevrolet 4!10 and F. B.; Over- -'
two-wa- y
"A.Miiu secore-nanM4 Knst Santa Fe.
force
wLoiig.
nished apartment; private bath, glassed
Sweet, Cerrlllos, New Mexico.
M
Plants, 81 Der luinrlre,!
land, every model; Hup, Olds. Crow, ElkFOR
SALE
Rouses
FOR
KENT
Beautifully furnished room WANTED
sleeping porch, hard wood floora, etc
FOK KENT Small new modem cottage, Boulevard road. Old Albuquerque.
hart, Reo, Doru Baxon. Studebaker, both FOR SALE Ranch of nearly 600 acres,
To buy violin and
hom"- 1158 West Central, pnone HBB-.4 and
In FOR
AdoJ' Mrs. Fred
SALE Four-roohoima
(.
furnished, with
glassed-l- n
and
part heavily woided, perpetual springs.
sleeping FOR SALE Fresh butferniTTirVnd
a
a..a nonunion, r'none 1481-- guitar,
jMinn weeond,
screened norclr. larr. tot
VIADUCT G ARAQH,
799 tto..
FOR RENT Two large rooms and pan- . ""
Ideal cattle
aiso
rront
cheese:
and
hack
screened
also
runs. i,..ia .....
in
milk
fre.h
.nH
WANTED
.
Your cast-o- ft
- iiuuma
600 SOUTH SECOMn.
porcnes. 410 Knst Santa Ke.
forest boundary;
Call lUCS-- j!
furniture of all Iron; bargain.
B??-'- l
1915-M- .
try, nicely furnished for housekeeping;
ice, elean ....rooma
herd of registered
Dalry
phone
,
rates Pv dav or wlr n
descriptions; pay all It la worth. Call FR SALE Small
neat and clean; modern conveniences;
house
In
Largeat
the
state.
parts
Three-roonererords.
FOR
RENT
FOK
hursee,
cot
chickens; farm Implefurnished
SALE Pianos and" prayerplanos7
houses, from ISOO to
Atwell, phone 127.
e
desirable location.
West Coal.
west central.
SAVE upward of iO per cent on tested ments;
louse,
12,500; small payment, rest like rent.
tnge, bath and sleeping porch. Phone
enrol
105.
P.
vamea,
Oeo.
114 South
can tor Keys at 1624 East Cen Learnard Piano Co., 214 South Walter.
jsi-FOR RENT Desirable furnished apart FOR KENT South aleeplng porch with ""E PAY highest prices for rifles, shot-gunorchard. Illness In
parts, Studebakir, Dodge, Otdsmublle, small
Second; see Stacoy.
Maxwell.
ramlly makes it necessary to sell. Price
tral, between nine and twelve
ment, four ruoms and bath; large
Grant,
rvum; aiso iront bedroom, Fourth pistols. Wrlghfa Trading Poat. FOR SALE By owner, five-rooOverland,
Chevrolet.
rnod-er- n
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments V. M V Inlnnl.la Vln
.
and terma reasonable.
.I. .
and Oold.
glassed-l- n
Addreas L. E.
weat oold.
uu
sleeping porch. 1018 West
KENT On leaie o" aiz months, a
new or irsed. Private or class Instruc-tlon- s ers.
frama house, brick
814
T
Bown,aI. care postoffice box 811, Albu
four-rooHAVE aeveral gilt-edg- e
FOR RENT Rooms, furnished for
Paige, Bulck. Dort, Stoddard-Dayto- n
Central, phone 10tW. moraines.
modern bungalow, located In
on above,
first mort-gag- e 8 ,th Walter, phone 1703-- gaiage,
Fred K. Ellis. Ph. 802-Nlight
and
others.
for
Engines
loans.
truck
1.75
tne
Who
One
FOR RENT
atatlonary,
wanta them? Mo- I'uit &ALI5 Three flna tiomes. East Cen-- i
housekeeolneDor month, ritv
tnird ward.
aoart
lc" or enuaren. COS Mllllon
SAL, Hath tubs, luvaturles, sinks uioi imuior use.
A Wood.
207 West Oold, phiine (ID7.
ment of three rooma and bath, com- ruuan
iz;j9-Silver and University Realty Co.,
range hollars, pumps, pipe and well
2:
.
Any part or accessirv for anv rnitn.
E,,t
1 IN G
SUITS CLEANED and pressed,
OK KENT Five rooms and sleeping points
pletely furnished; also furnished suite of
KENT Two
ok
clean
W.
a.
C.
suits
sS4
Silver.
1111
East
II;
AI.HUQUERQUK
housekeeping
Hammond,
ALIO
WRECKING CO, W A X TED C11 r
Thaxton,
North
two rooms and bath.
........ a, lau
Apply SOS South'
513-1pressed, 10c; no gasoline odor, Duka uk BALK Five-rooporcn, too soutn High, 130; modern Fourth.
. lB7r,-'w- .
pe nterlii
West
aiecpinsu rooms, convenient City
4S4.
Central.
Phone
brick
r ourtn.
pressed
four rooms, gas and coal range, 416 West FOR SA I.E
Cleaners, phone 44".
" "'v ciose ,n.
West Iron.
New Mexico's
house, modern. hrirH nrAnrf ri..-- a
oldest wrecking house. PEJiI"J.T0DTTHE oSi-JoX- Tian".
electric
Simplex
new.
S3S.
heater,
124
.
A.
FOR RENT Furnished apartmenta, con
Granite,
East
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
J,
Hammond,
ee.i
;
room CLEANING, kalaomina anoj paper, wax-In- s ??A ,ok fotcb- - sTarage eloae in. Phone Sliver.
work. Phone 1071-- J
oniignr sold ana exchanged.
dining table, new,
rocking
venieni lo sanatorium!:
In modern home, close In; large
four rooms.
and oiling floora; work guaranteed.
chair, 84. to, and five hens. fi2;
PAINTINO and kalsomlnlng done; wall-Pap- er
Call at 170:
employe .ionn uoooaon.
glassed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
FOR KENT House, No. S02 South Broad- Eaat Grand.
o
634-- j,
FOR
SALE
JS1D-rnuna
pnona
ic.ohbu.
Furniture
FOR
SALE
roors repaired; nrloea
rooms
House,
five
cleaned;
Una.
car
Call
1321 East Central.
and bath,
Central
way, consisting of four large rooms and MAXOHRES
FOR RENT Well fufnjshiaroom.
To buy your Bryan Harvester
d. WANTED
good location, priced to sell; owner
or see MoMllllon
TOnnfl rpona 4.48.
or 1518 M
carry the weight of vour FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster reasonable. Phone BSS-porches; house Is party furnished: rent
for gentleman employed.
stock.
Joining bath;
W. Jones, leaving city.
Company
1932-Wire
J.
and
air
will
I'hone
West
.
40t
double
iiia-won lease J31.80.
your mileage. Sold
Krvl..
WASHINGTON
room 427. New
APARTMENTS
hanging , nj caTioni
The
l'.calty Co., 207 at Broadway Vulcanliing
Bedding Co. PAINTlNt.,all paper
jmi-vcity
Southern
Hotel, San i.eaa,
poutn
lnird.
S24
VS'orks,
wo
k
West
ming;
Oold,
7.
f.B
HI
s.v
L.
Ft
phono
and
W.
ffneat located FOR KENT Desirable rooma
quaranieed.
largeat
Haviland
North Broadway.
china,
piano,
HC8
FOR SALE By owner, suburban home,
r,.r niego. Calif.
uuth Edllh. phone 1.H4-J- .
in tno stuiti, hi iuvi nest uentrai. nmau
noon,
KENT Five-roo";n-i''oen worth Twelfth. Owens.
house at 418 FOR SALE Eight-foo- t
nlshed; good location; prices reaaon- - MAX BARGAIN 8TOKB
four rooms and sleeping porch, city FOR
at 115 South
WE
furnished apartment now vacant: full In
floor
DO
show
ODD
West
glass
JOB carpenlerlng anil
r 11.M LltK KEPAIK1NO la all Its
large airy rooms and
Flral, will pay the highest nrlcaa for Water, fruit trees,
orin llin. Dlrone
case, sixteen feet wall
.rhnr Tn.f. big yard;Atlantic;
at apartment No J. J. D.
formation
house building, reasonab
and
Ideal location for railroad emshelving
e; InvesllRale
omce rtirniture a specialty,
tWO alXteen-foA
Ii!
BI.OIN
c.Ut.i. foill'Maees;
BsR"- -.
HOTEL Sleeping' rooma and your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and "nice pox Zlil, city,
estimates fre. Phone
ployes; rent Ml. 80. City Realty Co., 107 ft Son, m Northcounter.
Atwell. phone 127.
furniture.
Phona
158.
Pr,":
Fourth.
110(1 DOWN
?jOII-J. p. Kluken.JM 2 Yale slreet.
120 a month are the West rjold, phone M7.
uuuseaeepiiig apartments, by the day
and
1S THERE in Albuquerque, a desirable
KALI-' terma on a brand new
week or month. 602 Ve West Central.
Three rooms of furniture I WANT
2S REFRIGERATORS
kito ri.KAvnrnsi
bunga-low- ;
for sale; some
couple or family who would Ilka to
FOR RENT Two new houses,
tu Invenlgafe my li,wprict-three
WJU VACUUM
Including linoleum and range, 8100, and
two large rooms and shingle
allghtlv USOll. .1 Whnla.nl. n.l
I.......
AND WASH RtJOS
on any jou
rent a good, clean rtve-rookind of a buildint proposition
sleep'ng porch,
rooms, bath, large closet and large
apartment, FOR RENT Furnisnea. one smalfbed
relic. Jnoue GU3-oouHoi'ir
Phnn. price 950. Phono 410.
nAcl.liv
save
some
ou have In view.
unfurnished or will furnish) excellent
Amerl
money.
,0
room, for gentleman employed. It 1886--Navajo rurs k
..11,
a. E. Palmer.
screened front porch; pwlll furnish 'f can Furniture
B.
Q. Cleanera.
ton sale Stewart range, combination
Co., 223 South Second.
at unusually low '"" "
SOU SALE By owner, modern
locstlon, near park,
desired. Good location on South Walter.
wmuiio iioor. in west L,eaa,
bog 41. ellv
;5.w.
gns and coal; furniture anil ruga and
ror articular.
HEAUTIFT
llfiMPl
houso,
rental, ian nis-w- ,
FOR KI'.NT Tvo Housekeeping
front and back porch, cellar Inquire 1200 South Edith, or phono SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions oilier
BUII.DINO.
repaTrtiig,
ruoms, HAVB your lawns, Tniltt
alleratlons,
5
articles.
823
after
large
p. 111
11 IT
flower beds, shrubs. nd garage.
with glassed aleeplng
Kent avenue, one 907-prevent ranen inst.n.. enre. .11 rn
m,,,:
"'
or
w,,rk
contract
gas, bath;
.Minn
by
rourtn.
or
uioc
no children; reasonable.- - porch,
etc., pianteu
weat Kobinson park.
cared for by
710 South Arno
the day: reasonable prices: work guar-by
FOlt RENT Attractive four-roobrick wuuuies, .j, riantar Arch Supports. Thus. FOK SALE
enced gardner. 1018 South Walter.experi- FOR
and
F.
dreaaora,
desks
Ivory
Keleher
n
Leather
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
408
estimates
anteed;
Co.,
n.
West
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
John-eoCentral.
fre
Call E. E.
BALE
nungalow. furnished, glassed-lsleepBy owner, 718 West Coil,
chairs, mahogany and maple dressing
light
1755-two rooms and kitchenette, bath ad
frame, atucco, 4 rooms and bath, t ing porch and two acreened porches, full
II) John.
AEBKKTflH RtnrMT fA,M-.extra oca room, garage, FOlir. TEARS In tho city, cleaning
or used furniture.
BMuiimeni
front
furnace
l;""rfli
basement,
large
waah
heat,
and
porch;
paper
joining;
GOOD for all kinds of ronfa, 81
thoroughly ugnta, witter and ph ne furnished. 710
stationary
painted walla: twentv vmn large porches,
... ..... I.....-.,- ,
decorated, vacant tubs, hot and cold
galciouin v irst.
as a cieaner; ninety per cent of the peo Terma It desired.newly
water; highlands, one
clean; close in; no sick or children. 124
lon. The Manzano Co., 110 perSouth FOR SALE Five0.0niece
Phone 1803-TIME CARDS
heri room ..1
oiocK irom car line. 808 North Sycamore,
Soutn Arno,
pie will say Bert Ask Bert, 497-FOR
fumklir-Walnut, pbdne 1834 J. Try a built up
Eiceiy
RENT Two
FOR SA f.E New Cornea Dy owner; one owner next door.
8C0; three oak dressers, tin nnd SnOaaa rani?
Tooma. for couple:
as
w,u
uvi.
anH
aa
last
tWO chiffoniers, $lfi; bed
RtJO CLEANERS
the building.
24 Weat flold; one
long
FOR RENT Home of four rooms; large
davenport, 25;
K
11
9x13 Ruga mesne,,
110 North
running water, close in on ground flnar.
110
USB EFFECTO"AUTr5
one four-roorun sue brass bed
TOPan"d seat ennui- inaciune.
Kiaesea-i- n
40 West Lead.
sleeping porcn; delightful
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.60 and up; nortn Maple;Maple;
wiin springs and mattress, $20;
terma. Call 121 West 811 furnishings throughout;
Vals-JaEffecto
MONEY TO LOAN
dressing.
Auto
phone-grapEnamel.
of
use
a
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln ver. phone 1949-M- .
FOR RElJ'T
bed. 84; sanitary cot and pad
furnisned fur
electrlo sweeper and washer; will
Valspar Enamels on automobllea
housekeei-lngMONEV TO LOAN On watches, diasteel cot, 83; refrigerator, 88; round
unp of bath and oeaaing company, pnona (13-FOR SALE Four
Homestead
Cottage Paint.
room brick house. lease for six months to party giving sat- Plymouth
109 North Edith; phone 1S2-monds, gun and averythlng valuable p.ona.
87; four chairs, II each;
dining
table,
Floor
Roof
Paint.
SatPaint and Cement
WANTf.D
with bath, hullt-l- n features, hardwood isfactory references.
Careful Kodak finishing.
Apply 817 North isfaction
Alao garage.
Mr. B. Marcus, Hi South First.
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath- small combination Iron safe, 810; rockTwice dally service. Remember, satis. floors, glassed-l- n
two Seventh.
porch,
aleeplng
choir,
WrSYBCL'fo
13.50;
ing
er
408
'
10C7-Dally.
FOR
baby buggy. 85; folding
Co.,
West
on
KENT
TO
LOAN
Well
room
screen
furnished
JIONET
with faottnn guaranteed. Band
Central, phone
diamonds, watchea
porches,
finishing
card table. 12; young man's
large lot, FOK RENT One of most modern homes
summer suit, T,r,B'
Arrive.
Pepart.
private entrance and east front, near to a reliable, established your
and go d Jewelry; liberal reliable, con.
In city: close In, extra good location; FOR SALK Corn
foot front. Inquire of owner.
firm. Banna seventy-on- e
trac- S.I; small rugs, cooking utensils, garden No. J The Scout.... f;80 pm 8:30 pm
rake,
nay
planter,
748-5!1
Oottlieb
South Eighth.
fldenllnl
inone
Jewelry Co, 106 N 'a, uuaruiiig nouse; garage.
Banna, Master Photographers.
tor, tractor plow,
beautifully furnished, hot water heat,
three
bottom hose, .carpet sweeper, electrlo fan; other No. 8 Calif. Llmited.li,:SiJ am 11:00 am
...
six
and
garage,
rooms,
three
IIONBV TO LOAN From 11,000 up; can iiiBoutn waiter.
dlso
harr- we, 0.
sleeping perch: lovely
in
plows,
Na T Faigo Fast.. 10. 50 .n--.
. ...
reoriir t niru.
RAZOR BLADES Have your dull safety
front porch, piano and Edison Included three
make good Ized loan on close-i- n
busi- FOR RENT To marries cuuple or ladles, raiur blade
horses, three
cowa;
Jersey
No, t The Navajo. .13 35 am 1:00 una
ERSOJVAL
resharpened; single edge.
In furniture.
mreo niceiy rurmsned rront rooms, for
New bungalow. located on harness; portable platform scales, counMcMillion A Wood, 101
ness property.
2Co;
double
Have
SOUTHBOUND.
dozen.
!6o
edge,
pRESSMAklNG
per
Eaat
housekeeping, with noroh, block from
Central; owner going east, will lease ter scales and two wagons, one alfalfa
At, 1NCY. Phone 932-West Oold. Realtors.
Nc, 29 El Paao Exp
your straight raior honed and set by 22IEIZ'VK
10:10 pra
oar una; no sick. Phone 11B2-to desirable parties.
Apply 718 Baal renovator, buckboard.
cart, DRESSMAKING
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaAll work ffii ranteed.
By the day ur at borne No, 87 El Paso Exp
Kobza LADIES aha m poos, er.o and 85c, at their Central.
11:81 am
double and single harness.
O
homes.
RENT Exclusive, weTi furnished expert
ov
Apply at
Phone 20FS-1320-.vest
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan
,ron,
pnone
Bros., at Rnppe's Drug Store.
EaSTFOUND.
a
Mann
Garden.
room,
with
sleeDlna
but
norch.
Lowest
large
MEN'S HMRCUT, (Oof children. 8Co, at
automobiles.
rates, Ruthman's
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Mil Na t The NsvsJo. . 1:10 nm 140 cm
WANTED Rooms
117 South 'First
Bonded la the state. water heat and bath: centrally located:
No.
. their home.
Phone 8068-Calif. Limned. 6.110 pm 6:4ii pin
linery ,ni e,,,uin
ph. 777-- J
LOST
tarag, if desired. Fhrna 1744-(21
AND
FOUND
WANTEb
DR.
r. Bight..
in
Unfurnished
room,
pm 8 10 pm
QRATOPP.
W. M. MOOHB. practical plumhtmr. healwest Coal.
quiet
Vltapathlo
bswinu
Physician
by the day; children Ne to
FOR RENT Ranches
LOST
nervoua and chronic Mllmnntu n annelel- :so am 1:1 an
The So..ut
One tire. 34x4 '4. will pay liberal
neighborhood, bv voting eounle. both
211 West
sewing
ing, repairing; dependable service. Cet
specialty.
j
FOR RENT Dandy front room for light
640-Phone
701
employed.
821
ty;
York.
New
examination
West
reward.
vi
West
Central.
11-racii
south
free,
'Vhitaon ranch, on North
FOR KENT
housekeeping, newly painted and pa- my pifces. Phone 9 J.
YOUNG business
wanta modern LOST Fraternity pin, shape of crosa, PLEATING, accoraiim, aide and box; Nu, 1 FTum El Paso :8s pu
Fourth. Phone D4-J- .
pered; also sleeping porch with room.
urlvllre-ea-.
Toro mi Kaen 7:o am
FOR RENT Office Room. room with home iman
or room
Bet With nesrls. liheral reward, phnn.
mall orders.
N. Crane,
To lenea a twenty-one-acr- e
WANTED
Phone, gas bath; well people, no chiltit North
Nu. 10
with kitchenette.; lowlands, close In. J. Fernstrom. 8K0-at Pelen with N11 11
Seventh. Crane Apartmenta.- - phone
814. for Clovla winneetaValleFOR KENT Suite office rooma Ovor I'ostifflce
ranch, four miles southwest of town; dren. 41 West Gold.
- ktaea- - Cite and
box
189.
paces
city.
LOST
WANTED Houses
house, barn, garage, garrice four-rooI.EASANT home for healthaeekera, near
Package addressed to Mrs. E. A.
"omen Kuie store.
ft
Onset.
acres
In
till'
balanoa
Bradford,
and
alfalfa,
letter
Blerra Madra fnnfhllla Hm winbln. AM LoOKlNOl' "for" Jhouse of about''f ive FOR RENT Office rooms.
nln
containing
den, eight
TYPEWRITERS"
88
WANTED
connectNo,
219
West
ZUln ar,f a Nn fi
at
V,
Board
book entitled "Old Fashioned Wedding;"
Ford car In on rent tray service. Pamphlet upon request!
able; will take a Bant
rooma,
1YPEWK1TER8-A- II
central, over Woolworth'a.
make." .verhaSled' from florin and points aaet and smith
price; can pay loo
Fa avenue, be- Mra. W. A. Clements. 4A9 w
rail at I0T West
WAN! ED Board on farm by middle-age- d return to 1003 West Centeral.
D.im down and at$40right
from
and
per
OR
month;
owner;
Rlbbona
noon
toe
RENT Office rooms. Luna Slrlckei
repaired.
tween IS
man: not over ten miu. no, a,,.
andl p, m.
venue, Monrovia,
every maCalif.
give street number. Box 11 Journal.
chine.
Exbulldluc. Korbtr Auto Separtmtnk
Albuquerque
diesi W. J., care Journal, ,
Typewriter
Journal TVunt fl.om bring results, change, phune.
ua-- J
J23 South. Fourth.
2408-J-

"eauuseeaer,

Rent-Roo-
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STRAWBERRIES

lASTIi

The largest shipment of the season mid the best of the
senson, are due tills n. in.
Ton will flml our store tlic host place In town to buy
Fresh Tomatoes; pound, Ittc.
Native grown nspaniRiis. 3 bunches for 2."c.
New t'amits. Meets mid Turnips and pretty Hotbed Radishes. Cauliflower, and Khnlinrb.
Lettuce Is belter and cheaper.
Spinach is much better now than when the weather Rets
hot; pound, only 5c.
tiood. Hard. Crisp Apples, 2 pounds 2,iC.
Meadow tiold lintter. 4."ic.
s
Under. !Wc.
Chocolate Candy
As usual, a pound box of

THEATER1

1
Ab-

Connect With These Grocery

S. 2d

Bargains Today

carat diamond

One-quart-

Blue

perfect

solutely
215

UP

PICK

.... $60.00

WISEMAN'S

Last Time Today

Rear end of Central Avenue
store room; suitable for sample

s

(I0S--

Thomas' Ice Cream

Phone 28

STORE,

Phone

Phones

313

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY,

P "Florence Vidor
in

St.

An

Rpnnrv!
An aeroplane flight, zingo-spiEve-onene-

rl

n,

D. W. GRIFFITH'S

Man
Let U Send a window

To replace that broken
Co.
glass. Albuquerque Lumber

nwu

ai.

riione

Standard Furniture Co.
619

South First St. 1'honc
buv. sell and exchange
Handle
new and used furniture. utensils.
complete line kitchen
tc.
401
We

1020
i- y-

"Way

FOR MAY

SALE

Down

Mail Orders Given
Prompt Attention.
Write for Free Catalog.

AT

RONEY'S
ft
.

!

Music and Jewelry Store

PHONE 563.
and Mountain

Road.
Eighth
We give S & Ii areen Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Parts ot
the City.

117 South

One-poun-

TAYLOR STOCK COMPANY

Opposite Postoffice
118 South Fonrth.

ROAD SHOW OF TWELVE PEOPLE.

ts

Featuring

Richard
Barthelmess
Burr ISclntosh

Phone

805-- J

10c
Asparagus, very fancy, bunch
20c
basket
special,
Strawberries,
We will have about 100 and they won't
last long. Come early.
.22c
Lytona Baking Powder, 1 lb. cans
You cannot buy this wholesale at this
price. Grocery stores may take advantage
of this price also, but only 12 cans to each
grocer.
25c
Mustard Sardines, large size, 2 cans

LISTEN
a house you
Homeseekers,
could point out with pride aa
four-roo"mine." New
adobe
stucco, corner lot, 75x150; 17
fruit trees; where rest and repose will be yours after a hard
days' work. All for $2,500; $400
cash takes me, rest like rent.
A few other good buys and divestments. See STACK Y.

AND OTHER STARS

m

Time of Shows:

1:30, 4:10, 7:15

25c
Home Grown Spinach, 3 pounds
5c
Green Onions, 2 bunches for
$3.00 Orders Delivered Free Inside City Limits.

111 South Second.

What

Hatters

New Way Cleaners, Dyers,

ssson
Matinee
Adults 40c; Special
Children 15c

for

Thono 806.

Stoics of Albuquerque.

By heading

Night
Adults 55c; Children 35c

if

Punc-turele-

ff

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

AUCTION SALE
Today, April 22nd, at 326 North Third
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold. Dresser, chiffoniers,
rocker, dining table and chairs to match; davenport, beds,
springs and mattresses, refrigerator, oil cook stove, baby
buggy, kitchen table, sewing machine, phonograph, typewriter,
kitchen range, garden tools and a big lot of other articles not
mentioned. If you want house furnishings don't miss this sale
as these goods have been moved from Springers warehouse
and must be sold regardless of price. Be on hand promptly
and bring your friends.,

1

A Remarkable Psychological Drama of Men and
Their Emotions.

STRAWBERRIES

ADDED ATTRACTION

Are plentiful and coming in good shape.

23c

Price

Frtsh Tomatoes, lb

Home Crown Spinach, lb. 5c
2 to
Kresh Ranch Eggs
Tall Pink Salmon, 2 for.. 25c

"TOUCHY A LA. CARTE"

ISO

A

40c

Butter, lb
Lettuce

i

Lowest

VISIT OCR STORE AXD RE CONVINCED

OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

In

75c
55c
34c
25c
20c
30c
30c
35c
21c
28c
59c

Fancy Carpet Brooms, each
Medium Weight Brooms, each
Polk's Grape Fruit Hearts, No. 2 can
'Cocoanut Bars, pound
Ginger Snaps, pound
Cocoanut Marshmallow Cookies, pound
Fancy Cookies, pound
Chocolate Cookies, pound
Natural Smyrna Figs, pound
Evaporated Apples, package
Evaporated Loganberries, package
FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
11 Vz

pounds

FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
48 pounds
FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
100 pounds

AA

A

flJO 1

Strawberries,

Head Lettuce,

Apples,
Blue Goose Oranges,
Spinach

Eananas,
Grape Fruit,

Asparagus,

New Radishes,
New Beets,

Rhubarb,

Brown Onions,
Sweet Potatoes,

Lemons,
Tomatoes,
Young Onions,
New Turnips,
Cauliflower,
White Onions,
New Cabbage.

-

SKINNER'S

other Macaroni Product

PHONE 328

823 S. Walter.

WE DELIVER,

DANCE TONIGHT

the Number If You Can't Come to the
Store Call 328 and We Will Deliver
Your Order to Your Door Free of Charge

OLD TOWN SOCIETY HALL

STRAWBERRIES ARE FINE AND ARE DOWN IN PRICE.
We carry the best that money can. buy so we know we can
please you Fresh vegetables of all kinds. Spinach, Cauliflower,
Celery, Lettuce, Peppers, Home Grown Onions, Radishes,

1$

-

WHITE LIGHTNING ORCHESTRA
ADMISSION FREE.

EVERYBODY WELCOME

Rhubarb.
Heinz Baked

can.
Beans,
can
Heinz Baked Beans,
2
size can . .
Glass Jar Pineapple, No.
Kraft Macaroni and Cheese, per can
can Asparagus, 18c; two cans.,
BANANAS 10c PER POUND.

.v. . .15c

18-o- z.

He

11-o- z.

..........

,23c
20c
.35c

ftjg
Free Delivery
BROADWAY CENTRAL MARKET

Saturday's Specials
Swift's Premium Hams... 30c Armour's Star Hams. , . , . ,S5c
44c
Swift's Premium Bacon., 4.V, Armour's Star Bacon
Swift's Empire Bacon. ., ,3.1c Armour's Shield Bacon,. , 34c
c
25c
Good Pork Roast
Good Beef Roast
SOo
Good Beef Ribs
10c Good Pork Chops...
SOc
He
Pure Pork Sausage
Good Beef Brisket
Pork
Link Sausage. 35c
Best IlRmburger in town, ,20c Pure
45c
23c Pork Tende$lo's
Good Shoulder Steak
SOc
25c
Good Fresh Brains
Good Round Steak
2oc
35c 1'alf Liver
Loin and
35o
Corn Fed Hens, pound
B. H. Roark, Prop.
For Quality and Service Phone 138.

Highland

X

Grocery

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.
Phone 328
Corner Coal and Arr.o.

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First St.

oth.r Macaroni Product

MHRHET

SATISFACTORY,

PKOIIE

Bankrupt Sale
Co-Operat-

Store Groceries
At 206 West Silver Ave.

EGG

ECONOMICAL

91-H- AIIII

QQJ

COAL CO.

Spring's Choicest
Footwear
Here is an invitation!
Some day,

very soon now, while the picking is

at its best, we would like to have you drop in for a

look at the New Spring Footwear.
We will take the greatest pleasure in showing
you that is just what we are here for.
We have Shoes for every requirement. As conservative as you may desire or as smart and stylish
as you can wish.
We want you to see the handsome new leathers
in black, white and colors, the choice new models
and the new everything pertaining to good Shoes.
New Spring Shoes for Men from
. ...$3.50 up
New Spring Shoes for Women from
$3.00 up
New Spring Shoes for Boys and Girls from $2.75 up
New Spring Shoes for Children from
$1.50 up
New Spring Shoes for Babies from
...75c up
.

.....

May we have

the pleasure of showing you?

PHONE 319

501 North First St?

.KANSAS CITY MEATS

LHist

Extra fancy K. C, Teal Also choice beef,
pork and lamb.
Extra Fancy Hens, pound 3!o Frying size Belgian Ilarcs,
pound 45c.
PHONE TOUR ORDERS FREE DELIVERY.

Special for Today

Central

Ave?

ive

BELOW WHOLESALE COST on

iy.

ORDER CERRILLOS

,

If You Cannot Come to the Store Phone Your Orders

.PHONE 60.

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

15c-20-

We Deliver Orders Over $5.00 Free
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

,

PRIVILEGES OUR SUGGESTING:

ROBERT JONES
Phone 682

P4aJLUt

Fruit and Vegetable Dept.

4

"Where the Dollar Does Its Duty"
THE

OKn
UtJkt

i
D1UU

Of GOOD FUEL

hold a Demonstration of Heinz Pure I'ooi Products.
We offer the following: Pork and Beans with Sauce; Pork
and Beans plain; Chili Sauce, Catsup, India Kelish, Pepper
Sauce, Cooked Spaghetti, Prepared Mustard, Mince Meat In
glass; Vinegar, pints and quarts; Apple Butter.
Expect Strawberries This Mocnlng.

S1.00

14 Sunbrite Cleanser

FORMHAL'S GROCERY
Phone 1517
1124 South Edith.
We Sell for Less and Deliver the Goods.

Y-

"TORCH Y"f Comedy.
REGULAR PRICES.

rt

PRICES

SERVICE

Will

80c
$1.55
22c
43c
$1.10
$1.00

'.

1--

I'd

TODA-

S1.00

17 Peets' Naptha Scap
Honey, 5 pound pail
Honey, 10 pound pail
Runkel's Cocoa, 2 pound can
Monarch Peanut Butter, 2 lb. tin
Fort Tomatoes, No. 2 cans, 6 for
B. & M. Lima Beans, No. 2 can, 6 for

AA

)l.Ul

Two-Pa-

......10c

Wc Give You Best

Highest

QUALITY

Albuquerque

tJ).UU

IN

It will make you think.

115 South Second St.

AA

TO 11 P. M.)

"Souls
of Men"

DISTItllUTORS.

18 LARGE CRYSTAL WHITE SOAP
and 3 CREME OIL SOAP
25 SMALL CRYSTAL WHITE SOAP
and 3 CREME OIL SOAP. .'.

FROSl'l

LAST TIME TODAY

ss

Mean to You- Thousands of miles without Punctures or Blowouts. More mileage for
casings. More mileage for
Inner Tubes. Easier riding. Save your car and
save you.
It's sound
business, and every auto
user would secure them if
they knew. Let us show
you. Money back if not
satisfied.
J. D. SHORT & CO.

West Gold Avenue.

This Work Is Strictly Guaranteed.
Endorsed

i

THEATER

LYRIC

Inside Tires

Special Music Will
Accompany the Picture

One week old and known alt over the city Economy, Quality
and Service did it. Indies and gentlemen's suits cleaned and
$1.00
pressed for

Cass-Ratli-

V"
2

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
Tickets on sale from 1 :00
to 4:10, and from 7:00 to
9:30 p. m.

220

iLAUGH AT TOBY

TONIGHT

Lillian Gish

"THE SECRET OF BUTTE RIDGE"
REGULAR PRICES.

AND
TONIGHT
AFTERNOON
(TOBY GOES TO THE CITY.)
Sunday Only: "The SQUASH HEAD," Our Best Toby Play.
(NO RESERVED SEATS)
Admission: Adults, 65c; Children, 25c; Includes Tax.
Doors Open 7:30;' Curtain, 8:30.

Best Ventilated Hall in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

IN

RIVERS THIS

LENA

d

1.

TOM SANTSCHI

Quartette Presents:

With TOBY and Their Famous

DANCE

I.nxurv ! Cavetv! Drama !
fall, crash, burning wreck

ADDED ATTRACTION

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE

COLOMBO HALL

The Most Astounding
Drama of the Season,

J

GROCERY

612 North Fifth St.
si

91J--

birds.
than game birds. Phono 1605-1-

SQUABS.

CASH

BOSWELL'S

First St. Phone

All Week and Next.
Four Plays a Week

A

$1.00 SALE $1.00

East"

ROTHMAH'S

West Central

TflWIPUT
1 J W lun

FOGG, The Jeweler

,

Buy Your Groceries

m

For Rent Attractively furnished at attractive price.

RECORDS
ClOW OH

Two Apartments

Tremendous Success

COLUMBIA

"

Woman, mKE Up!

501 South Walter

173-57-

-'- '

i'ii'MjfeiniV'''iVriiliiriSn'

LAST TIME TODAY

CRESCENT GROCERY

(in linn, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00.

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

We Deliver Promptly.

Call Us Up.

liiRli-Rrnd- c

CASH

-

THEATRE

08c
cans (2,,i lb. size) Selected California Peaches at
He
High Grade Sweet Corn (No. 2 size) per can
32o
2
lb. caiis Eartlett Pears, per can
2"c
Campbell's Tork and Beans, 2 for
$1.00
Fine Laundry Soap, at
Try our High Grade Bulk Coffee at ,..28o and 38c per pound
2."c
12 pounds Good Fresh Potatoes

FOR RENT
room, etc.
I'hone

5Bc.

WARD'S

.l.'J.f-

'-.

5

l'irsl-cl.is-

for

April 22, 1922

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Eight,

TODAY

-

SATURDAY

-

TODAY

Will Be Sold in Retail Lots
ALL THE GROCERIES, SCALES, DELIVERY
TRUCK, STORE FIXTURES OF ALL KINDS.

Because It's Rich apd Mellow
We Sell
CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE

SrSiaNNEF

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

USE PASTEURIZED MILK

IT IS SAFEST
ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
317-32- 1

North Second St.

PHONE 351

'A

